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 P. C. Slate
 Finest Yet
For Eleven
Contests, Announced for Friars
Boston College Also May 
Come Here, Making Five 
Home Games
Classy Eight-Game Football 
Schedule, With Four Home
-i -The best ’varsity football sched- i 
ule in ‘Providence College athletic 
history today was lined up for 
Coach Joe McGee 
and the veteran 
squad he’ll field ' 
for the Friars , 
next fall. ■
The 1936 Friar j 
slate, as. proudly j 
announced today j 
by Graduate Man- ; 
ager of Athletics 
John E. Farrell,, 
includes four 
home games, a 
fifth contest, with I, 
Boston College, ! 
which also may 
be a. home affair 
for the Friars, i 
and three games 
on the road.
That eight-game list will openw 
Sept. 26 when Colby will visit Hen- 
dricken Field, marking one of the' 
rare occasions, if not the first, upon , 
which the Friars have had oppor­
tunity to start their football cam­
paign at home.
It will close with another eventful 
booking, the rapidly-becoming-tradi- 
tional clash with Rhode Island' 
State, which will be played as a , 
night game under floodlights on 
Hendrieken Field, .Nov. 13, the first 
time college football has been tried 
under the lamps in Rhode Island.
It’s possible that another game 
will be tagged on the schedule to 
follow the State contest and to make 
it a nine-game slate for McGee’s 
charges. There was some likelihood 
that Manhattan would be the addi­
tional foe, but. that seems out right 
now. Graduate Manager Farrell has 
this lines out for another opponent, 
though, and hasn’t given up hope 
of slating the ninth attraction.
ALL-STAB GAME POSSIBLE
There’s a chance that this extra 
game may be a meeting between 
the Friars and a team of all-star 
graduates . of recent years from 
Brown, State and Providence Col- , 
lege, as a part of the city of Provi- I 
dence. Tercentenary celebration. The 
possibilities of such a game are be­
ing considered by Coach McGee, wl^Oj 
is chairman of the football sub-com­
mittee for the Tercentenary observ- . 
ance. .1.’,,.'__ fes Sg j
CLASSY LIST
In between those two contests will 
come a road game with Holy Cross, 
Oct. 3; the already announced clash 
with Western Maryland, here on, 
Oct. 10; a contest here with St. An-, 
'selm’s, Oct. 24; the Boston College 
booking, Oct. 24, with the site still ■ 
undecided, but prospects that Gil 
;Dobie’s new charges will agree to a| 
proposition that will bring them to 
Hendrieken Field; a visit to Spring­
field College, Oct. 31, and a Niagara 
University game at Niagara, Nov. 8.
The St. Anselm’s game on Oct. 17 
may be moved ahead to Friday, Oct. 
16, and played as a night game, if 
Friar athletic authorities wish the 
change. St.. Anselm’s has agreed 
to play at night, leaving the decision 
up to the Friars. In that case this ; 
booking would steal the honor of ; 
being the first local night collegiate I 
game away from the Ram-Friar I 
lash-up.. . fIn any case, the schedule, as it < 
now stands, shapes up as the most 
attractive the Dominicans have ever 
booked and each home game ranks 
as one of the features of the sports 
observance of the Tercentenary. It 
also marks the most forward step 
the Friars have yet taken to estab­
lish themselves as a home drawing 
card with the cityls football faith-
The schedule, with Holy Cross/ 
'Western Maryland and Boston Col­
lege rating over the Friars in 
numeral strength and none of the 
other games coming exactly in the 
set-up class, gives Coach McGee 
something to think about, even with . 
his fine supply of veteran material. :
And he’s thinking about it. j
NICE “LITTLE” SLATE
“That’s a nice little schedule 
you’ve got there, Joe,” we said to7*' 
him as he sat perched on a desk.m 
the Friar athletic office, gazing 
morosely at the February slush that 
made his proposed spring practice 
appear much farther away than a 
couple of months.
“Yeah,” he grunted, “It’s a nice 
“little” schedule, all right. If we 
had Notre Dame and Army on there, 
I guess it’d be so. small you couldn’t 
see it. It wasn’t hefty enough, so 
Boston; College had to go and get 
Gil Dobie in the last couple of days 
to make, things more interesting for 
us.
But, at the same time, you could 
4ee McGee was pleased with the list, 
games and the opportunity it 
-,»ould give him and his squad to 
Show their stuff against high calibre 
opposition and the several chances . 
to show aforesaid stuff at home. 1
SEVERAL BRIGHTER SIDES
He admitted to seeing several 
bright sides to the situation, too. 
One of them was .in the fact' that the | 
opener will be with Colby, one of i 
the less formidable teams on the | 
list, giving the Friars- something in 
the nature of a warm-up before 
they face. Holy Cross. In. several 
other years—last season was one of 
them—the Friars were thrown right 
into these crushing Crusaders for the 
first game of the season.
McGee isn’t underestimating the 
potentialties of his veteran material 
either. The Friars shake loose oniy 
three lettermen by graduation this 
June and only one outstanding star, 
Omer Landry. Except for Landry, 
they’ll be able next fall to field 
the eleven men who started most of 
this season’s games. The material 
coming up from the Freshman team 
has been better in some other years 
but McGee sees at least half a dozen 
of the upcoming yearlings as real 
'varsity calibre, at least of the re- . 
placement variety.
This fine supply of veterans counts ■ 
heavily- with McGee in relation to I 
the spring practice he plans to start
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
on April 20 and continue for four' weeks.
SPRING PLANS !
. Our spring practice, under the: 
circumstances, will be a bit different 
from other colleges,” he said. "With 
?s.l that experienced material on 
hand, we . won’t have to spend the 
whole spring term getting acquaint­
ed with, the players and putting 
them through simple fundamentals. 
We can give a lot of time to perfect­
ing next season’s attack.”
Although several of the regulars' 
V'om last year will be out for base- 
: ball, the Friar coach hopes to have 
: a. squad of at least 30 out for the 
I spring drills. Even those who are 
; with the baseball squad will be able 
to get in a little football, for Mc­
Gee hopes he will be able to take 
.V’Vj.ror a half-hour blackboard ses­
sion before they go out'on the dia- , mond.
SCRIMMAGE possible
McGee says he wouldn’t mind 
finishing up the spring drill with a' 
scrimmage with, “another college 
team,’’ although such an idea' 
doesn t play any large pact in his 
plans. Brown, and the Friars scrim­
maged together a couple of times 
last fall. It may be that, with 
Brown also holding spring drills, the’ 
two will get .together again.
■Carl “Speed” Merritt, former) 
Cranston high mentor, who this win­
ter signed as Friar backfield coach,' 
will be on hand for spring practice.’ 
along with End Coach Ollie Roberge 
‘ and Line Coach Phil Couhig.
Here are the experienced players 
who’ll be on hand for the spring drills:
Ends: Al Hagstrom, Paul Ryan, 
Ed Banahan, Ed Gill, lettermen, and 
John Smith, from the ’varsity, and 
William Murphy, Anthony Pariseau: 
and Joi-n Lyons, from the Freshman 
squad.
. Tackles: Bill Lawler, Le Bouzan, 
L»ee Davin and Raymond Guillette. 
lettermen, anl Ed ■ Snyder, from the 
’varsity, and James O’Neil, Ben 
Katz and Ckayton Memphes, Fresh­men.
Guards: Ben Polak, Bill Spinnler.
1 Jim Berberas and Stanley Gorman, 
lettermen, and Jiray Avedisian -and 
Bob Johnston,..Freshmen.
Providence College Athletic Association
COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSION
Upon payment of the ten cent government tax, this coupon will be exchanged 
for one admission ticket to either the Providence-Colby game on Septembei 
26 or the Providence-St. Anselm’s game on October 17. This ticket will be 
'exchanged only at the box office at Hendricken Field on the day of the game.
[' Centres: Ben Abrams and
• 01Qua?terback?:V 'itay BeUiveau let- 
terinao, and Ed Butler Johnny 
Jaworski and Ray Bedard, - >,
"’Halfbacks: Carl Angelica Dan 




Fullbacks: Bill Mo^M?X.e! W-! Vittullo, lettermen, and Michael mi . 
'AaelS’BASEBADL PLAYERS .
Some £Te players whose spnng 
Mis will be d°wn bbV 
practice are. Hagstiom,xy ’„vei ahan, Belliveau, Hammend Lengyel 
and Moge, together with several or . 
thThereschedule for next year's 
Freshman team also was uwiounce 
todav along with the ’varsity list. It 
includes six games two at home and 
four away. The Rh°de Isl“'3 State 
Freshman game, listed foi Satuid y, 
^VaTto bbe “played on the same 
date as the night football game be- 
tween the colleges.
The schedules: .’VA^-S^/TT
Sept. 26, Colby at Hecdricken 
FOcdt 3, Holy Cross at Worcester ,
Oct. 10, Western Maryland at,1 
Hendr'icken Field. xron^ninOct. 17, St., Anslem s at Henduc- 
■ keoct1 24,’ Boston College (site un- 
deOcted3i, Springfield at Springfield. 
, Nov. 8, Niagara University at Ni-j 
aSNov State at Hendrickem
Field (night SeLMAN
Oct. .2, St. John’s Prep at Danvers, 
Mass. _ ,Oct. 12, ' Holy Cross Freshmen at 
Worcester.Oct. 24. Dean Academy at Flank-.
Oct 30 .Boston College Freshmen 
at Hendricken Field jNov. ’6, Marianapolis College at 
! Hendricken Field. !
i Nov. 14, R. I- State Freshmen at 
Kingston;..... .............
Boston College and Holy Cross




The schedule for this season’s 
’Varsity announced by John E. Far­
rell, Graduate Manager of Friar ath­
letics, is as follows:
Sept. 26—Colby at Providence.
Oct. 3—Holy Cross at Worcester.
Oct. 10—Western Maryland at 
Providence.
Oct. 17—St. Anselm’s at . Provi­
dence.
Oct. 24—Boston College, place un­
determined.
Oct. 31—Springfield at Spring­
field.
Nov. 8—Niagara at Niagara Falls, 
N. Y.
Nov. 13—Rhode Island State at 
Providence.
The Rhode Island State College
FOUR OF 8 SCHEDULED GAMES 
SLATED FOR HENDRICKEN FIELD
Two More Foes May Be
Added—Spring Training
Will Start April 20—Six.
Contests for Freshmen
Providence College will, play an 
eight game football schedule this sea­
son, opening with Colby on Sept 26 
and closing with Rhode Island State 
College on Nov. 15. Four of the 
eight games are listed for Providence 
with the possibility t^t the Boston 
College game will be shifted to Hen- 
dricken Field instead of the B. C. 
gridiron. 1
Games are listed with Colby. Hoy ; 
Cross, Western- Maryland, St An­
selm’s Boston College, Springfield, 
Niagara and Rhode Island State Col­
lege. '
Coach Joe McGee will conduct a 
spring football practice on Hendrick- 
en Field of one month’s duration, 
opening on April 20 and closing on 
May 15. Spring practice is an inno­
vation in the present era of Friar . 
football, for no Providence College 
eleven has worked during the spring, 
months since 1931.
i game will be played under fkx 
lights, and there is just a possibility 
tha't the St. Anselm’s game may be ■ 
shifted from Saturday, afternoon to , 
Friday night and staged under the - 




According to Graduate Manager 
Farrell, there is still a possibility that 
another game or two may be added ' 
to the end of the schedule. Farrell 
i is anxious to secure a suitable op- 
• ponent for a Thanksgiving Day game, 
'but he is limited in his choice. The 
opponent would have to have stature 
i enough to compare with Rhode Is- 
I land State College as a rival for Far­
rell wants to avoid a let-down follow­
ing the meeting with the Kingston 
team.
In keeping with the expansion of 
rootball at Providence College, 
Coach Joe McGee will conduct a 
spring football drill that will differ 
materially from that usually meted 
! out to college candidates. With a 
veteran team assured for this fall,! 
McGee is in a position now of .being 
able to name at least one starting 
lineup for the early games. So no 
time will be wasted on searching for 
candidates for the various positions. 
The time will be given to the drill' 
on fundamentals, perfection of plays 
and timing, and passing and kicking, j
* ♦ • '
McGee is considering the add­
ing of a double wing-back offence 
to his single and short kick set­
up, in which event considerable 
time will be given to drill on 
that. The play calls for a black­
board drill for about a half-hour 
each day. with all of the candi­
dates, including those engaged in 
baseball, attending that phase of 
the work. With the completion 
of the blackboard work, the base­
ball men will join Jack Egan’s 
squad, and the others will turn 
to football.
Others who will be candidates for 
this fall’s team includes: John 
Smith, William Murphy, Antony 
Pariseau and John Lyons, ends; 
I James O’Neill. Benjamin Katz and 
Clayton Memphis, tackles; Jiray I 
Avedisian and Robert Johnston, 
guards; Walter Strepak and Harold 
; Demers, centres; Edward Butler, 
John Jaworski and Raymond Be­
dard. quarterbacks; Leonard Strass­
berg, Thomas Hammond. John Leng­
yel. William Leahy, Paul Morin, 
Thomas Conley and Daniel McKin­
non, halfbacks, and Michael Mi­
chaels, fullbacks. ;
Of that list. Hagstrom, Ryan, B.ana-; 
han. Belliveau, Hammond, Lengyel 
and Moge are baseball players of es­
tablished worth, and several of the 
first year men will be candidates for 
the freshman team.
The schedule, probably the finest 
I ever prepared for a Dominican 
’ eleven, will call for the best effort 
i of the veteran squad. The arrival of 
; Gii Dobie at Boston College Heights 
will heighten interest in that game, 
and Western Maryland is sure, to be 
| a highlight ip the local season.
McGee expects a squad of . about 
30 men for spring work. In.addition 
to the list of men from last season’s 
varsity and first year teams, a num- 
! ber- of others have indicated their 
intention of reporting for the pre­
liminary work.
Carl Merritt, the new backfield 
coach, and Phil Couhig. line coach,, 
will both be on hand to aid McGee- 
in the spring work. It is possible 
that the spring work may be com­
pleted with a scrimmage session with; 
another college team.
The Dominican freshman team 
will play a schedule of six games, 
opening on Oct. 2 and closing on 
Nov. 14.
The first year listing follows:
Oct. 2—St. John’s Prep at Danvers.
| Oct. 12—Holy Cross Freshmen at; 
Worcester. ;
Oct. 24—Dean Academy at Frank- j 
lin. .
Oct, 30—Boston College Freshmen
, at Providence.
Nov. 6—Marianapolis College at 
Providence.
Nov. 14—Rhode Island State Fresh­
men at Kingston.
There is a possibility that the Holy 
Cross Freshman game, listed for 
Monday, Oct. 12, may. be moved from, 
afternoon to morning, for the Tem­
ple-Boston College game in Boston 
that afternoon will be the highlight 
; in New England on Columbus Day.
OPENING GAME
TO BE HELD HERE
The.opening of the ’Varsity sched­
ule with a Providence game is an 
innovation, for it has been seven 
years since the Friars opened on the 
home gridiron. » ♦ *
Coach McGee will call on a 
squad of about 30 men, includ­
ing the following letter- list: 
Alfred Hagstrom, Paul Ryan, Ed­
ward Banahan. Edward Gill, 
ends; William Lawler, Leo Bou- 
zan, Leo Davin and Raymond 
Guillette. tackles; William 
Spinnler, Benedict Polak, Stan­
ley Gorman and James Boboras, 
guards: Benjamin Abrams and 
Norman Eichner. centres; Ray 
Belliveau, quarterback; Carlo 
Angelica, Dominic Minicjfccj, 
Albert “Hank” Soar, halfbacks, 
and W'illiam Moge and Jtitehard 
Vitullo, fullbacks.
Providence College Lists
 Westefn Maryland Series
First Game Will Be Played
Here Oct. 10 as Part of Ter­
centennial Celebration.
In line with its policy of scheduling 
stronger football opponents for next 
year, Providence College yesterday 
announced that it will meet Western, 
Maryland at Hendricken Field on! 
Oct. 10. This date, was filled by the 
City College of New York last sea­
son. It is expected that the Friars 
will also schedule games with 
Springfield, Holy Cross, Boston Col­
lege, Colby, St. Anselm and Rhode 
Island State.
This year, in its bid for a home 
following and with the Tercentennial 
celebration as a further incentive, the 
Friar athletic authorities are plan­
ning to make the Black and White 
schedule wholly a home one if possi­
ble. Contacts with Colby, Boston 
,and Holy Cross to date have met, 
with favorable responses. The
Western Maryland game, one of the 
most important intersectional con­
tests to appear on recent Dominican 
schedules, adds another colorful op­
ponent to a promising list.
Providence enjoyed a highly she-, 
cessful year with six triumphs and*' 
I two defeats the past season and will, 
have most of its veterans available 
next year as well as half a dozen or 
more capable players from this year’s: 
Freshman team. All in all the Provi­
dence material looks equal to the fine 
slate of games being arranged.
The Friars have arranged a home! 
and home series with the strong 
Western Marylanders and will meet 
them in the Baltimore Stadium in 
1937., The stadium committee will;
< decide in the near future about this! 
date as three elevens use the stadium 
and their schedules must be made 
to interlock to avoid conflicts. Prov­
idence will hold several October 1937 
dates open to take care of this game. 
Next year Providence will play a 
schedule which will start sometime 
in September or early October and 
' continue through to Thanksgiving 
Day. Plans to schedule a strong 
Thanksgiving Day opponent for 
Hendricken Field are going forward 
and will be completed probably by 
late January. A minor opponent has 
been tentatively listed for the Satur­
day prior to Thanksgiving permit­
ting the Friars a breather before 
tackling their closing game.
Council Committee on Ter­
centenary Sports to Make  
Negotiations.
Progress is expected in a few days 
on the plan to bring the Boston Col­
lege football team here on Oct. 24 to 
meet Providence College. Aiderman 
Frank Rao, chairman of the sub-com­
mittee on sports, was empowered by 
the genera] committee on Tercenten­
nial activities of the Providence City 
Council at its last meeting to com­
plete necessary arrangements with 
;he two colleges.
Graduate Manager John E. Farrell, 
athletic director at Providence Col­
lege, stated last night that the en­
ure matter rested with the general 
committee and that Providence Col­
lege, as yet. had no statement to 
hake regarding the negotiations.
Aiderman Rao has been given 
authority to bond the. game, and the 
corporation established for the 
landling of financial matters p.er- 
aining to the Tercentennial observ­
ance will draw up the papers for the 
ponding within a few days.
CITY WILL BACK
P. C.-B. C. G AME
FRIARS WILL PLAY
EAGLES IN BOSTON
Game Tentatively Planned as 
 Part of Tercentenary Ob­
servance Transferred.
The Providence College-Boston 
College ’Varsity football game, 
planned for Brown Field on Oct. 24 
as a concluding feature of the Provi­
dence City Council’s Tercentenary 
celebration, will not be played here, 
but will be played on the Eagles’ 
home field at Chestnut Hill, Mass., on 
the same date.
The decision to play the game in 
Boston brings to a conclusion months 
of negotiations to bring it here. The 
move to conclude the negotiations 
and settle on the Boston College field 
was announced from Boston by the 
B. C. Graduate Manager, John Cur­
ley, and confirmed by Providence 
College authorities yesterday.
Although it^was learned that hope 
was still held out that the game 
might be brought here as a highlight 
in the P. C. schedule, yesterday’s 
announcement from the B. C. ;atja- 
letic offices closes the issue. Both 
schedules list the game for Boston.♦ ♦ *
Reports on the P. C.-B. C. game 
for Providence first reached the pub­
lic ear early last spring when John 
E. Farrell, Providence College grad­
uate manager, was arranging his 
’Varsity schedule. At that time, the 
Providence City Council Tercenten­
ary Committee took the matter un­
der consideration and during one 
stage of the consideration voted to 
sponsor the game here on Brown 
Field. The Brown officials had not 
been approached on the availability 
of their field at that time and the 
guarantee that Boston College want­
ed to leave her own fielcPwas a mat­
ter for consideration, and long nego­
tiation? werejhe rasult.
Boston College later conserited to 
bring her team here for a stated 
guarantee. The Providence College 
interest in controlling the revenues 
that come in from her own games 
was a factor in extending the negoti­
ations among the three parties con­
cerned.
♦
The issue extended itself until the 
City Council Tercentenary commit­
tee found itself without funds for 
sponsoring the remaining features of 
its scheduled celebration, then 
reached a stalemate. Since the Ter­
centenary committee had provided 
the major impetus for bringing the 
game here, it was only in a natural 
course of events that the coming of 
fall should bring the issue to a head.
Interest in Boston College in New 
England has been increased by the 
arrival of Gilmour Dobie to the 
Heights from Cornell.
Boston College has never played in 
Providence. ,
Jack Curley, B. C. athletic director, 
told the Journal yesterday that no 
contract had ever been signed to 
hold the game in Providence, but 
that there was a “tentative agree­
ment subject to the signing of a cpn- 
tract
“We preferred to switch the game 
back to Boston,” said John E. Far­
rell, graduate director of athletics at 
Providence College. “We had never 
definitely decided to hold it here but 
had hoped we could swing it.”
Mr. Farrell said Providence Col­
lege had never made any definite 
agreement with the City Council 
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CORO NA-Me All-American Favorite
29 P. C. Gridiron Candidates 
Report for Spring Practice
Hustling through an hour of warm­
up drills as a preliminary, 29 Provi­
dence College football candidates 
completed the first session of a 
three-weeks’ spring practice with a 
touch football game yesterday af­
ternoon. Head Coach Joe McGee. 
Carl Merritt, backfield coach, and 
Phil Couhig, line coach, directed the , 
workout.
It is expected the squad will be 
increased within the next two days 
to close to 50 men, as .many did not 
report, for yesterday’s opening 
drill. Eleven playfers on the ’Var­
sity list of prospects are on the base­
ball squad and blackboard talks for 
these candidates will .begin soon.* ’ ♦ »
Coach McGee plans to spend an­
other day or so in drills which will 
condition the men for scrimmage 
work later in the practice period. 
Coach Carl Merritt began to explain 
the assignments of the double wing- 
back formations yesterday, starting 
with the fullbacks.
Only five players will be lost 
through graduation in June and of 
this number only one, Capt. Omer 
Landry, was a regular last season. 
The other graduates, who acted in 
reserve roles, are: Joe Balzanelli, 
halfback; Bill Sullivan, tackle; Pat 
Morrison, centre, and Joe McHenry, 
guard.
The players who reported yester-
! day were:
Ends—Edward Gill, John Smith 
and Anthony Pariseau; Tackles— 
William Lawler, Leo Bouzan. Ben 
Katz, Edward Snyder, Brandon Gar­
vey and Clayton Memphos; Guards 
—William Spinnler, Ben Polak, Jim 
Boboras, Jiray Avedesian and Rob­
ert Johnston; Centres—Norman 
Eichner and Harold Demers; Quar­
terback—Ray Bedard; Halfbacks— 
Carlo Angelica, Dominic Minicucci, 
Leonard Strasberg, William Leahy, 
Thomas Conley, George Forstot, 
James Duffy, John Dodd, Joe Cinque- 
grana, George Heffron; Richard Vi-, 
tullo and Michael Michaels, full­
backs.
Touch Game Played.—Squad 
Expected to Be Increased 
in Next Few Days.
17 Veterans Are Among 30
Preliminary Practice Will Start 
Wednesday at Narra- 
gansett Pier.
Providence College will open its 
pre-season football training camp at 
Narr'agansett Pier on Wednesday in 
preparation for the Friars’ 1936 
schedule of eight games. With much 
of the preliminary work already 
taken care of in a three-weeks Spring 
practice, the Dominicans should 
launch their third campaign under 
Head Coach Joe McGee with a better 
foundation than either of. McGee’s 
previous elevens.
McGee will have a pair of capable 
assistants to handle his backfield and 
line problems giving him more time 
to work on , the mechanics of the 
Friars offence and defence than he 
has had in the past. Carl Merritt, 
one of the State’s leading schoolboy 
coaches while at Cranston High, will 
direct the ’Varsity backs. Phil Cou- 
hig. one of the charter, members of 
McGee’s staff and an outstanding 
tackle while-at Boston College, again 
will be in charge of the linemen. i
This sports season of 1936-37 will 
mark the end of the athletic trail of! 
the class of 1.937, which will be .the! 
graduating class next June. Back ini 
1933 the class of 1937 entered the. 
Dominican college as Frenchmen and 
established some sport records that 
probably will stand for quite a while 
in Friar athletic annals.* ♦ *
They won five of their six Fresh­
men football games, then went, 
through an undefeated basketball 
campaign with 19 victories and top­
ped off their record-making with 
eight victories in 11 baseball games. 
The majority of the athletes in this 
particular class play, in more than 
one sport and several of them are. 
stars in the three major sports.
Ed Gil] of Cranston and Al Hag- 
strom of Gloucester. ’Varsity ends, 
were first-stringers on the Freshmap 
eleven in ’33. They are now two of 
the leading candidates for the ’Var­
sity flanks this season. Hagstron 
holds down- regular berths on the 
baseball and basketball team while 
Gill was ’Varsity basketball manager 
last season. LB®. ,. - ' . |
Leo Davin of New Haven and Leo I 
Bouzan of Newton, the Friars’ giant | 
tackles, held.the same posts on the; 
yearling eleven in ’33 and have been ; 
playing top-notch football for the'i 
past two Varsity , seasons on the first- 
string eleven. Davin is captain-elect 
of basketball and an all-New Eng­
land and all-Rhode Island guard. 
Bill Lawler, of Springfield, another 
veteran tackle, also started his ca­
reer with the ’33 yearling season.
Jim Boboras of Providence is the 
only senior guard left of. the group 
which started to compete for the 
Friars in ’33. His running mate. 
Stan Gorman of Somerville. Conn., 
also a first-string guard, dropped, out 
of college last semester. Ben Abrams, 
the class of. ’37’s leading contribu­
tion .to the centre ranks, has also left 
school.
In the backfield the class of ’37 has 
contributed some outstanding play­
ers to the football team. Ray Belli- 
veau of Fitchburg, who handled 
much of the Varsity, piloting last 
year, is again headed for the lion’s 
share of the signal calling. Tom 
Hammond of Fall River and Carlo 
Angelica of Thompsonville. Conn., 
two fleet-footed halfbacks, and Dick 
Vitullo of Warren, 220-pound full­
back, are others who have kept the 
athletic repute- of. the class of ’37 
on a high plane.
Among the 30 candidates invited 
to attend the training camp are 17 
veterans, 12 sophomores and Leo 
Ploski of Albany, who did not play 
Varsity football last year but was a 
Freshman backfield star the year be­
fore, Ploski is a triple-threat half­
back who will be a welcome addi- I 
tion to the Squad which needs re- ! 
placements in the backfield.
Tile answer to some of the back- 
field problems may be found among 
a trio of sophomore backs who 
looked good in Spring drills. They 
are Ray Bedard, of Central Falls, 
scrappy little quarterback; Mike Mi­
chaels. of Danbury. Conn., fullback, 
and Tom Conley, of Harrisville, half- j 
back. These players will strengthen ! 
the squad of Veteran ball carriers , 
■ comprising Dick Vitullo, Bill Moge, 
Carl Angelica, Ray Beliiveau and 
Dom Minicucci.
‘ 'a'K a®,-... , ; . . « 
each assignment, McGee would I1 
to keep Eichner at guard and h°1L 
Hal Demers of Woonsocket or A 
thony Pariseau of Attleboro wifi 
able to handle the centre post. . g
Demers, regular centre on . 
Freshman eleven last season, 
one of the outstanding linemefl 
tfie yearling squad. If he contWa 
to play the same sort of rugged ga” 
he did with .the Freshman he i‘at 
a fine chance of seeing regular sel- 
ice. . .’...jj
Pariseau was first-string end ",J g 
the’. Freshmen and was one of ■ 
best defensive ends to show on 
Friar first-year team, in recent year.’ 
McGee plans to convert Pariseau m 
a centre as the Attleboro player B 
-the build for the position, is fast atl 
aggressive, and plays as if he re_ 
is-hed rhe bumps and contacts. 
rest of the line has veterans for even 
post ana it is not likely that chads® 
will be made there.
The weak spot in the line wffl L 
at centre where there is only011? 
veteran available. Norm Eichnem, 
Torrington, Conn., is the sole 
■man with pivot experience, bj. 
served last year both at centre a® ! 
guard playing a whirlwind game |
3 4 5
Providence College Athletic Association
Student Football Admission 
1936
This ticket entitles the owner to admission to each home football contest on Ilen- 
dricken F’ield during the 1936 season. This ticket is non-transferable and if presented 
by anyone other than the OWNER will be forfeited. If lost, mislaid, or stolen, 
this ticket will not be replaced, nor will any refund be macle on such account.






Above photograph was taken at Providence College yesterday as squad I board (
Pier to begin football practice. On the extreme left are Carl Merritt, V 
Head Coach Joe McGee. _________ ________—




' Providence College launched ns| 
pre-season training schedule for the 
1936 football campaign yesterday af­
ternoon when 26 candidates left tor 
Narragansett Pier by bus. Actual, 
field drills will be started today with 
morning and afternoon sessions.
Head Coach Joe McGee and his as­
sistants, Carl Merritt and Phil Cou- 
hig supervised the departure of. the S 
athletes after instructions for the r 
daily program at the Pier camp had t 
been given. Only five absentees were t 
listed and they are expected to re-:p 
: port within the next day or two. '
For the most part the players re- 1 
ported gains in weight after summers 
spent on jobs which toughened, t 
muscles and prevented excess pound- ! 1 
age. A cursory check of summer an- i i 
i tivities disclosed that the football ' i 
men worked on State projects with; hi 
pick and shovel, played amateur.. 
baseball, toted ice, worked as sales- , 
men and held down odd jobs that 
crop up with every summer season. ’
The players spent yesterday check­
ing in at the athletic office, being 
measured for equipment and packing 
their duffle bags with complete out­
fits' for their stay at the camp. Last 
night the plans called for assignment 
of quarters and the first meal at the 
training table. The squad was to 
hold its first workout at 9:30 o’clock 
this morning and another at 2:30 
o’clock this afternoon.
Coach McGee said yesterday that
grass drills will play about the same ■ 
role in the Friars daily program as 
they have, in the past. While the . 
trend this season is to place more 
emphasis on scrimmaging, the Friars 
will not put on the shoulder pads: 
for a few days.
With veterans available, all along 
the line the'big problem facing the; 
Friar coaches is the development of- 
i reserve material. In the backfield 
1 much work is to be done in lining 
/up a new first-string quartet to fill 
..the. gaps left by graduation and 
i withdrawals arid to drill capable un­
derstudies.
Four of the five candidates who; 
were missing yesterday are letter- 
men. They are Bill Moge, fullback 
from Springfield; Al Hagstrom, end . 
from Gloucester; Die Vitullo, full­
back from Warren, and Norm 
Eichner, centre from Torrington, 
Conn. Charlie Gaffney, halfback 
from this city, was the other candi­
date who did not report.
Players who reported yesterday:
Centres—Hal Demers, Woonsocket, 
and Anthony Pariseau, Attleboro; 
Guards—Bill Spinnler, Paterson, N. 
J.; Ben Polak, Warren; Jim Boboras, 
Providence; Giray Avedesian, Paw­
tucket; Robert Johnston, Providence;
’ George Heffron, Harrisville.
Tackles—Leo Davin, New Haven; 
Leo Bouzan, Newton, Mass.; Ed Shy- 
der, Paterson, N. J.; Bill Lawler, 
Springfield; Ben Katz, New London.
Ends—Ed Gill, Providence; Paul 
Ryan, Haverhill, Mass.; John Lyons, 
. Haverhill, Mass.; William Murphy, 
Danbury, Conn.; Abraham “Bim”; 
Strasberg, Providence.
Quarterbacks — Ray Belliveau, 
Fitchburg, Mass., and Ray Bedard, 
Central Falls.
Halfbacks—Don Minicucci, Nau­
gatuck, Conn.; Leo Ploski, Albany, 
N. Y.; Carl Angelica, Thompson­
ville, Conn.; Tom Hammond, Fall 




26 Friar Football Players 
Leave for Camp at Pier
Actual Drills to Start This 
Morning; Coaches Faced 
with Developing Backs.
Dave Couhig, brother of Phil, today joined the Providence College football coaching staff. Dave, 
 also shown at the right, will handle the freshman team. His brother is the ’Varsity line coach. Theyalso captained Boston College teams, Dave in 1934 and Phil in 1932.
COACHING BROTHERS
Friars Hold First Football
Drill of Season
at Narragansett Pier 
HEAD COACH JOE McGEE FACES 
DIFFICULT BACKFIELD PROBLEM!
28 Players Take Part in Initial Prac­
tice.—Spinnler in Backfield
Providence College’s football squat i 
was increased to 28 players as th,e 
Friars completed their first workout 
this morning on Community Field tilt 
Narragansett Pier.
Norman Eichner of Torrington,,
Conn., regular centre and guard last 
year, and Thomas Conley of Harris­
ville, sophomore halfback, reported 
to Head Coach Joe McGee for the 
first time.
The Friars were given a two-hour 
workout of running, charging, purg­
ing and passing. After the drill 
Coach McGee stated that his squad 
was the finest conditioned group he 
had ever had at the start of training.
“Much of the credit of the players’ 
good condition is due to our spring 
practice and to the fact that the boys 
■ kept in shape this summer. There is 
not an exces pound on any one of i 
them and that speaks wel for their' 
summer activities.”
This morning drills opened with a 
talk on condition by Coach McGee 
after which the backs put in some 
time on passing and kicking while 
the linemen worked on the charging 
machine. The session was concluded 
with a 30-minute signal drill. An­
other drill was on the afternoon pro­
gram.
' McGee handed out plays to two 
elevens. One of the teams lined up 
with oJe Lyons and Paul Ryan, ends; 
Ben Katz and Ed Snyder, tackles; 
Bob Johnston and Ben Polak, 
guards; Anthony Pariseau, centre; | 
' Ray Belliveau, quarterback; Tom' 
1 Conley and Don Minicuzci, half- 
j backs; Mike Michaels, fullback. The 
other team took the field with Bim 
Strassberg and Ed Gill,. ends; Leo 
: Davin and Bill Lawler, tackles; 
. George Heffron and Giray Avede- 
sian, guards; Hal Demers, centre; 
Ray Bedard, quarterback; Carl An­
gelica and Leo Ploski, halfbacks, and 
Bill Spinnler, fullback.
Last season Spinner was a reserve 
lineman, but because of the need of 
! backfield material and because two 
of the regular fullbacks have not yet 
reported, he will probably be used 
in the backfield this season.
Coach McGee said yesterday that 
grass drills will play about the same 
role in the Eriars daily program as 
they have in the past. While the 
trend this season is to place more 
emphasis on scrimmaging, the Friars 
will not put on the shoulder pads 
for a few days.
With veterans available all along 
the line the big problem facing the 
Friar coaches is the development of 
reserve material. In the backfield 
much work is to be done in lining 
up a new first-string quartet to fill 
the gaps left by graduation and 
withdrawals and to drill capable un­
derstudies.
SKULL PRACTICE FOR FRIARS
Providence College's 1936 football destinies will rest upon the shoulders of the boys shown above
as they listened to a blackboard talk given yesterday at Narragansett Pier. Coach Joe McGee is at
the left of the board and Phil Couhig stands at the right.
Many Changes in Friars’ 
Line Planned By McGee
Head Coach Joe McGee may be 
forced to do considerable shifting of 
layers before he is satisfied with the 
Varsity football team that will rep­
resent Providence College on the 
gridiron this fall. He came to this 
inclusion yesterday after the Friar 
;auad of 28 candidates completed its 
Irst day of practice at its training 
lamp at Narragansett Pier.
The Friar coach has contemplated 
several changes already, and much 
as he would like to keep players in 
'positions they have held in past sea­
sons. he believes that changes, must 
'be made to build a strong ■eleven. 
About the only line position plenti­
fully supplied with material of first- 
string calibre is guard, and much of 
the power here depends upon the re­
tention of all veterans.
# * *
To give his centre squad at least 
one candidate of proven ability Mc­
Gee plans to shift Norman Eichner; 
of Torrington. Conn., regular guard; 
last season. back to the pivot post he 
beld“at the start of last year’s cam-| 
■„aig.n Hal Demers, Woonsocket 
soSomore. who was regular centre 
on the Friar Freshman eleven last 
fall, will be counted upon as first-; 
string reserve.
w If Demers, who weighs about 180, 
shows up well enough in the work-| 
:outs he may win a regular post. Tn 
i+his case McGee will keep Eichner 
at tfuard, where the 190-pound Tor­
rington Junior was a standout last, 
fall Ben Polak, Warren Junior, who
Iso tips the scales at 190 and was 
Sichner’s regular running mate last 
year, is slated to hold the same berth 
!Sain-
Jim Boboras, Providence Senior, 
7ho was first string guard, has put 
n almost 20 pounds during the vaca- 
’on period and now weighs close to 
90. Boboras will work with Polak 
in the guard assignments if Eichner 
is shifted to centre. Anthony Pari- 
seau, Attleboro sophomore, is being 
groomed for duty at centre, and 
showed promise of developing into a 
capable pivotman in yesterday’s 
practice.
Pariseau was regular end with the 
Freshmen last season and was one of 
the most aggressive players on the 
team. His deadly tackling and ac­
curate pass receiving will assure him 
of a post at end if he fails to make 
the grade at centre. Discussing his 
end squad McGee is disturbed by the 
lack of heavy, rangy players.
Paul Ryan of Haverhill, regular 
wing last season, is the only end of 
any size that the Friars have right 
now. Al Hagstrom of Gloucester, 
who has been given a leave of ab­
sence until he completes a summer 
job; Ed Gill of Providence, who was 
a regular end during the latter part 
of the ’35 season, and Johnny Lyons, 
“Bim” Strasberg and Bill Murpny, 
all sophomores, are under 170 pounds 
in weight and below, the six foot 
mark in height.
0 * *
Leo Davin of New Haven and Leo 
Bouzan of Newton, Mass., first-string 
tackles last year, make the outlook 
in this department favorable. The re­
serve material, while not large in 
numbers, is very promising in size 
and weight. Bill Lawler ■ of Spring­
field and Ed Snyder of Paterson, N. 
J., saw some action as reserves last 
fall while Ben Katz, New London 
sophomore, shows plenty of prom- 
ise.
McGee plans to give out two or 
three plays each day and allow the 
players to learn them before mov­
ing on to the next set of formations- 
He. expressed satisfaction yesterday 
at the manner in which the squad as­
similated the plays he handed °u , 
and attributed the quick response to 
the foundation laid in Spring Pr£lC" 
tice.
Double sessions will be held a 
during the stay at camp which wi 
be until Sept. 19, and if class sche - 
ules permit, one or two double wor 
outs may be held when the squ 
returns to Hendricken Field on Sep
* 21- d
The daily program for the squa 
while in camp starts at 7:30 a. m. a 
concludes at 11 p. m. The 
have breakfast at 8, report to the n 
at 9 and drill from 9:30 to no 
Lunch is at 12:30, and then they a 
free until the 2:30 drill in the aitei 
noon. That is over at 5 o’clock a 
supper follows at 6. 11?
There is a short blackboard 
after supper and the squad is fr . 
until 10:30 when they report ba 
to quarters. “Lights out” at 11 P- 
ends the day and most of the cana 
dates are eager to “call it a day-
Coach Contemplates Several 




Joins Friar Football Staff. 
Was Former Boston Col­
lege Captain.
: Dave Couhig of Beverly, Mass., a
brother of Phil Couhig, Providence 
College ’Varsity line coach, has been 
appointed coach of the Providence 
College Freshman football squad, it 
was announced today by Graduate 
Manager of Athletics John E. Farrell, 
Oouhig joined the ’Varsity squad 
at Narragansett Pier this morning 
and will aid the Friar ’Varsity 
coaches in drilling the candidates. At 
the same time Couhig. will learn, the 
Providence College training routine 
which he will use when the Friar 
Freshmen football candidates report 
on Sept. 21.
The new Providence College 
Freshman coach was an assistant to 
Coach Nat Ross at Gloucester high 
school last year. The team had a 
successful season, winning five of its 
eight games.
Dave learned all his college foot­
ball under Joe McKinney at Boston 
College. He was one of the Eagles 
leading athletes for three years, win­
ning his ’Varsity letter both in foot­
ball and track during each of his 
three years of competition for the 
Maroon and Gold.
In football he followed in the foot­
steps of his brother, Phil, being elect­
ed captain of the Boston College 
eleven in 1934. Phil was the ’32 cap­
tain. In track Dave was a shotput­
ter and won the captaincy in his 
Senior year.
His early sport training was re­
ceived at Beverly high school under 
Steve Patton. At Beverly Dave 
played tackle on the football eleven 
and later was shifted to fullback. He 





Ploski, Junior Triple Threat, 
Proves Accurate Passer 
in Practice.
With every player in such fit con- 
' dition that two days of practice have 
produced slight evidence of the usu­
al fatigue and stiffness that follow 
the early drills, the Providence Col­
lege football squad will shift its 
activities to the auxiliary polo field 
at Narragansett Pier.
Coach Joe Magee has ordered out. 
the shoulder pads and the first ses­
sion of contact work is scheduled for ; 
this afternoon. The squad will hold 
a light workout this morning on 
Sprague Memorial Field, where the 
Linemen will work on the charging 
machines and the backs on punting, 
passing and running.
While McGee expects that there 
will be a minor ailment here or there 
before training at the camp ends, he 
has high hopes that injuries will be 
kept down to a minimum. With only 
28 players in camp and little indica­
tion that the squad will go beyond 
35 when air candidates are on hand, 
the problem of preventing injuries 
has assumed paramount importance.
Plans to make the Friar passing at- . 
tack as potent a weapon this year 
as it has been since McGee took over . 
the coaching duties at Providence' 
College are being pressed forward' 
as one of the important phases of the 
Friar offensive for the coming cam­
paign. Backfield Coach Carl Merritt 
sent the backs and ends throu. r a 
long passing drill yesterday, and the 
accuracy which the different combi­
nations, showed foreshadows a strong 
air attack for theJBlack and White.
Leo Ploski. Junior triple-threai I 
back from Albany, N. Y., showed up J 
well in the passing drill yesterday. 
Ploski rifled aerials to the ends with 
the same speed and accuracy he 
showed as a P. C. Freshman star two 
seasons back, Mike Michaels of Dan- 
bury, Conn., also turned in capable 
!work in the passing, confirming Mc­
Gee’s hopes that the 185-pound 
Sophomore may step into regular: 
work in the backfield in his first sea­
son with the ’Varsity.
j Don Minicucci of Naugatuck, 
Conn., who will be counted upon to 
do considerable ball carrying for 
the Friars this year, is another cap­
able passer who has stood out in the 
drills. Ray Bedard of Central Falls, 
160-pound sophomore quarterback, is 
another adept passer. Bedard shows 
promise of carrying on where his 
fellow-townsman, Capt. Omer Lan­
dry signal-caller from 1933-35, left 
off.
The Friar end squad will be the 
lightest group of wings that McGee 
has had but may make up for their 
lack of weight in speed and shifti­
ness. Yesterday “Biro” Strasberg, 
Providence 165-pounder; Johnny 
Lyons, 170-pounder from Haverhill; 
Ed Gill, 170-pound Senior from Prov­
idence, and Bill Murphy, lightweight 
from Danbury, Conn., displayed the 
necessary speed to make the Friars’ 
air attack a real threat.
McGee is disturbed about the de­
fensive strength of his end squad. 
He may have to move Anthony 
PaiiS'/au, a Sophomore end of all- 
around ability, to centre and this 
would take one of his strongest de­
fensive players from’ the end ranks. 
Paul Ryan, 190-pound Haverhill 
Junior, is the one hefty member of 






CATCHES EYE OF COACHES
Scjuad of 23 Settles Down 
to Drills. Strong Centre 
Trio Forms Nucleus of 
Line
secon^S^of -to the
ball drill on the NarrtT380? foot" 
Municipal Recreation rM?" 
with several important ° today 
confronting, the coaching board*61”' 
Twenty-eight men are in th* now, including a fine w tbe.camP 
but none who can immPdi °f ,talent, 
into the gaps that wWe^rft?^7 Step 
Omer Landry, Rank onreated when Abrams marked ?”ut of thBen 
dence College halls >-,?.+ +he Novi­
Landry, the ’35 capiat 1 t0 return. 
ated, but the other twn\W3S gradu- 
on before their Plotted W m°Ved 
that extent have 1and to
numerous worries thf/T^4 the 
has. Now, word h^3* J°e McGee 
Vitullo, the big rr! aC°me - that 
may drop out gOf C0]J“g .fullba<*, 
work, and McGee e&e to go to 
additional worry thereby™*3*65
endowed1 with*tn* s5uad is Wel1 
needed in nio-i?6 type of —ei> 
but there i.^>td n guard P’ay, 
on the team thlt "®ther positi°n 
It would seem +i*s , n good sIlaPe. shifting wili t’!hat considerable 
up some of th.. pIace to build 
and that is ® de«mated units, 
right off. Plobably due to start
Off-hand, Providence seems less 
fortunately placed than a year ago. 
khe has lost the key men. Soar, Lan­
dry, Abrams and possibly Vitullo 
She didn’t have an outstanding fresh­
man team. And a squad of 28 is hard­
ly large enough to supply the reg-' 
ulars and replacements that will be 




Which isn’t to say that all is dark 
and foreboding, however. While 
Providence will have to start out 
short on experience, she should come 
along fast, for there is a fine nucleus 
from the ’35 team that went through 
its cauldron of fire. Michael Mich­
aels, Danbury, Conn., sophomore 
who stood right out like a beacon a’ 
year ago, may be the man the Friar 
coaches are looking for. In fact, one 
who is conversant with the play of 
She various Friar candidates said that 
in another year Michaels is very 
likely to be so.good that Providence 
College followers will forget all 
about the untimely loss of Soar.
Now that’s a sizable order, bu
Michaels looked like a real pros­
pect as he went through his Pa®e® 
yesterday. He was especially 
adept in the kicking drill «iat 
Carl Merritt ordered early yes­
terday afternoon. And he had the 
speed of foot and adeptness on 
shifting to indicate that he may 
be a feared luminary in the run­
ning game. In any case, you II 
want to level your gaze on tins 
promising young man when you 
take your place in the stands in 
the early games. He’s due to 
come along.
Providence has located a beautiful 
setting for the preliminary work.
The recreation field isn’t, as large 
the polo field, but it is more centia y , 
located. In fact, the candidates can 
walk from the Grinnell cottages,; 
where they have established head­
quarters, to the field, with very little, 
exertion. It has a smooth area or 
turf, it is high, and exposed to the 
cooling breezes from the water, ana 





Mai Brown, the college graduate 
trainer, was busy putting up the scat-' 
fold that will support the tackling 
dummy, the bucking machines and 
various dummies.
Goal posts will not be put up, 
but there will be ample time for 
the place and drop kicking after 
the squad returns to Hendricken 
Field. There is a possibility that 
the scene of activity may be 
shifted to the polo field for the 
afternoons, when rugged scrim­
mage is scheduled, for the Friar 
coaches will avoid cutting up the 
recreation field.
• ♦ ♦
With Moge, Gaffney, Hagstrom and 
Vitullo still missing, the squad shapes! 
up about as follows:
Ends—Hagstrom, due Monday; 
Gill, 165 pound veteran, are backed! 
by four Sophomores, Paul Ryan, Joe; 
Lyons, Abraham “Bim” Strasberg 
and Bill Murphy.
Tackles—Leo Davin and Leo Bou- 
zan, both seniors, regulars a year 
ago; Ed Snyder and Bill Lawlor, on 
’Varsity squad last year as. reserves; 
and Ben Katz, up from last year’s 
freshman team. Ray Guillette, a 
substitute last year, has left college, 
and Jim O’Neil, one of the promising; 
sophomores, was dropped by the 'i 
faculty for academic failures. ’
GUARDS STRONGEST OF 1
VARIOUS UNITS
Guards—the guard squad is the 
strongest unit on the squad right 
now. Norman Eichner and Ben 
Polak are 190-pound aces with plenty 
of speed. Jim Boboras was a regular 
last year. Giray Avedesian, George 
Heffron and Bob Johnston are up 
from the freshmen with good pros­
pects of going places.
In the backfield, Ray Belliveau'; 
and Ray Bedard, veteran and soph­
omore, stand out at quarterback; 
with Carl Angelica and Mike Mi­
chaels as likely blockers. Bill Moge 
and Tom Conley, veteran and soph­
omore, are out ahead in the race for 
fullback. Dom Minicucci, Tom Ham­
mond and Leo Ploski stand forth in 
the triple-threat post. Bill Spinnler, 
a 165-pound guard, will probably be 
shifted to the backfield to build up 
that department.* * •
Anthony Pariseau will prob­
ably be shifted from centre to 
end, and there is a possibility 
that Eichner will be moved from 
guard to centre, where he would 
hold forth with Hal DeMers, a 
sophomore. The coaches are hop­
ing that Eichner can be left with 
I the guard squad, for it will suf- 
' fer if he moves out.
Coach Joe McGee and his aides, 
Carl Merritt and Phil and Dave 
Couhig, are approaching their prob­
lem with a carefully planned sched­
ule. Work yesterday was thoroughly 
reasonable, and McGee doesn’t in­
tend to order out the pads for an­
other day or two. He rates this -squad 
one of the best conditioned that he 
has seen in his sojourn on Smith Hill.
SQUAD TO HOLD DAILY 
DOUBLE SESSIONS
The squad will remain at the Pier 
until a week from Saturday, then 
the men will probably hold to the 
double drill sessions until the classes 
open at the college. Yesterday found 
the coaches giving out four plays, 
and that routine will continue daily 
until the assortment is built up to 
game proportions.
There is a note of determination in 
the Friar camp that will carry this 
squad far and fast. Much will de­
pend on the ability of the individuals 
to avoid injuries, for the paucity of 
numbers would make serious in­
juries to some of the men a real 
problem. And there’s the chance 
that the Friar will be a starless team 
this year, an item that has been 






McGee Speeds Squad in 90 
Minute Scrimmage; Work­
out Is Success
me Friars went through their 
hardest workout of the season yes­
terday at the Narragansett Polo 
field, when head coach Joe McGee 
sent his charges through a 90 minute 
scrimmage under game conditions. 
He was extremely gratified at the 
work of some of the players and 
j the fact that no injuries resulted was 
sweet music to his ears. Stress was 
placed on the offensive play of the 
. squad and the results along that line 
were fair. There are still many rough 
spots to be smothed off and that is 
only to be expected, but all things 
considered the drill was a huge suc­
cess.
The team of Ed Gill, and Paul 
Ryan at the ends, Leo Davin nad 
Tom Bouzan were at the tackles, 
with Jim Boboras and Ben Polak 
flanking sophomore DeMers at cen­
ter, with Ray Belliveau, veteran sig­
nal caller at quarter, and Dom Min- 
micucci, Mike Michaels and Bill 
Spinier completing the eleven, opened 
on the offensive at the start of the ; 
scrimmage. DeMers and Michaels 
were the only sophomores in this 
lineup, while Bill Spinier at fullback 
was a lineman last fall.
The defensive lineup included, Gig 
Pariseau and Jack Lyons at the out­
posts, Bill Lawler and Ed Snyder at 
the tacqles, Bob Johnson and Jay 
Avedisian at the guards and Tom 
Conley, converted fullback at the 
pivot. The backfield had Carl An­
gelica and Leo Ploski at the halves, 
Ray Bedard at quarter and Charley 
G^ney at fullback. The team was 
about evenly divided in the number 
of veterans and sophomores, with 
Ploski, who did not compete last fall 
completing the club.
Michaels, Minnicucci and Bellevaeu 
did a capable blocking job on the 
wings from, a double-wing formation 
while Minnicucci got away a couple 
of times for considerable gains 
Johnny Lyons and Pariseau coni 
sistenly w-ere in the backfield and 
their high standard of play may land 
them on the top team. "Ryan will 
hold down one berth, but they are 
in the fight for the other. They 
along with Bob Johnson and Conley 
stood out on the defensive combina­
tion. They have been shaping up wel’ 
in the earlier drills and they per_‘ 
[formed well under pressure yester-
The backs were shifted around fre 
quently with most of the players 
getting a chance to perform in the 
offensive quartet. Moge and Ploski 
teamed up well together on the of ' 
fense, while the backfield of Moe-p" 
Ploski, Belliveau and. Minnicucci 





Backs Given Long Signal Drill. 
Dummy Session Is Listed 
for Today.
45-Minute Session Planned at 
Pier Camp; Gill, Veteran End, 
Develops “Charley Horse.”
—
Providence College’s football 
squad ended its first heavy contact 
work yesterday on the auxiliary polo 
field at Narragansett Pier where the. 
Friars are holding their pre-season, 
drills. The morning session was given 
over to drilling on assignments for 
the afternoon session.
More plays were handed out dur-;, 
ing the morning session and the '■ 
backs were given a long signal drill.i 
Two picked elevens ran through the 
new plays with Ray Belliveau of 
Fitchburgh calling signals for one 
team and Ray Bedard of Central 
Falls for the other.
While constant shifts were made 
in the various positions during the 
assignment scrimmage, one team 
started with Ed Gill of Providence 
and Bill Murphy of Danbury, Conn., 
at the ends; Leo Davin of New Haven 
and Ed Snyder of Paterson, N. J., at. 
the tackles; Ben Polak of Warren and 
George Heffron of Georgiaville at’ 
the guards, and Hal Demers of j 
Woonsocket at centre.
Anthony Pariseau. who is being i 
groomed for a centre berth by Phil; 
Couhig, ’Varsity line coach, was I 
given a long drill on passing yester-I 
day and worked in the line during 
the afternoon. Bill Spinnler. who 
joined the squad as a guard, is being 
used in the backfield and will prob­
ably be shifted to halfback.
The Friar coaches have not yet 
heard from three of the invited can­
didates. Bill Moge of Springfield and 
Dick Vitullo of Warren, fullbacks, 
and Charlie Gaffney of Providence, 
a halfback. A long session Of work 
on the tackling dummy is listed for, 
the morning workout at the recrea­
tion field today with the afternoon 
session being held on the polo field 
where more contact work is sched-. 
uled. I
With all players tapered down to 
tfieir best playing weight the Piov 
dence College football squad com­
pleted preparations for their fl 
scrimmage during yesterday s dou­
blesession. Head Coach Joe McGee 
will send the Friars through a 45 
minute scrimmage this afternoon a 
the Polo Field at Narragansett P ei. , 
The morning session opened with 
a blackboard talk and the rest of. 
this session was devoted to P^chc, 
on the tackling dummy and signal 
drills. Ed Gill, veteran Providence 
end, developed a Charley horse 
which may keep him out of action, 
during today’s scrimmage. Paul 
Ryan, Haverhill junior and a regular 
end last year, has a bruised ankle.
Mike Michaels, Danbury sopho- 
more back, continued to get the 
{most distance on his punts during 
the punting practice, with Bill Moge, 
Springfield junior, and Tom Ham­
mond, Fall River senior, doing ex­
cellent work in this alignment. 
Johnny Lyons, a sophomore end 
from Haverhill, did impressive work 
in tackling yesterday and displayed 
plenty of speed in going down under
The weights of the players after 
five days of drilling follow: Carl 
Angelica 165. Giray- Avedesian 168, 
Ray Bedard 155/Ray Belliveau 180, 
Jim Boboras 188, Leo Bouzan 210, 
Leo Davin 205, Hal Demers 170, Tom 
Conley 180, Ed Gill 167, Tom Ham­
mond 165, ■ Ben Katz 181, Johnny 
Lyons 168. Dorn Minicucci 1.70 BUT 
Moge 185, Bill Murphy 155, Mike 
Michaels 170, George Heffron 168, 
Bob Johnston 172, Ben Polak 185, 
Anthony Pariseau 182, Leo Ploski 
165 Bill Lawler 210, Paul Ryan 190, 
Bill Spinnler 166, Ed Snyder 201, 
“Bim” Strasberg 160, Bill Woolley 
162, Al Hagstrom 182 and Charlie 
Gaffney 181. . . ' .
Norm Eichner, Torrington junior, 
who is the leading candidate for cen­
tre, is on leave from camp due to 
, sickness in his family.
FRIAR SQUAD GETS
HARDEST WORKOUT
Sent Through 90 Minutes of 
Scrimmage; Short Drill 
Listed Today.
! Michaels and Belliveau did some
■ excellent blocking for this team and 1 
some of the work led McGee to wax 
enthusiastic over the possibilities of 
the double wingback attack for the 
Friars. Minicucci did a capable job- 
as a blocking back also and several 
of the plays were worked for consid­
erable gains.
The defensive team comprised the 
following at the start of the session: 
Pariseau and Lyons, ends; Lawler 
and Snyder, tackles; Johnston and 
Avedesian, guards; Conley, centre; 
Bedard, quarterback; Angelica and 
Ploski, halfbacks, and Gaffney, full­
back.
This eleven turned in defensive 
work of a high calibre, making the 
offensive team work its hardest to 
cover ground. McGee considers the 
defensive play well enough advanced 
to devote most of his attention to the 
offence. Pariseau and Lyons, sopho­
more ends, consistently spiked plays 
that came their way while John­
ston at guard and Conley at centre 
did fine work.
During the scrimmage Moge, Plos­
ki, Angelica, Conley, Johnston, Law­
ler and Pariseau were shifted over 
to the offensive eleven. Moge and 
Ploski turned in fine ball carrying 
with Ploski’s passing adding greater
■ power to the offence. The backfield 
of Belliveau, Moge, Ploski and Mini-
I cucci turned in some of the best­
work of the afternoon.
---- i—----------
I Th® Providence College football 
i squad received its hardest workout 
wheneifP,eSetlt • trainin§ campaign 
.was §lven 90 minutes of 
field yesterday °n the poloCo-^h t ^arragansett Pier. Head 
9°ach .f oe McGee was highly satis- 
Dlav^th+ manner in which the i 
an/ ETat?fiC^led their assiSnments 
g at?fied at the absence of in­
juries when the work ended. 
colchetr^y »aS the first time the' 
ing undlr tbeir char«es Perform- - 
1 and thp m aeiuai game conditions 
satisfacfnr SU1™.On whple were 
lofto & The Players came out 
that a short SeS5-10n in such fit shape I aX has been or-
duringh the Was ?a*d 00 the offence 
progressthpWKrkI0Ut t0 gauge the 
learning thl® backs have made in 
suite Zre /nlvT”^3- The re' 
Coach McGee an/th ’ a,ccord1^ to
a P1,y '
at'the stear?OfWhiCth d°°k the oflence 
lined un ? J yesterda.y’s scrimmage 
ends; Dav n I ?S4Gi11 and Rya"> 
Boboras an? p/ tBouzan- tackles; 
centre- tw?- Polak’ guards; Deniers 
chaels’a/d MyeaU’ quarterback; Mi-.' 
! Sninnler• fSack?"’ halfbacksi and .
BILL MOGE JOINS
DOMINICAN SQUAD
Conley Takes Over Centre 
Post — Pariseau Returns 
to End Squad.
Three candidates joined the Provi-f 
dence College football squad at its; 
Narragansett Pier training camp yes-j, 
terday. completing the roster of in­
vited layers and bringing the total; 
to 31. The Friars embarked upon1 
their fifth day of practice without 
a single player on the injured list 
and only a few minor ailments were 
in evidence after a double session of! 
intensive work.
The players, who reported at the! 
Pier yesterday for their first work-; 
outs, were Bill Moge, Springfield; 
junior who played regularly in the! 
backfield last season at fullback and j 
halfback; Al Hagstrom, senior from' 
Gloucester, Mass., a first-string end . 
last year, and Charlie Gaffney of 
Providence, former La Salle star, ' 
who was a backfield reserve in ’35. ;
» ♦ » >
The arrival of Moge added a ; 
brighter look to the backfield situa­
tion for Moge will probably fill the 
fullback berth on the first team. With 
Dick Vitullo of Warren still listed 
as a doubtful participant, the full­
back duties will fall to his under­
study, Moge, who filled the post with 
ability in several games last fall.
Moge was an outstanding athlete 
in his Freshman year, and in his 
first season with the Varsity, won 
regular assignments in the backfield. ‘ 
His power on line plunges was an ' 
important part of the Friars’ running i 
attack and he passed and punted 
with exceptional ability. Moge 
weighs about 185 and is five feet ' 
10 inches tall.
Al Hagstrom was the other half 
of the Soar to Hagstrom passing 
combination which caused Friar op­
ponents all kinds of trouble last fall. 
Although he weighs only a few 
pounds over 170 and is two inches 
under six feet, the Gloucester senior 
is an exceptionally adept pass re­
ceiver.
Charlie Gaffney saw action as a re­
serve back last season, and it is ex­
pected that he will be called upon for 
considerable service this ; ear. Gaff-: 
ney is a good blocker and a capable ■ 
passer. McGee plans to use Gaffney : 
at fullback with Moge and Bill 
Spinnler.
The Friar coach made two shifts 
during yesterday’s workouts, both of ; 
them intended to bolster the line. He 
moved Anthony Pariseau, who was 
being groomed for centre duties, to i 
the end squad. Pariseau was the out­
standing end on the Freshman 
eleven last year and will probably 
give the regulars plenty of competi­
tion for a starting assignment.
McGee was going to convert Pari- ; 
seau into a centre but the end squad ; 
needs every available man and the I 
Friar coach has found another 
capable candidate to play the pivot 
position, Tom Conley, former Bur- 
rillville star. Conley weighs 185 and 
is a fine defensive player. Line Coach 
Phil Couhig expects to have the Har­
risville Sophomore ready to take 
over the pivot post on one of the 
teams when the Friars hold their 
first scrimmage tomorrow;
The morning workout on Sprague 
Field yesterday was devoted to an 
hour’s session in tackling, followed 
by signal drills. One backfield com­
prised Bedard, Michaels, Ploski and 
Spinnler and the other Belliveau, 
Angelica, Minicucci and Moge. At 
the Polo field in the afternoon the 
squad was given two hours of con­
tact work including blocking, live 
tackling and a dummy scrimmage.
-*..
FRIARS STARTING ELEVEN UNCERTAIN
At Least 22 of Squad About 
 on Par in Practice Ses-
sions, Coaches Find.
Colby isSMlth%°Pening game With 
Providence cL?hree+dayS away the 
far from ceS*!  startlnS lineuP is 
a post where a nia act’ ere isn>t 
with defin-if! player can be named 
be in f! » assurance that he will 
The assl8nment Saturday.
* * ♦
Player am!iC°aCheS have given ^y 
his ability Pa!ri°SPOrtuunity to reveal 
individual affAnrere+^aS been more 
each candSe°n4 i w.6Ver given 
least 22 of th/1 S?U there are at 
who are close f squad ?f 32 Players 
With th!/? a Rar ln Practice.Js Ss±e p,s?»' <»e 
Friar cnan/ satisfactory stage, the 
offensive dTilh ntlnu,ed to Push the 
Carl Merritt .Il yesterday. Coach 
through an o6? tbe bacl<s and ends 
fence, and thPX laUStlVf dri11 on °*-  
in this session f°1lWard strjdes made 
in the improvpT ClearIy evidenf 
scrimmage5 Ved running attack in 
Wa°UthegfiresStteoday’s workout, which 
that will be in nr/6 S?ng!? sessions 
the season the f°r J*/  rest of
ceived an i’ht«! -1 candidates re- 
iand blocking clledi;i]1 in Urging 
■Phil Couhlgg'hEO?ch Joe McGee and 
not entirely sSi’fl11® as.sistant, were 
of the line j! wfled Wlth the work
There wasa ?°nday’s scrimmage 
in the Iine\aat ri?ed lmprovement 
scrimmage P a+• dVr!ng yesterday’s 
fensive Ocularly on the of^ 
Boboras and *he worAof Jim 
guards, and T ny PafiseauKatz, tack?e= L Bouzan and Ben 
Hammond,eSatWiXtsttnding- 
Moge ®t fullback b k and B’ll 
ground gai™dback were the best
onHtoems°ouad01 hacks
ferers aiK: pi,cked UP his inter, 
openings th J’ pllpped through the
gams, one of them a romp for 40 




Bouzan, it........../J............................ , le„ Ryan
Boboras, If.......... ...........................It., Lanier
Demers, c............ ............................. lg.. Polak
Pariseau, rg. ................................. «.. Eichner
Katz, rt................ -■■••fg'., Johnston
Gill, re.............. ................................. rt.. Davin
Belliveau, qb. ......................... re.. Conley
Hammond, lhb.................. . ..........<Ib., Bedard
Angelica, rlib. . . ........................ ; >111?., Ploski
More. fb................ '..........rhh., Michaels
Johnny Lyons AC™- '• fb- Gaffney 
™do", °„S,te™he h« 
opentag f» “W,
llnemei. an"ba js“dS 
on the charviX lgh a long drill 
backs worlfed®^1^?1116’ While the 




Squad to Be Given Lighter 
Work Today and Tomor­
row—Minicucci Hurt.
While the injury jinx made its first 
serious threat in the Providence Col­
lege football camp yesterday the 
Friar coaches mapped out lighter 
work for the rest of the week and 
hopes are high that the entire squad i 
will be fit and ready for action 
against Colby Saturday.
Dom Minicucci, Naugatuck junior, 
who is a leading candidate for a 
halfback assignment, has aggrevated 
a leg injury received during a scrim­
mage at the Friars’ training camp at 
Narragansett Pier, Mike Michaels, 
Danbury sophomore, who has been 
I giving Carlo Angelica, veteran back, 
1 a keen battle for the blocking back 
assignment, suffered a slight concus­
sion in scrimmage on Tuesday.
Both these players will be rested 
until the game Saturday, and it is 
hoped they will be able to play, as 
they have figured prominently in 
the coaches’ plans for the Colby 
clash. Johnny Lyons, sophomore 'end 
from Haverhill, is expected to re­
join the squad today as his ankle has 
responded to treatment.
The team that will face Colby in 
the opening game at Hendricken 
Field has begun to take definite 
shape in the eyes of the Friar 
coaches. Along the line the centre 
and tackle posts have narrowed 
down to a trio of veterans, while in 
the backfield the quarterback and 
fullback posts are causing little con­
cern. ’. . ,i
Keen competition has been in evi- 
■ dence in the contest for the end and 
guard assignments since the start of 
practice. Ed Gill, Paul Ryan and Al 
Hagstrpm, all' veterans from last j 
year’s ’varsity, are battling for the 
wing positions, while Lyons may be ; 
ready to join.in the struggle before! 
Saturday.
! With the shifting of Anthony raii- 
seau from end to guard the final se­
lection of a pair of starters at guard 
has become a.problem w^tlmFmr 
coaches.: Two guards who could take, 
over the work on their past exP®^' 
ence are the regulars on last year s 
'varsity, Jim Bobras and BernPolak. 
However, Pariseau, Bob Johnston, 
last year’s freshman captain, and 
Jiray Avedisian, all sophomore stal­
warts, cannot be overlooked.
Head Coach Joe McGee expects 
Colby to provide much’ stiffer oppo­
sition this year than they didI at Wa- 
! terville last season when the E nars 
won 26-0, largely by their stronger 
, passing game. Coach Eddie Roundy 
. has much more power in his bac r- 
field than he had a year ago as sev­
eral promising sophs are pushing the 
veterans for starting assignments.
♦ ♦ ♦
Roundy has three capable men 
working in the fullback Position 
Joe Dobbins, Judy w1a\1t,er,1and,Bob 
Neumer. Dobbins and V, alker have 
been out longer than Neumer, and 
will probably share the assignment 
against the Friars. At left halfback 
Tom Yadwinski and Normie Walker, 
a pair of veterans, have left liltle 
to worry about, while at right hal.. 
Roundy has Bus Burrill, Stan Wash* 
uk and "Doc” Rancourt, all spe­
cialists. , ...
Yadwinski has been as shifty as 
ever in scrimmages and Walkei 
who improved rapidly during las 
season, is giving "Yad” no chance 
to let up. Washuk was a regular last 
year and is one of the best passers 
on the'squad, while Rancourt holds 
the same classification in punting. 
Burrill was outstanding as an end 
on the Freshman team and is making 
goo<j in his new role as a back with 
the ’Varsity.
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
Friars Test Colby 
P.C. Gridders
In Form for 
Good Game
hA fr°V1(ience College Friars will 
be hosts to the Colby College eleven 
at Hendricken Field tomorrow after- 
noon and Joe McGee is taking noth.
01 granted in me opener. The 
riars have looked, good in the pras. 
ta M,=. but „porl> haye ’ 
£» Mule,
win MOng team and that they1 be able to match the Friars in 
every department of play. Head 
he^n11^136 ann°unced today that 
UeltartinTT but in.
cenfinn m?up and with the ex-3“°tt of P1°ski, who did not nar- & Jal1' wiU ^art p?ac- 
veteran combination/ Gig lone SecondOm Attleboro high is tht 
grade at thiZ^ ma", 1° make the K7 ® at this date and he will onen a »uard berth PSn 
McGee will start Ryan or Ha^ 
strom at right end, Leo Davin vet- boras'V/pll.’ at right tackle> Bo” 
ner at eem°lakTat Hght guard- Eich' 
„ enter’ Panseau at left guard 
le?t end tackle and Gd’ at
pendabfe R backfleld‘ the de-
startinSvaU haS won a place in the 
worlt ”n thnlray,+-through some fine 
a be practlce sessions. He is
readily take°n ?heK defenoe and bas 
started Th 6n to bls new post. He started the season as a center was 
in Lshlfted to end and finally wound 
pXgf thi:c\ He a rugged« 
for the h beam at 180 and is built g t£ 1# t6ar of the «nter 
■PLOSKI TO START
frosh t,1 ’Was a star ^th the Friar ag0- did nS 
has7 been of a 1^°% ?iS play 
preseason drill tna s^andard m the 
ually succeed t he may event- 
Hank Soar in position held by
and probablv rrlar attack- He
d° the passing. °m Hammond will 
starters 6arphfpttstarters or Potential 
will trot out lettermen and McGee 
the opening . ?• 6JPerienced team at 
geliea may w'Z6' M°ge and An" 
while Befu, break away tomorrow, 
threat, th^T W1U a'ways be a 
ers will be oi most of the P’ay- son as m!m ‘artmg their third sea- 
White squadhers of the Black and 
Head the team t”d oS such’ should "“"w-tyam to a fine season.
Colby will open with captain 
Wright and Steve Young at the ends, 
Hershey and Layton at the tackles, 
Thompson and Harold at the guards 
and Sanders at center. All the play­
ers with the exception of sopho­
more Hershey saw considerable ser­
vice last fall and some of them in 
starting roles.
YADWINSKI FAST
Emil Yadwinski, a hard running 
ball carrier, will be the man to 
watch in the .visitors backfield. He 
has speed, power and plenty of na­
tural ability. He is the triple threat 
man in the Mule organizatibn and. 
i he can do things with the pigskin. 
| Last fall, he was the outstanding 
player on the Colby team and he 
bothered the Friars more than a lit­
tle bit. Justin Walker is another 
man on the Colby team who is dan­
gerous. He may be in there at the 
kickoff, or Coach Roundy may save 
, him for a “spot.” Waiker is very 
elusive and has consistently showed 
I up well in the team scrimmages. He 
was out of action most of last sea­
son with a broken arm, but this 
fall he has lived up to the promises 
he displayed as a Freshman two 
seasons ago.
McGregor will start at quarter­
back, while Stan Wasbuk will prob- 
' ably be the fourth man in the ball 
.carrying quartet. The Mules will 
come to town confident of reversing' 
last fall’s decision and they have 
the manpower to accomplish that 
feat. The Providence team is bub­
bling over with pep and believes that 
they are going to have the greatest 
season the Friars ever had on the : 
football field, and they will be out I 
to start the ball rolling with a bang’ ' 
tomorrow.





Boboras or Polak.R.G.................... Harold
„vi" .....................R.T................... Hersey
Hagstrom or Ryan.R...................... Wright
Belleveau ...........QQ.5I.......... . MacGregor
Angelica ............... R.H................. Washulc
f ”skl ......... . I,. H............. Yadwinski
M°E® ......................F.B................... Walker
Referee—L. E. Hall (Mass. State). Um- 
pne H. Ginsburg (Fordham). Linesman i 
—J. J. Burke, starting time—2:30 p. m.
FRIARS TAKE ON COLBY
Provideiice College yesterday 
completed preparations for the open®, 
ing game of its 15th ’Varsity football 
season and today will take the field 
against Colby College a slight favor­
ite. The time , of the game is 2:30 
o’clock at Hendricken Field.
On the basis of its 26-0 victory over 
the Mules at Waterville last year 
the pre-game selectors have made 
Providence the favorite. But the 
Friar coaches believe they will face 
a much harder assignment in this 
season’s Colby eleven. All in all 
this afternoon’s game shapes up as 
a fine 1936 inaugural for the Friars.
Head Coach Joe McGee has named 
Ed Gill, letterman from this city, 
who will start at left end, as captain 
for this game. McGee’s choice of a 
starting team comprises Capt. Gill 
and Ryan, ends; Bouzan and Davin, 
tackles; Pariseau and Polak, guards; 
Eichner, centre; Belliveau, quarter­
back; Ploski and Angelica, halfbacks, 
and Moge, fullback.
Football fans have not been af­
forded an opportunity to see the 
Friars open their home season at 
such an early date in the past 10 
years and the spacious accommoda­
tions at Hendricken Field are ex­
pected to be well filled. There will 
be plenty of color at this opener. 
The Friar band is ready to make its 
first appearance of the year and 
“Friar,” P. C.’s Dalmatian hound 
mascot, has been impatiently await­
ing this day when he reigns: as one of 
the important figures.
The Friar football squad will be 
one of the most colorfully outfitted 
groups to represent Providence Col­
lege. New uniforms of cardinal and 
black will make their appearance 
with the college colors carried out 
in the numerals and stocking stripes. 
The j.ersies are cardinal with black 
numerals bordered with white. Black 
pants, shoes and helmets and cardi­
nal stockings with black and white 
calf stripes complete the new foot­
ball regalia.
The Blue and Gray of Colby will 
add another note to the color scheme 
of this opening clash. Colby is ex­
pected to arrive here shortly before 
noon today, and will confine its pre­
game work to a short warm-up drill 
before the game.
According to the weight statistics 
from each camp, the Friars will start 
a line averaging 190 pounds with 
Colby’s frontier weighing 183 per 
man. In the backfield the P. C. 
average will be 176% pounds and 
Colby’s 160.
Coach Ed Roundy has named a 
team of Wright and Young, ends; 
Hersey and Layton, tackles; Harold 
and Thompson, guards; Sanders, cen­
tre; MacGregor,quarterback; Washuk 
and Yadwinski, halfbacks, and J. 
Walker, fullback. Nine players are 
lettermen. Lawton was a sub' last 
year and Hersey came up to a ’Var- 
sity assignment from the Freshmen.
I .. —.
LINEUPS AT HENDRICKEN 
nW" -...................
202—-Davin, it .................. rt> $erS_178
■ • rhb Washuk-165 
186—Moge, fb.................,»-{■
Time of game—2:30 «£ioc .
Referee—L. E. Ball (Mass State), Um 
pire—H. Ginsberg (Fordham); Head Lines 
man—J. Ji Burke.
GILL WIL LEAD
P. C. ELEVEN IN
TODAY'S SET-TO
Here are a trio of Providence College gridiron stalwarts who are 
slated for action Saturday when the Friars tackle the Colby 
Mules at Hendricken Field. Top, left to right, are: Ray Bedard 
and Ben Katz. Bob Johnson is shown in the lower picture.
FRIARS IN LINE TO MEET COLBY MULES
'i
Friars Meet Colby Mules
With largely a veteran team Provi­
dence College will open its 1936 foot­
ball schedule tomorrow afternoon 
when it entertains Colby College at 
Hendrieken Field in a game starting 
at 2:30 o’clock. It will be the .first 
home opening for the Friars in 10 
years. ' ■
There are several. interesting an­
gles to this . game in addition to the 
fact that Colby will be paying the 
Friars a return visit after they start­
ed athletic rdianons last year atj 
Waterville, Me. Only three of the 
Colby, players who started against 
the Friars a year ago are listed in 
the 1936 lineup.
They . are Emil Yadwinski, left 
halfback from Stamford, Conn.; Stan 
Thompson, Wollaston, Mass., left, 
guard, and Whitney Wright, Hyde 
Park, Mass., right end.
YADWINSKI ACE
OF COLBY BACKFIELD
Yadwinski was the ace of last 
year’s Colby backfield and did much . 
of the ground gaining against the i 
■ Friars. He is a fast runner, clever, 
in a broken field, and probably will 
give the Friar defence no end of 
trouble again this year. Wright and 
Thompson are expected to have their 
best year in the line, where they 
have featured in the workouts.
» » »
The Providence College lineup 
is composed mainly of players 
who played under Head Coach 
Joe McGee when he was P. C. 
Freshman coach and have pro­
gressed to their present position 
during McGee’s Varsity regime.
In the Friar line will be a lone 
newcomer, Anthony Pariseau, At­
tleboro Sophomore, who will start 
at left guard. At the other guard 
will be Ben Polak, Warren letterman 
and regular guard last year. The , 
tackle berths will be in the hands of 
Leo Davin of New Haven and Leo 
Bouzan of Newton, Mass., wh? are 
veterans of two campaigns.
EICHNER GOOD
■ DEFENSIVE PLAYER
At centre rugged Norm Eichner of 
Torrington, Conn,, has been named. 
Eichner is a smart defensive player 
who played both centre and guard; 
■last year. Ed Gill’ of Providence and 
Paul Ryan of Haverhill, Mass., will 
hold forth on the wings where they 
; were stalwarts last year.» » * i
The backfield will have Ray 
Belliveau, Fitchburg, at quar­
terback, and Bill Moge, Spring­
field, at fullback. Belliveau did 
much of the signal-calling last 
year and is a capable field gen­
eral. Moge likes the rough going 
and is the team’s powerhouse 
back. ■ ft « ♦
Injuries have hit the halfback 
berths the past few days and Dorn 
Minicucci, Naugatuck junior, and 
Mike Michaels, Danbury sophomore, 
who were headed for starting roles 
in these positions appear to be lost
FRIARS TO START VETERAN
TEAM AT HENDRICKEN FIELD
Belliveau Expected to Open Game in 
Quarterback Post
LINEUPS AT HENDRICKEN j
Providence voun?~4onHO—Gill, le ................ • • • 1«. Jiytan-l??
208—Bouzan.lt :...............  • JJ. n-.l«6
482—Parlseau, 1K.......... U.TbopW —185
192—Eichner.o ................ Jd-l^
180—Beinvea^, qb .... ok
18S—Moge, fb................
Time of game—2:30 ”',oc af!,fe); ®m':Referee—L. E. Ball (Mass. State) 
nire—H. Ginsberg (Fordham); »ea0 
man—J. J. Burke-. ___
for the Colby clash. McGe®- 
selected Carl Angelica, Tb.. Mjing 
ville, Conn., to fill tb®. bAibany, i 
assignment and Leo Ploski, 
N., Y., for the left halfback PosX'
COLBY TEAM
LIGHT BUT FAST
Angelica has shown th®
ability as a blocking baC;5-befof 
scrimmages and will be a mem . 
the first-string corps through^ Re­
season. He may not start of- 
games but he will see his s" ■ pn 
action. Ploski is the best Pa® ^jef- 
the team and a capable ban
* 6 * rddie The team that Coach , $
Roundy of Colby has nam 
rated as one of the lightes th® 
fastest elevens to represe 
college in years. Stan W jp 
Augusta, Me., who turn ^st 
good work against the Fr» 
year, will hold down the yR. 
back assignment opposite 
winski.
* * * th ■ rJustin Walker,-Plymouth.:
has won the fullback wot jg? 
steep competition. Charlie 
Gregor, Rumford, Me., wh" j.rJ’ 
reserve back last year, W1 tSfL 
the signal calling. Whitney Ggtd» 
Hyde Park, Mass., and start..jO 
Young, Hartford, Conn.,
Talking Things Over Before the Battle
Providence College and Colby clash tomorrow at Hendricken Field. Above, Coach 
Joe McGee and four of his star pupils discuss the situation. Left to right, the 
starting backfield, Leo Ploski, Ray Belliveau, McGee, Carl Angelica and Bill Moge.
Breaking Open a New Football
Season in Providence Today
COLLEGE, 27 COLBY, 0: Angelica, Friar halfback, making gain in first quarter of 
last Saturday s game on Hendricken Field. -Journal photo, Ball
[FRIARS TRIM COLBY 27-0;
veau First to Count After
Taking Pass.
In the third period the Mules 
staged another drive after Charlie 
MacGregor, quarterback had recov­
ered Ploski’s fumble at the Colby 41. 
-Norm Walker and Steve Washuk. 
! Colby backs, alternated in the Colby { 
advance which carried the Blue and, 
Gold to the Friar 20.
The greatest threat that the visitors 
made carried them to the Friar P in 
the dying moments of the game. Joe 
Dobbins, Colby substitute fullback, 
started the march by intercepting 
Hammond’s pass on the Colby 20 and 
picking his way deftly along the side­
line for 32 yards.» » •
Walker’s lateral to Washuk, one of 
the most deceptive plays Co’by, 
showed, advanced the ball 15 more 
yards, but thereafter the Colby ad­
vance slowed down and the Mules 
lost the ball to the Friars on the P C. I 
17. Doc Rancourt, Colby’s left-footed 
punter, did some excellent kicking 
for the visitors, getting off two 50- 
yard boots in tight spots.
MacDonald, Colby centre, kicked 
off to open the game with Carlo An­
gelica returning the kick eight yards 
from his 30-yard line. Angelica 
reeled off a 23-yard romp on a fake 
spinner through his right tackle as; 
the Friars moved to the Colby 29 , 
After an exchange of punts the Fri­
ars started at the Mules 40, and in 
four plays crossed the Colby goal 
line.
.Ploski circled his right end for 
nine yards and Moge hit centre for 
three more yards and a first down. 
On a reverse Belliveau carried to the 
Colby 24, and then took Ploski’s 20- 
yard pass and eluded Colby’s safety 
man to score. Ploski made the point 
from placement.
^ame played : September 26,195^
' -.,7-__ • — -
*rom itf ^35 sportegreco°de * Page 
Pealed it almost wnJ^ °rd and re­
handed Colby College aVo’l38 H 
at Hendricken Field , , 0 setback tore 1000 spectator  ̂Ay?sterday be- 
^riars defeated Colby 26*0 af° the 
terville, Me. 5 ’ 26'°> at Wa-
»ientionederteimeVeand names 
Fnars wrote yesterdav’ aguin as the 
flaeir 1936 sports ^7 S chapter into 
gelfca right^haffbac^fro An~ 
sonyille, Conn.; Leo Pin n ™ >®P‘ 
hack from Albany w V ’ r?‘ half’ 
Piers, Woonsocket cem,Y-; Hal De- 
i-I",hev±r“’'««^.»a»d
PlU Moge o ! *
(• cX’S'^Sve ff*l*
3.*:n”"Nra’cw',"r s’V“’ic» 
lWs lostT’* ■■• ..............-.. 17' «’«>yrwards . .................................  311 5
rX^epied^-::::: 6xs i
r',SI-pe^84:;;;;;: J ?
~~ ~-------- ..................................  5
Leo Davin, Leo Bouzan, Ben Polak 
mn n?3”' Gus Hagstrom, Capt. Ec 
LUI, Bob Johnston, Jim Boboras, Bill 
Lawler, Johnny Lyons and Ed Sny- 
der turned in fine work in the Friars 
front ranks.
First class blocking by the Friar 
backs behind a hard charging line 
permitted the Friars to gain five 
yards to every yard gained by the 
°pposition. Along with a high brand 
of blocking the Friars had real speed 
m the backfield, with the backs rare­
ly losing their interference, and 
picking their holes well.
! Frovidence scored in every period 
[ With Ray Belliveau tallying the first 
I touchdown on a long pass from Leo 
Bloski. A recovered fumble and an 
j intercepted pass paved the way for 
drives in the second and third pe­
riods with Bill Moge crashing over 
centre from the one yard line for the 
scores. Hal Demers, subbing at centre 
for Norm Eichner, gave the Friars 
their fourth and final touchdown 
when he intercepted a Colby pass in 
the fourth period and raced 30 yard’ 
to cross the visitors’ goal line.
Colby made its first sustained ad- 
' vance into Providence territory in 
i the closing moments of the first half. 
' Emil Yadwinski. Colby halfback 
from Stamford, Conn., intercepted 
Hammond’s pass deep in Colby terri­
tory and made his way to the Colby l' 
22-yard stripe. Yadwinski, who was 
most outstanding of a trio of Colby 
backs, threw three passes in a row to 
Bus Burrill, his mate at halfback, to 
advance the ball to the Friar 40-yard 
line, as the half ended.
Providence Eleven Scores
Touchdown in Each Period
——
Moge Goes Over Twice; Belli-
The Friars started another drive 
from the Colby 47 a few plays later 
and went smoothly enough until they 
reached the one yard line and there 
they stalled completely on fourth 
down, losing the ball to a fighting 
Colby line. Ploski did considerable 
work in keeping this drive going j 
with Belliveau featuring with a 17- 
yard gallop around his left end.
Rancourt punted from behind his 
own goal, lifting a lusty kick that set 
the home club back to the Colby 38. 
Colby recovered Angelica’s fumble 
two plays later and took to the air in 
a vain attempt to advance into Friar 
territory. Eichner intercepted a 
Colby pass to return the ball to the' 
Friars, but they did not capitalize on 
this break.
Moge. Friar fullback, who did a 
capable job in placing his punts to go 
out of bounds close to the Colby goal 
line directed one that rolled off on 
the Colby two-yard stripe. How­
ever. Rancourt spiralled a boot off 
his left foot to midfield to get the 
Mules out of immediate difficulty.
ploski and Belliveau shared t.he 
ball carrying to/bring the ball down 
to the Colby 15, where two passes 
went awry and the Mules took the . 
ball from the Friars on downs. Yad- 
winski fumbled on the next play and 
Belliveau recovered on the Colby IB. 
From this spot the Friars scored in 
five plays, featured by Angelica s off- 
tackle smash for 10 yards. Moge 
scored the touchdown from Colby s 
one-yard mark and Ploski place 
kicked the point.
Angelica set the stage for the third 
Friar touchdown when he inter- 
cepted Walker’s pass on the Colby 48 . 
in the middle of the third quarter. He ; 
gave the Friars a big boost when he 
streaked through his right tackle and 
cut to the left for a 22-yard gam to 
the Colby 25. Moge picked up a first 
down on the Colby 12, and seven 
plays later dove over centre for the 
touchdown. Ploski made his third 
successful placement in a row to add 
the point.
Hal Demers handed the Friars 
their fourth score with a 30-yard 
dash after intercepting Yadwinski s 
toss in the fourth period. This tally 
came with a suddenness that changed 
the complexion of th& scene, foi a 
moment before Yadwinski had in­
tercepted Hammond’s pass on the 
Colby 20 to halt a Friar drive that 
threatened another score.
Tom Hammond and Norm Eichner 
did an efficient job on the kick-offs 
for the Friars. The P. C. team out-, 
rushed the visitors by a wide mar­
gin, gaining 314 yards from scrim­
mage to 65 for the Mules. Provi­
dence’s aerial attack did not func­
tion anywhere near as accurately as 
had been expected. The fault was 
largely with the timing.
Five fumbles were made during 
the game, with the Friars erring 
three times. The officials found it 
necessary to call only five Penalties, 
four against the Friars for loss of 
25 yards and one against Colby for 
five yards. The Friar coaches who 
naturally look at every game from 
a purely technical angle, were, not 
overpleased with the showing of the 
team but the fans saw enough 
rugged action and enjoyed enough 
exciting moments to come away' |
the impression that this Friar el, 
will give a good account of it 11 
through the 1936 season. d
'PROVIDENCE (27) C?pL Wight
Gill, le ...................................... ; • lt; Hersey
Bouzan. It .................................. pore
parlsea-u, lg .........../'Macdonald
Polak, rg .........................,.... Layton
Davin, rt......................................... young
Belliveau. qb ......................... N Walker
Plo-kl. lbb ......................... rhb-Burril'
tb. j:^
2 Demers. Points after touchdown 
de-ice: Ploski 3 (placements). , forSubstitutions: Providence-Johnston
pariseau. Hammond lor ploskl>-for 
fOTRyan. Bedard for Belliveam Gafine^. 
Moge. Demers for Fichner. Law lei I'?^ohns- | 
I zam Spinnlv for Gaffney. Boboras for Jo^,,, 
ton. Johnston for Polak. S-H'der iseau.
Lyons for Hagstrom Avedisian for p rffCrs. 
Woollev for Angeifca. Conley for Llel 
Heflron for Avedesian. pore'
Substitutions: Colby—Har°ldf ’ MzcD’t 
Green for J. Walker Sanders for » ,
aid. Former for Young. Goodrich tor or
son Yadwinskl for N. Walker, V■ P-
Burrill. Rancourt for Green Me”i« . 
Harold. Dore for Merrick. Ryan i?adWitIsK 
Tarbell for Rvan, MacGregor for Ya 
Shuman for Hersey. UmF-;.Referee. L. R Ball (Mass, State). 3. 
IH. Ginsberg (Fordham). Mne- 







■arlseau .........L.G............  Thompson
ichner ’.*•••..........C............ Sanders
oboras or Polak.R.G................  Harold
aiVin .................. .R.T........... Hershey
agrstrom or Ryan.R.E........... Wright (c)
elleveau ............. Q.B............ MacGregor
nsel-ea ...............R.H.................. Washuk
loslu ....................L.H........ Yadwinski
oge ............. p.B............. j. Walker
Referee—L. E. Ball (Mass. State). Um- 
ire—H. Ginsburg (Fordham). Linesman_
. J. Burke. Starting time 2:30.
By EDWARD FITZ GERALD 
(News-Tribune Staff Reviewer)
Providence College and Colby 
locked horns this afternoon in the 
opening of the 1936 football season 
at Hendricken field. For the Fciare 
it was the initial struggle of a sea- 
son in which they will devote most 
of their time to games at home a 
I reversal of the policy of past sea- 
. sons whey they have fulfilled a rov- 
i ing schedule.
FIRST PERIOD
Providence received the kick off 
and ran it back from their 23 to the 
38-yard line. An end run by Ploski 
advanced the Friars to Colby’s 37 
Two more plays netted Providence 
College seven yards and Colby took 
time for a conference. An end run 
by Ploski gave the Friars another 
yard, but Providence elected to punt 
The ball was grounded on Colby's 
seven. The Maine men returned to 
their own 40 on the second down 
Ploski took the ball but was held in 
his tracks. A pass by Ploski failed 
but on second down he made nine 
yards around right end. Moge made 
first down on the visitors’ 28. A nass 
Ploski to Belleveau on the second 
down scored for Providecen College 





V/ , Walker took the kickoff on 
Colby s nine, and ran back to his 34 
but the kick was ordered repeated1 
Turn io Page Seven, Col. Seven |
and the second time he took it on 
the seven and returned to the 26. On 
third down Colby punted to midfield 
and Angelica returned five yards, 
I Moge gained four yards through cen- 
j tre. On second down he fumbled and 
recovered for a two-yard loss. Prov­
idence College punted outside on, 
Colby’s 18. ,
Colby punted on second down and 
Ploski, receiving on his 47, was 
downed on the Maine Men’s 48. The 
(visitors took time put for multiple 
'substitutions. Angelica made first 
■down on the 36. A pass, Ploski to 
Gill, was good for seven yards and 
Moge made first down on the 26. 
Belliveau skirted left end to the. five- 
yard stripe. Ploski failed to gain on 
a sweep to the other side. He was 
held again off tackle after a one- 
yard gain. Belliveau was held on a 
similar play and the Friars were held 
for downs on the one-yard marker 
when Ploski failed to plow through 
on the fourth try.
Score at end of first period: 
Providence 7
Colby 0. SECOND PERIOD
Colby punted out of bounds to 
i their 39. On second down Ploski 
fumbled on the 36 and Colby recov­
ered. Colby gained a yard through 
the line but went back to their own 
' 34 an a penalty for having the back- 
, field in motion before the ball was 
■ snapped. A pass, Yadwinski to 
Young, made a first down on the 
Maine team’s 49. On third down 
Eichner intercepted a Colby pass on 
the Friars’ 68 and Ploski ploughed 
through the line to midfifield and 
then to a first down on Colby’s 46.
A pa<sfi, Ploski to Ryan, gave P. 
C. another first down on the 35. 
Both teams were offside on the play. 
Moge ripped through the line for 
six yards and Angelica broke clear 
to the 25, but the Friars took a five- 
. yard penalty for offside play. The 
Friar fullback punted to the three- 
yard line, inches inside the side 
boundary. Colby returned the kick 
at once to their own 41.
Pioski maae a nrst down »
on the first try off tackle. A pass 
to Belliveau was knocked down j 
Yadwinski on the 10 yard stripe, but 
the Friars achieved auothei first 
down on the 20. Friarspass netted five yards but fhe Ft 
were held on downs on the Cplby 
Yadwinski fumbled on the 19 a 
Mqge recovered. Providence made a 
. first down on the visitors JL
market. Three tries 6eJ'®”
yards and Moge crossed the • 
through centre for P, C, S 




" Hammond kicked off to Yadwinski 
on the Colby nine and downed the 
receiver on .his 27. A long Co J 
pass failed and a second was in 
i cepted by Bedard who returns .
the Colby 20. _
Yadwinski snatched a long P 
by Hammond on the goal line 
came back 20 yards. A pass bj 
Colby back was good when the 
Lceiver was roughed by the Trims on 
the 29. Another pass, Burn) w 
Yadwinski, gave Colby a 
Colby’s 40 and another long Ma1® 
toss -went to the P. C. 39, as 
period ended. :




Providence carried the 
to their 47. On third down Mog 
punted and the Friars downed tne. 
ball on Colby’s 20. Return of tl« 
punt found Providence on tnen 
43. Ploski swept end the width? 
the field for a first down on Coioy= 
43. Ploski fumbled and a?a0 
recovered for Colby on the 
team’s t41. A pass, Walker to Mac 
Gregor, netted four yards ana 
lateral to Washuk gave ColW 
down on the Friars’ 42. Washuk 
skirted end on the next play for’ 
other first down on the 28. "r 
dence took the ball on (iownAe 
their 22. Moge punted from * 
out of bounds on Colby's 32. A. P , 
was intercepted by Angelica m 
field.
Angelica broke through off tackle 
to Colby's 25. Ploski hit the line for 
five yards. Moge went through cen­
tre for 13 yards and a first down.
The Blue and Gold warriors from 
Maine tightened but P. C. took a 
first down on the two-yard mark by 
inches on the fourth try at the line. 
Moge scored through centre on third 
down and Ploski again scored the 
extra point with a boot that grooved 





Colby brought the kickoff back to i 
their 34. The Maine boys fumbled ■ 
there and Gaffney recovered, for the i 
Friars as the period ended.




Spinnler made first down for P. 
C. on 'Colby’s 23 and Hammond fum­
bling and recovering, chalked up a 
three-yard gain on an end sweep but 
a holding penalty of 15 yards brought 
the Friars back to the 38 and they 
punted. Hammond's boot toward the 
side line went into the end zone and 
Colby took the pigskin on their 
own 20.
Hammond took Colby’s fourth 
down put on the midfield stripe and 
ran back to the 25, but offside cost 
P. C. the play and Colby punted out 
of bounds to the Friars’ 45.
Hammond swept right end for 19 
yards. Yadwinski made a leaping, 
one-hand catch of a long Friar pass 
on Colby’s 23 and the Maine team 
essayed a long distance aerial try 
but Demers intercepted the second 
pass after Angelica knocked down 
the first and raced over the goal 
for the fourth Providence touch- 
dokn. The kick for the extra point 




Yadwinski took the kickoff
10 and ran back to his 27 betore 
being forced out of bounds. Colby 
punted to the Friars’ 34. A return 
put the ball on Colby’s 33. H. Wal­
ker broke through off tackle for a 
29 yard gain to the Friar 38, bu 
the'next play was smeared by F. 
for 14 yard loss. Wooley intercepted 
a Colbv pass on his 37 and Hani njoSd; slipped through the line to 
CThe briars made first down on 
the 30 but Dobbins intercepted £ 
lPWashukdtookea lateral from Walker,
and romped to the 33. Walker on a 
fake reverse, skirted right end to 
the 21 and a first down. A fumble 
i cost the Maine crew seven yards but 
Washuk swept left end to make it 
up and gain five more. H. Walker 
was injured on the play. P. C. took 
the ball on downs at their 18-yard 
stripe. run and twQ iine plays
o-ave Providence a first down on 
their 30. Colby received a punt on 







All Players Report in Sound 
Condition Following Holy 
Cross Contest.
7--------------—
With a victory over Colby and a 
creditable showing against Holy \ 
Cross under their belts, the Provi- 
I dence College Friars will return to 
Hendricken Field this week to play 
host to Western Maryland. It will 
be the first meeting between the two 
teams and promises to be a colorful 
inaugural of what may develop into 
a highly interesting series.
The Friars showed more power and 
a smarter offensive against Holy 
Cross last Saturday than any Provi­
dence eleven that has invaded Fitton 
Field. The unexpectedly stout oppo­
sition forced Coach Eddie Anderson 
to rush his regulars into action each 
time the Friars threatened. On two 
occasions the Friars spoiled their own 
chances on fumbles deep in Holy 
Cross territory.
Despite the hard game they played 
the Friars all reported in sound con­
dition after taking their showers fol­
lowing the contest. Carlo Angelica, 
the Friars’ hard-working right half­
back, received a cut on his foot from 
< a cleat that ripped through the 
leather of his shoe, but it is not con-' 
sidered serious.
Head Coach Joe McGee was favor­
ably impressed with the improve- 
, ment.of the Friar attack over their 
showing in the Cqlby contest. He 
noted a few serious “early season” 
.] mistakes that will be topics for black­
board discussions this week, but con­
sidered the exhibition a long step 
forward in the progress of Friar foot­
ball.
Among the highlights in the 
Friars’ work Saturday were the ex­
ceptionally consistent punting of Bill 
Moge, 185-pound fullback from 
Springfield; the line play of Anthony 
Pariseau, Leo Davin, Paul Ryan and 
Leo Bouzan, and the passing and ball 
carrying of Leo Ploski, who played 
an important role in the Friars’ 70- 
touchdown drive.
Charlie Gaffney (upper photo) and 
Ray Bedard, Providence College 
backs, who are being groomed for 







Work of Varsity Linemen 
Is Praised by P.C. Coaches
Hammond Continues to Im- 
prove as Back; May Start
Against Crusaders.
- - .... ;.. ir
Faced with the major assignment ! 
Of their football schedule this week- | 
end with a minimum of reserve I 
power, the Providence College ■ 
coaches nevertheless found cause to j 
smile yesterday after witnessing the • 
’Varsity performance in a rugged f 
defensive- scrimmage with the Friar * 
Freshman outfit.
Head Coach Joe McGee declared 
that the charging of the ’Varsity ’ 
linemen was the hardest they have 
shown this year. The Friar Fresh­
men turned in an exhibition that was - 
favorable, and reeled off several long ‘ 
gains but the main attention centred ’ 
on the play of the ’Varsity in view 
of their coming game with the 
powerful Holy Cross eleven Satur­
day. . ■ .(
At the start of the practice session, 
the Friar ’Varsity took the ball for 
about 20 minutes and ran through 
offensive formations. Tom Hammond 
Fall River halfback, made some of 
the best gains in this session, includ­
ing a 30-yard advance on which he 
demonstrated his ability for picking 
his way through a maze of potential 
tacklers.
were in uniforpi for. the .first time 
this week, but did not take part in 
the scrimmage. Both rehearsed their 
assignments in the new .formations 
the Friars will use against Holy. 
Cross.
Tom Hammond, the speed demon 
Of the backfield squad, has finally 
come into his own after two ’Varsity 
seasons, in which injuries have kept 
him out of the spotlight..
Hammond passes, punts and runs 
the ball well. He is pressing Le0 
Ploski every minute of the practice 
sessions, and it would not surprise 
onlookers who have watched Ham­
mond in action to see him in a star , 
Ing role before long. Ploski has been 
slowed up by a bruise on his s11011,' 
der but the ailment, is responding w 
treatment and the Albany junior is 
expected to wage a stiff battle 
keep his assignment.
"' The teams lined up as follows: * 
VARSITY FRESHMEN
Gill, 1. e....................................... . 1. e., Leo
Bouzan. 1. t. .............. 1- t., Griffin
Fariseau, 1. . ............................ I. £*. Esielonis
Eichncr, c. .............. ................. c., Burclge
Polak, r. g......... .................. r. Bcaubian
Lawler, r. t. .............................. r- t.. Haran
Ryan, r. c. ............................ r. e.. Barium
Bclliveau, q. b................... .. q. b., Alexander
Hammond. I. h. b...........:... 1. In b. Gendron
Angelica, r. h. b..............T. 11. b. Shattuck
Spinnler. I. b......................... f. b., Sweeney
Bill Lawler was started at right 
tackle in place of Leo Davin and 
turned in capable work. He broket 
through the Freshman line in fine; 
style and brought down the ball­
carrier with such improved tackling j 
that the Friar coaches are consider-; 
ing him for regular duty at tackle. 
Lawler’s improved play gives the 
Friars a trio of dependable tackles, 
with Davin and Bouzan still rated 
as certain starters against Holy 
Cross.
Bill Mogs, fullback, and Leo PIos- 
ki, halfback, both members of the 
backfield that started against Colby, 
returned to practice yesterday. They
MOGE AND PLOSKI 
ABSENT AS FRIARS 
hold light drill
Ten Players Missing from 
Practice.—Contact Work 
is Omitted.
tjce yesterday R mts^ng from prac- 
°ee ordered a’ Coach Joe Mc- 
providence Coli/?* workout for the 
Hed the drilii±gte Squad and hm- 
Wckoffs and won -0 running back 
hcular attention\ § °” plays- Par‘
InS kickoffs a rtoWa! pald to return- 
c°aches disc0vo?aItment which the 
standard agaS Hot be beb'v 
Bill M 1 H Iy Cross-
Le° Plosll6’ reef?U1^1luUb“k- and 
work againsf ^eit halfback, whose 
the Friars’ scoring Cr°SS featured in 
Period, were not fCh m the last 
day- Head Coach TUnif°™ yester- 
forced to whin tnaeti°e McGee was 
backfield combination^ a temporary 
for'the Offens^ t°a^ed the sig«ak 
naent drill. ftav Ra™ ln the assign- 
terback from ^TT’ sub Quar- 
”lss«S from £e T Falls> was 
Hammond held rtn practice- Tom 
back post and CarhM? the.teft half- 
n£ht halfback whP was at
XT agains T£X be yeoman
Chart1'
Tnt tackle from n° Dtvin' Fria«’ 
,-Was reported snff New Haven, who 
Bill Lawler ancb§ from a cold 
Xth, the first team JTe to work 
anT^ ha* 4Xd ^ht tack^ 
ny reserve lineman0 lh most of 
and may win a ™artinT the Sduad 
the ^ason progress*”8 Pu°St before 
presses much farther.
With Johnny Lyons, 170.-pound 
sophomore end, and Paul Ryan, reg­
ular right-winger, slowed up by in­
juries the situation at end is far from 
bright Ed Gill and Gus Hagstrom 
worked at the wings yesterday with 
Tom Conley relieving Gill at left 
end. If Conley can adapt himself to 
the end assignment there will be 
plenty of work for him.
Bill Spinnler, Paterson junior, 
(..watched yesterday’s assignment drill 
from the sidelines. Bill injured his 
arm last week and was wearing a 
i sling yesterday. The team doctor 
has prescribed rest for Spinnler, who 
was. going strong in the reserve full­
back assignment despite his weight 
of only 165 pounds.
Dom Minicucci, Naugatuck junior,
reported in uniform yesterday and 
began to get into condition to rejoin 
the backfield squad in an active 
capacity.. Minicucci was a regular in 
last year’s backfield, but a Jeg in­
jury has kept him out of competition > 
so far this season.
The “first” team lined up yester­
day with Gill and Hagstrom, ends; 
;Bouzan and Lawler^ tackles; Pari­
seau and Polak, guards; Eichner, 
centre; Belliveau, quarterback; 
.Hammond and Angelica, halfbacks 
and Gaffney, fullback.
FRIARS TO MEETCRUSADERS NEXT
Coach McGee Expects to Be at 
Full Strength for Holy 
Cross Game.
The story of . David and Goliath is 
a fitting parallel,for the situation in 
which the Providence College foot­
ball team will find itself .when, the 
Friars make their annual journey to 
Worcester on Saturday to meet Holy 
Cross on Fit-ton Field.
Although the Friars may not prove 
to be “Davids” the. same determined 
spirit that has prevailed among 
Providence players when Holy Cross 
is the opponent exists on the present 
Friar team. ,
Head Coach Joe McGee will have 
more than statistics gained in prac­
tice on which to base his selections 
for a starting team as the Friars 
showed their respective abilities un­
der fire in the Colby game yester­
day. Barring injuries the Friars 
should be very,close to full strength 
for the clash with the Crusaders.
Holy Cross' was undefeated last 
year and ranked among the top­
notch teams in the East with a tie 
with Manhattan, preventing it from 
claiming ' national honors. Purple 
followers are looking forward to a 
"better” . season with the flo^.k of 
talented Seniors and Sophomores on 
the squad.
Last year the Friars won most of, 
the laurels that came to them dur-- 
ing the 12-0 encounter with the Cru­
saders on their, defensive play. The 
offensive failed-to. function. Closer 
attention has been paid to all phases' 
of the offence this year and the icam 
should make more headway in this
•“meet.
ueiensiyeiy tne nriar eleven.-, ap­
pears to . be-, on a. par with the 1935 
outfit. A veteran line averaging 190 
pounds has-been assembled to pave , 
the way for a-backfield that weights- } 
177 per man. .The backfield has less 
brawn than last year’s but bows to ’ 
no other Friar eleven of the past in 
the matter of speed.
Mike Michaels,- the Danbury Soph-., 
omore, from whom much is expected 
at a backeld post will probably be 
available for. Saturday’s game. He 
lost the opportunity to see action 
in the Colby‘ game when he was 
shaken ,pp. badly, in. scrimmage last 
week. .■ ..
Johnny Lyons, Haverhill Sopho­
more, who'wrenched his ankle dur­
ing practice was. back with the end 
squad yesterday and it is hoped that 
he will be in condition to play 
against the. Cross} The Friars have 
only four ends at present as several 
players who trained with the squad 
at Narragansett Pier have given up 
football for this season.
Dom Minicucci, Naugatuck junior, 
may be on the inactive list for an­
other week as his injury, a bruised 
leg, is the type that requires con­
siderable rest. His services will be 
missed but he will probably be avail­
able for some of the important games 
later on the scheduled.> * ♦ •
Coach Dave Couhig, who has been 
sending his Freshman candidates 
through intensive tests the past 
week, will begin the task of grad­
ing his elevens this week. About 40 
promising yearlings are running 
through drills each afternoon and 
the prospects of a favorable season 
are good. The Freshmen will open 
their season next Friday against St. 
John’s Prep at Danvers, Mass,
H.C. Will StartReserves Against
Friars WorcesterTELEGRAM
W ROY MUMPTON
. N°J°nger one of the Iittle brothers of college football, Provi- 
.S'01 le<e w111 send its big and well-drilled team to Fitton 
f ® w i ,Juternoon with high hopes of furnishing a severe test 
Ho*y Cross’ better-minded and power-ridden Crusaders.
H. C. Banks,on Reserves
„ harboring a deep respect
lor the growing power of Provi­
dence and admitting that he may­
need to rush his regulars into the 
tray at an early moment, Dr. An­
derson said yesterday that he would 
go along- with the reserves as far 
as possible. The lineup which he 
plans to start against the Friars 
includes only two regulars, big 
Dave Gavin at left tackle and Leo 
Shields at the same end.
Either Jim Bowman or Mike 
Ryan will be at center, flanked by 
Gene Howard and Sophomore Bill 
Collins with Pete “One Man Gang” 
Manoli, a 240-pound sophomore, at 
right tackle and the reliable John 
O’Donnell at right end. Charlie 
Paraskas, the fourth-string sopho­
more quarterback who ran and 
blocked so well against Bates, will 
direct a power group of ball car­
riers which will include Bill Gal- 
logly and Len Kuziora at the halves 
and the far-punting Paul Massey 
at fullback.
That’s the team Dr. Anderson 
has designated to start. It’s ver. ' 
likely he will toss all twenty of his 
backs.into the battle, excepting Joe 
Canini, who is nursing a slightly 
damaged knee and will not dress 
for the game. It will be surprising 
if Kidd, Ouellette and McGuane 
don’t do a bit of signal calling 
with Dougherty, Hanifan, LaTanzi, 
Bartolomeo, Brucato, Osmanski 
Teague, Yablonski, Tassinari, Renz 
and Graham functioning as part- 
time ball carriers.
The Crusader coaches plan to 
turn them all loose today with an 
.eye towards selecting the strong­
est set for heavy duty service 
against Dartmouth. It is unlikely 
however, that Holy Cross will open 
up its attack unless because of 
sheer necessity. The Cruaders 
.stuck pretty close to have a dozen 
simple running plays and Stereo- 
. typed passes last week and may 
again keep their fancy stuff away 
■ from the eyes of prying scouts.
Friars To Shoot The Works
Providence, which rang up & 
four-touchdown victory over Colby 
last week, can be expected, to shoot 
the works. Tie Friars have every­
thing to win and nothing to lose. 
While they usually have centered 
their play against Holy Cross on. 
gallant defensive stands, the re­
port from Providence is that Coach 
McGee has armed his boys with a 
versatile attack and orders to cut 
it loose right from the opening 
gun.
Providence will start a practical- 
' ly veteran team with Leo Bouzan 
and Leo Davin, the huge 200-pound 
seniors, manning the. tackles, with 
Paul Ryan and Ed Gill again at 
the wings, Ben Polak, at one guard 
and Tony Pariseau, who was a star 
end on last year’s freshman eleven 
at the other. He is the only sopho­
more in the Friars’ front line. 
Norm Eichner, the 192-pound cen­
ter who played -such a sterling de­
fensive game here a year ago, 
again operates, in the middle of 
the Providence frontier.
Hank Soar, Providence’s flashy 
ball carrier and heavy duty back 
of the past two seasons, has de­
parted and is missed; but the 
Friars still have a flock of able 
carriers. Ray Belliveau of Fitch­
burg, who has been appointed cap­
tain for thig game, calls the signals 
with Carl Angelica and Leo Ploski 
scheduled to open at the halves 
and big Bill Moge at fullback. 
Moge will look after the visitors' 
kicking and passing. ......
♦ T-
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CRUSADERS BEA T FRIARS
Fitton Field, Worcester, Mass., Oct. 
3.—Waging a relentless battle that fi­
nally pierced the rugged Holy Cross 
front rank for a touchdown in the- 
fourth period a hard-fighting Provi­
dence College football eleven went 
down to defeat before superior Cru­
sader man-powpr, 21-6, here this af­
ternoon before'^000 fans.
■ Holy Cross scored its first touch- 
; down early in the opening period af- 
iter taking advantage of a break that 
gave them the ball on the Friars’ 18- 
yard line. Undaunted by this setback
HOLY CROSS-rROVIDENCE STATISTICS
H.C. P.O.
First downs ................... ......... H- >1
Yards gained rushing ........ 208 137
Yards'lost rusning ................ 10 U ■
Forwards attempted ...........   . . . G 6
Forwards completed ................ 1 3
Yards passing .......................... 3 37
Forwards intercepted by ........ 2
Tunt average ......................... 40 41
xTotal yards kicks returned 111 54
Fumbles ..................................... 2 »
Own fumbles recovered.................2 2
Opponents’ fumbles recovered 3 0
x-Includes kickoffs and punts.
______________________________
the Friars played the Crusaders to a 
standstill through the remainder of 
the period, setting two drives in mo­
tion that were spoiled by fumbles.
With the regular Holy Cross back- 
field operating behind a line that had 
been bolstered by first-string replace­
ments, the Purple pushed to the Friar 
12-yard line in the second period but 
met stubborn resistance there and 
lost the ball. The score at the half 
was 7-0 in favor of Holy Cross.
After the Friars had battled the 
Purple on even terms during the first 
five minutes of the third quarter, the 
Crusaders staged a 45-yard drive that 
resulted in their second touchdown. 
Retaliating with a sudden shift to 
their aerial game the Friars began0 
march which continued over into the 
fourth period and carried them 70 
yards to a touchdown with Bill Moge 
going over for the score.
Late in the fourth period the Cru- [ 
sader’s rushed their sophomore back- 
field into action and backed the 
Friars down to their one-yard line 
where with less than a. minute to go 
the Purple produced their third 
score. Providence blocked a Holy 
Cross punt midway in the final 
period but lost the ball on downs 
after a fumble at the Crusader 20- 
yard line.
In the final analysis the greater 
reserve strength of the Crusaders 
spelled a three to one defeat for the 
Friars that does not .do justice to. 
the capable manner in which the 
Black and White acquited itself 
Both teams made 11 first downs and 
the Purple piled up 208 yards from 
scrimmage while the Friars were 
making 137 yards overland.
The Crusaders’ second-string back- . 
field clicked off a score after, re- 
covering a Friar fumble on the 18 
in the first period but thereafter the | 
Friars took the situation well in , 
hand and dominated the rest of the I 
period, covering 79 yards to 14. for i 
Jioly Cross. Fumbles stopped twice , 
Ffiai drives that swept through the i 
Crus . der guards consistently.
During uie secunu and third pe­
riods the regular Holy Cross back- 
field went into action and produced 
a 45-yard touchdown drive after 
being balked on their first march 
that was stopped by the Friars in the 
shadow of their goal posts after 45 ’■ 
yards had been covered. In the last 
period another Crusader backfield 
went into action and scored.
The Friars used three backfield re­
serves during the game.
Len Kuziora’s opening kickoff for 
Holy Cross rolled over the Provi­
dence goal line and the Friars took 
the ball on their 20-yard stripe. On 
an exchange of punts Tom Ham­
mond, Friar left halfback, fumbled 
and John O’Donnell, Holy Cross end, 
and a former LaSalle Academy play­
er. recovered on the 'Friar 18.
Kuziora advanced the ball for a 
first down on the Friar seven-yard 
line. The Friars repulsed the next 
thrust but on the following play Bill 
Gallogly of Warwick, R. I., Holy 
Cross halfback, swept around, his 
right end behind blocking that paved 
a clear course for the fleet Purple 
back. Gallogly kicked the point from 
placement.
On fine individual work by Carlo 
Angelica and Capt. Ray Belliveau 
the Friars opened an advance that 
had covered 25 yards when a penalty 
for holding against Providence upset 
the drive and the Friars were forced 
to punt.
Friars Get Lons Touchdown
Following Drive of 79 Yards
Moge Goes Over lor Score in, 
Fourth Period; Crusaders 
Triumph 21 to 6.
Game played:
October 3,1935
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after the kickoff hp at “idfield 
through to block Br,Tna?S-eaU broke 
fourth down and An 11^° S Punt on 
seau recovered the 1> C? and Faw- 
Hammond passed tn /ock<?d punt, 
nine-yard gain but %An/®11Ca for a 
to make a* first / the Fnars failed 
bucks at the hned0Wn after tb«e 
4XSKS tf ?“«'• »«i' 
territory when DonJ^ ln her 0Wn 
ed Hammond’s £oughefty intercept- 
Brucato to reach f]LapdIateraIleci to 
Cross failed to W 40- HolyI the Friar ItaJ and ^lF°Und througb 
ball crossed the FriI/”P\/ted' The 
( was brought mit t 8° 1 llne and stripe. Providence £ 2O'yard 
other pass, but °n an'
into the hands of Kidd”^ )t0SS fel1 
.quarterback. paul ’H°iy Cross 
Henry Ouellette and Bib afto3omeo, 
I replaced the regular w °smanski 
backs. Aguiar Holy Cross'
I 1nis fresh backfield moved to tt.
■ Friar 15-yard mark in three play 
and in three more crossed the Frig 
goal for the final Crusader scon 
Baitolomeo made two 15-yard gain 
m this drive and Bill Osmanski, for 
mer Central High fullback, plunge, 
the last yard for the tally. Bartolo 
meo kicked the point from a place 
ment.
In the Crusader backfield the ball 
carrying of Kuziora, Brucato, Yah- 
lonski and Bartolomeo stood out 
while for the Friars PIoski, Moge, 
Eichner, Ryan and Davin played 
leading roles.
HOLY CROSS (21)
„. . , . PROVIDENCE COLLEGE (6)
Shields Ie ........................................ Je, Gili
f ...................................... It, Bouzan
2“„ Sl 12......................  lg. Pariseau
Howard, rg......... .......................... rg. Polak
Paraskas qb........................  qb, Belliveau
gallogly. lhb........................... ihb. Hammond
t^uziora,- rhb ......................... rlib, Angelica
Holy. Cross........................7 0 7 7—21
Providence College .... 0 0 0 6— 6
Touchdowns: Holy Cross—Gallogly. Bru- 
caE°’. Osmanski Providence College—Moge.
?fter touchdown—Gallogly (place- 
nient; Kidd (placement); Bartolomeo (place­ment).
Substitutions: Holy' Cress—Luciano for 
Howard, Carr for Collins, Mautner for Bow­
man. Kidd for Paraskas, Yablonski for Mas­
sey. Brucato for Kuziora. Ouellette for Kidd, 
Osmanski for Yablonski, Dougherty for 
Gallogly; Tassinari for Brucato; Bar­
tolomeo for Brucato.
Substitutions: Providence College—PIoski 
for Hammond, Ryan for Gill, Hagstrom for 
t i1, , Ly°ns for Ryan. Conley for Lyons, : 
Johnston for Parisea.tf, Gaffney for Moge, 
Lawler for Davin. Boboras for Polak, Bed- 
ar° Angelica. Avedisian for Pariseau.
Referee. S. H. Mahoney (Boston College): 
umpire, J. r. Gilroy (Georgetown): field 
mi rr* C' Wafcers (Bristol. Conn.); linesman. > 
vv. H. Ohrenberger (Boston College). Time, 
of periods—Four 10-minute periods.
H.C. DEFEATS FRIARS 21 TO 6
Crowd of 8000 Enjoys Fine Game at Fitton Field
- Providence Gives Holy Cross Real Argument
SECOND PERIOD
In spite of the presence.of the Holy 
Cross backfield regulars and four of 
its regular linesmen, Holy Cross made 
little headway against a rugged Prov­
idence College team, alert on pass de­
fense and obstinate on running plays. 
Neither side threatened early in the 
period. With about five minutes to 
go, Holy Cross opened a drive at about 
midfield that went to the Providence 
12-yard line, where the Friars stif­
fened and held for downs, 
ns ut ..ire aq? oj sjooi ssojo. 
attempt to score, but Providence 
stopped the offense with a. little trou­
ble and interception, halting the Cru­
saders’ attack in the Providence terri-' 
tory as the half ended.
Score: Holy Cress. 7, Providence 0.
THIRD PERIOD
Providence stopped one Holy Cross 
attack early in the third period, forc­
ing the Crusaders to kick, but the 
Friars found the Holy Cross defense 
just as difficult when they took the 
ball, and they were also forced to re­
sort to punting.
With Burcato doing most of the 
carrying, Holy Cross drove from mid­
field to the Providence 15-yard line. 
After fumbling on one play, Yablon- 
ski took the ball to the 5-yardline oft 
his own left tackle, and then Brucgo 
took it over'in two thrusts at the line. 
Kidd kicked the extra point.
Score: Holy Cross 14, Providence 0.
Providence, mixing an aerial game 
with its running attack, Yen^f™mu 
35-yard line to the Holy Cioss 1- 
yard line without a stop, the end of 
the period coming with the ball on 
the Purple 14-yard line.
Score: Holy Cross 14, Providence 0.
FOURTH PERIOD
A penalty for offside and two. shot v 
gains put the ball on the Holy Cross 
five-yard line. Two plays put the ball 
on the 1-yard line, and on the next 
play, Moge took the ball over. Belli- 
veau’s try for the extra point failed.
Score: Holy Cross 14. Providence 0.
Shortly after the kickoff, an at­
tempted punt by Dougherty, was 
blocked by Eichher, and Providence 
recovered on the Holy Cross 30-yard 
line. Holy Cross stopped the Provi­
dence attack on its own 21-yard line, 
Providence failing to make its dis­
tance by about a half yard and losing 
the ball on downs. Dougherty imme­
diately kicked out of danger.
Kidd intercepted a Providence pass, 
to snuff out the Providence attack in: 
about midfield. .
Brucato took the ball to the Pi ev­
idence four-yard line on ah ena 
sweep, and the*. QsiaatfSKi took it 
over for a touchdown. Bartolomeo 
kicked the extra point. i
Score: Holy Cross 21, Providence b. 
There was no further scoring.
Worcester GAZETTE
rhe Lineup:'
HOLY CROSS PROVIDENCE :
Ritterhaus, le ....................  re, Ryan
■ Gavin, It .......... ............... rt, Davin
Howard, rg ............... rg, Polak 
Bowman, c ....... ............... c, Eiehner
Collins, ]g ............ Ig , Pariscau 
Manoli, rt ........................ it, Bouzan
O Donnell, re .................... le, Gill
Paraskas, qb ..............  qb, Belliveau
Gallogly, Ihb .............. rb, Angelica
Kuziroa rhb .............  Ihb, Hammond
Massey, fb ........................ fjj, Moge
A/crowd of 800 0 fans watched . 
the Holy Cross Crusaders battle1 i 
the Providence Friars in today’s 
football' gaine at Fitton Field.
FIRST PERIOD
Providence College won the toss and 
defended the east goal. Kuziora 
kicked off over the goal line and Prov- 
idence put the ball in play on its 20- 
yard line. Holy Cross scored a touch­
down within a few minutes after the 
§ame started when Hammond fum- 
oted a punt and O’Donnell recovered 
on the Providence 18-yard line. Gal- 
toolc the ball, over from the
Jy Cross 7-yar.d line, out-running 
, \ opP.onent's on an end swing. Gal­
logly kicked the goal.
Score: Holy Cross 7, Providence 0. 
1°vl“®nce recovered a fumble mid- 
Crn« first Period from the Holy 
determ- 37ard liniR and started a detenmned drive toward the Purple 
f-uarrl- °n CrossJ senfc in its-regular 
Friar-"5’«Carf Luciatl° when the 
vsrri1Venefcrated t0 the- Purple 10- 
e?ed hv®// lumble by ploski recov- 
Holv by K«ziora stopped the drive, 
va° rt « takmg the bal1 011 16-
the dme'. The Period ended with 
Cro=snn U1 the possession of Holy
Score tbe,Holy C]W 47-yard line . 
College 0 H° y C10&S 7’ Providence
Rhode Islander on Way
for Crusaders First Score
Two Plays That Started Friars On Way To Score
Bill Moge, Providence College fullback, shown in the upper 
photo about to be tackled on his own 30-yard line by John Carr,
Holy Cross guard, No. 40, shown coming in to make the play
in the third quarter of the game wit hthe Crusaders at Fitton
Field, Worcester yesterday. Although Moge was thrown for afive-yard loss on this play it the start of the 70-yard drive by the 
Friars for their lone touchdown in their 21-6 setback. The lower 
picture shows Carl Angelica, Friar right halfback, bringing 
the ball to the Holy Cross 15-yard line where it re- mained as 
the third quarter ended. Six plays after this in the final period, 
including a first down, found Moge going over for the touchdown.
Providence College Eleven to 
Entertain Western Mary- 
land Team.
Playing the most attractive sched­
ule of home games that has ever been 
arranged for a Providence College’ 
eleven the Friar football team, will 
face the Terrors of Western Mary­
land at Hendricken Field Saturday., 
Of the three home games listed with 
opponents from outside Rhode Island 
this clash shapes up as the outstand­
ing attraction. .
Western Maryland is not a new-! 
comer to the New England football 
scene as the Terrors have played a; 
series with Boston College that dates! 
back to 1931. The calibre of footbad! 
that the team plays can be gauged, 
from the results of this particular 
set of contests.
Meeting the Eagles five times in, 
successive years since the ’31 season, 
the Terrors have won two, tied one 
and. lost two. The results of the se­
ries with the Eagles follows:
1931 Western Maryland 13, B. C. 19
1932 Western Maryland 20, B. C. 20
1933 Western Maryland 9, B. C. 12
1934 Western Maryland 40, B. C. 0
1935 Western Maryland 12, B. C. 6 
The Western Maryland team is
coached by Charles W. Havens, who 
was line coach under Dick Harlow, 
now head mentor at Harvard, who; 
turned out many fine teams at West­
ern Maryland between 1926 and 1934. 
This season is Havens second as head 
coach at the Westminster, Md„ col­
lege.
Havens entered Western Maryland 
as a student in 1926, the year Harlow 
became the Terrors head coach and 
played for four years at centre—as 
the Freshman rule was not then in 
force. After graduation he played a 
season with the Philadelphia Yellow 
Jackets and assisted Harlow in 1951.
In 1932 “he ’ became director of 
recreation for his home city of Rome, 
N. Y., and continued his coaching 
activities by handling the St. 
Aloysius Academy squad in Rome, 
Returning to the Western Maryland: 
staff in 1934 he turned out a line that; 
Dick Harlow praised as the best in 
his regime. That season the Terrors, 
were undefeated, winning eight; 
games and holding Villanova to a • 
scoreless tie.
Stepping into the post as head 
coach last year with 19 players of 
the outstanding ’34 eleven lost 
through graduation, Havens turned 
out a team that did well considering 
its lack of experience. The ’35 eleven 
won six games and lost five.
Commenting on his ’35 squad 
Havens says -We’ll be better bal- . 
anced along with greater experience. 
We should come raster than a year 
ago when we lost tough early season 
games to Villanova, Penn State and 
Bucknell.” Western Maryland has 
won its two early season warm-up 
games, defeating Shenandoah a week 
ago and topping Upsala yesterday.
Havens is not especially optimis- 
tic about his ’36 slate of games. If 
the opposition were no stronger than 
last year then I’d feel mighty good 
about our 1936 prospects,” he states. 
“But I know, and everybody else 
knows, that the teams on our 
schedule are for the most part 
stronger than they have been m 
years. We’ll have a good team—pei- 
haps a better team than a year ago.
Returning from their annual clash 
with Holy Cross the Providence Col­
lege squad will swing into its piac- 
tice schedule for its first game with 
the Terrors with the problem of find­
ing reserves uppermost in the 
coaches minds. It is probable that 
the amount of scrimmaging will >3 
curtailed this week so that the m- 
. iured list an be cut down sharply 
y from the alarming proportions it 







Friar Tutor Juggling His 
Lineup to Get All Pos­
sible Strength
The Providence College football 
squad will hold an important prac- 
tice drill today in preparation for 
the game with Western Maryland on 
Saturday. The Friars held a' light 
session yesterday, due to the fact 
that several men were absent from 
the field on account of late classes 
and minor injuries. Today a Frosh 
e,e'7n on a demonstration
then efhle^e-rn MarJ’Iand attack and 
far? 7’7,rs W11! see how they
the Green Terrors.
revlm^Ger Was f°rced to fieId a 
ed - hnejip for yesterday’s
'varsity w= the ■ ?1,ac,k .and W 
of thX Was sPrinkled with several . 
much reserves, who came in for 
Eddto rm10” 5g7nst the Crusaders, at the^li3,11? Gus Ha-aStrom were 
Lawler ?hS’ ueo Bouzan and Bill in re<'pn+V?°nllas, come a long ways 
an/S 711 s ^th a display of pep in dthl^sSrr Sm rhat ’ may Iand "him 
tackles t - lmeuP- were at the 
PolakT at tt Glg Pa,riseau and Ben ' 
Eichner 7 tguard®, and Norm ■ 
deDsrtmo ■ c®nJr®’ The ball- toting quartet Tn alrRay Belleveau at 
Angelica ?t 7h.aH?nSon,d and CarI 
and ■ Charlev {.?Ifhach Positions, 
Ftammond LrirGAffne7 at fullback, 
the standom?3 .An=®llca have been 
and the? X .th® ^iar attack 
Saturday’., ;2Lbet 121 fine shape for
The CrLlmi£ortant encounter, 
schedule of «XeWB<r* tOp th‘’ home i 
have a flr?: ?e F,nars and they 
hold its owncla?3 eleven, which can 
under Dicl? wX|th b®st- In 1933 
but one ?am?a X 7°, Terrors lost 
Bucknell° a?d’ 14 to 13 decision to 
eame back ?nrithe next season they , 
though fed fa? v-nre und?feated, al-1 season tusse? Wllanova m an early I 
such eleven- ’ ,bowIin8‘ overCollege by 4n ^r^ht and Boston 
West Chester & 0; St Thomas, 
Were Mount St. Mary’s,
and Catholirhyn?<Ua 7 high scores 
and Georgetown niVersity’ Buckneli
Lby
HAVENS GETS CREDIT
Last season was Charlev Havens’ 
buf heaihsdIgH “ itbe head “entor, 
Hariow XSen -lne coach under 
of r.S;, ? h 1S glven a great dea, 
oi credit for some of Harlow’s suc- 
fjs®.in a»d around Baltimore. It is 
m?ttlnev,that makes the baokfield, no mattei how great they may be and 
Wal!s turned out by Havens who was a fine centre in his 
wi he8?heVayiS haYe held their'own with th~ front ranks of any, thev 
have come in contact with.
Havens had a sophomore team lacf 
™ ,C‘E“ wttW1
ternrh b«?a S“",.TT
Sas b®en reinforced by one of the 
finest first year clubs ever to wear 
PrcsS «eS that coS 
be primed for the test 1
I
X"2.7.b«Afi“"5 
S3&? «»“’« ”1? K
INVADERS WELL FORCED
WITH CAPABLE RESERVES
Coach Charlie Havens Has Five All-
State Players on Team
With two clashes out of the way. a 
38-0 decision over Shenandoah and 
a 28^6 victory over Upsala, Havens 
has had a chance to test his reserves 
thoroughly. Providence is the first, 
major opponent on the Terrors 
schedule and the workouts at West­
minster, Md., where Western Mary­
land College is located, have been, 
speeded up this week.
HAVENS PLEASED •
WITH BACKFIELD
Havens is well pleased with his 
backfield men. five of whom he con- 
siders to be on the same level. They 
are “Sunshine” Campbell, a. south­
paw punter and passer, who is high- 
ly rated in Maryland football circles; 
Ted Mujwit who is considered the 
best of the backs to come up from 
the Terror Freshman squad; Frank 
Sadowski, a letterman last year, who 
has been calling signals in capable 
fashion; Cliff Lathrop, fullback and 
defensive ace behind the line, and 
Ken Adr.iance, triple-threat back.
0 * *
Ed Peters, 188-pound centre 
from Framingham, Mass., who 
was called into action when the 
veteran Bill Reith, regular pivot 
last season, suffered an injury, 
appears to have won the first- 
string assignment. Peters was 
slated to be shifted to guard 
where there was a shortage of 
tried material but Havens 
changed his mind when he saw 
the Framingham product in ac­
tion against the early opposition.
* * * '
A game which shapes up , in ad­
vance as a small college natural is 
listed for Hendricken Field, Saturday 
afternoon, where the green and gold- 
clad football forces of Western 
Maryland will make their first inva- - 
sion to meet the colorful Friars of 
providence College. .
Paced by Leroy “Sunshine Camp­
bell, who last year was rated the: 
outstanding long distance passer in 
1 the State of Maryland, the Terrors 
will bring a strong team here. Five 
of the players who are expected to be; 
members of the starting team against 




A year ago Charlie Havens, who 
had been turning out strong forward 
walls for Dick Harlow, then head 
coach at Western Maryland, sudden­
ly found himself in complete charge 
of the Terror’s football fortunes. Set­
ting to work with a green squad, 
Havens turned out a team that won 
six of 11 games and was looked upon 
as an outfit that would develop fast 
in another year. * *
The year of development has 
started and Havens now has a 
well-knit team—and far more re­
placements than Western Mary- i 
land teams have enjoyed the past 
two seasons. The majority of ' 
these reserves are sophomores 
but their football education as 
Freshman who was so thorough 
that four of them have stepped 
into regular assignments with the 
first team. ♦ ♦ ♦
Speaking about the big improve­
ment in his reserve strength at a 
recent practice session Havens said, 
“Reserves were so few last year that 
my linemen were called ‘Iron Men.’ 
I hated to use them in there through­
out tough games late in, the season. 
But there wasn’t anything else I 
could do.” ' J
“Tony Ortenzi, for instance, 
played 60 minutes in every game but 
the Maryland game, and was taken 
out only in the late minutes of that 
game” _________ .2
Stan Benjamin, also from Fram- i 
Ingham and the only other New Eng­
lander on the Terror roster, has won 
a regular end post. Benjamin, was 
selected as all-Maryland end last 
year along with Louis Lassahn of 
Baltimore, a Senior letterman. Las- 
satin rwas out of the Upsala game 
with an injury but is expected to be 
ready to face the Friars. ■
Paul Horner, 196-pound sopho­
more, has won a tackle berth but 
the other tackle post is being hotly 
contested by “Puffey” Forthman, let­
terman lats year; Al Lutt, a reserve 
in ’35; and Steve Radatovich, fast 
and aggressive 195-pound sophomore.
ORTENZILEADER
FOR LINE BERTH
Tony Ortenzi, sturdy guard with 
lats year’s ’Varsity, is again the lead­
er for a berth on the line. The one 
big problem in the way of material 
on the Terror squad has been at the 
guards. Ortenzi has the experience 
i to hold down a regular assignment 
' but his running mate is problemati- 
I cal. Joe Fagan, 187-pounder, played 
I right guard against Upsala and has 
i shown the best work of the sopho- 
I more guards.
I ......... .......1. * * *. _ ..
I Head Coach Joe McGee 
nects to be at greater strength 
for the clash with the Terrors. 
Most of the injured Friars; are 
back in uniform and the Friar 
mentor will have sufficient re- 
placements in his back/* i * * *
! squad to ease the situation there.
i This afternoon the Provi®ce_
squad was sent through a long se 
sion on defensive play.. The line c 
didates worked . against W 
Maryland plays under the directi 
of Coach Phil Couhig while C 
Merritt, the Friars’ backfield 
ran his backs through assi=nm 
dlRay Belliveau, .who calledI signals 
for the Friars during the entn ,g
; minutes of the Holy Cross
a certain starter against . v lica, 
Maryland along with Carl >
right halfback. Bill Moge, W in. 
and Leo Ploski, halfback, we 
jured in the Holy Cross g 




Lengyel Joins Squad; to Work: 
at Right Halfback; Moge 
Expected Today.
' The New Haven 180-pdunder that fnn'Ti * baCkfieId yesteX 
■ that included Ray Bedard, sopho- 
wTh ^arterbacfc; T<>m Hammond. 
ifunh?!kbaC?’ and CharIie Gaffney, 
fullback. Lengyel picked up the 
-assignments well for his first day! 
Ksr* *in •*£ 
,,Coack Joe McGee sent his line i 
through a rugged half-hour defensive 
ThX^r With the Freshman = 
,!be. yaarllngs used Western Mary- 1 
land plays and the Varsity linemen 
wen?6? agai.ns,t each P]ay until they 
were acquainted with the way in ' 
which it was run. y ln
Today McGee plans further em- 
phasis on defensive play against 
Western Maryland formations ?n 
eluding a pass defence against the 
Terrors strong aerial attack. Leo 
Davin, regular Friar tackle, returned 
to practice yesterday after a day of 
leave to recover from a cold and Bill 
Moge, Friar fullback, is expected to 
work out today. p a to
Bill Spinnler. 165-pound fullback 
and Dorn Minicueci, 170-pound half­
back, were m uniform yesterday and 
both are expected to be ready for the 
Western Maryland game. These 
ers were m the backfield with Ray 
Belliveau, regular quarterback, and 
back.Angellca- regular right half-
From reports that the Friar scouts 
brought back the Western Maryland 
Me/tv of\ WeP'baIanced outfit with 
plenty of hard-running backs. Coach 
Charlie Havens has developed a i 
strong forward wall which is es-
Pr°vidence College football 
as th! ^?rked overtime yesterday 
tions f riar coaches rushed prepara-, 
Marvls°! game with Western j 
en Fi/!dct0 be played at Hendrick-i 
central/ Saturday afternoon. Con-' 
tact / was .mainly on defensive! 
ruling XT' WeStem Mari’land 
t°okX£w?me th3t the players’ 
til darknfc d wa:rtn-up work un-' 
sign! / n xC,aIled a halt to a lengthy ' 
busiest it/ Fnar camp was the 1 
field CoL?aSr.beTn tbis week- Back- } 
tWo backfi?mCa11 Merritt mustered j 
able.bodm! yeaterday as every ; 
squadt member of the P. C. | 
John t in uniform.I string /fr61 of New Haven. Srst- 
CoHege bls?S1w,th the ProV)'dence 
a reserve /b?n team last Spring and 
baU squad "n mT/h the Mar foot' 
yesterdayd Pre^nt’01"^ the squad - 
Lengyei‘tQ-p^ans cal] for 
Where he will al/* nght halfback, 
-Angelic? oiT/t &1}ernate with Carl 
Lengyel°Ut? ndlng Frjar back- 
weighs about lfiol S1?-footer and 
|for the Provider cl rv,1;/' played 
team as a halfha/Cp ege- Freshman 
worked as a b//-and the next year 
’Varsity. with thenone too numpm/0/6 d ' material 
grilling Lengyej daiH?aChi/Ierritt is '»ents so that hl w! V" the assign' 
action against w/f be ready to see
~ st Western Maryland.
The Friars meet Western Maryland at Hendricken Field tomorrow in one of the important games 
on the Eastern football schedule. Leo Ploski, Bill Moge and Carl Angelica, above left to right, are 
prominent members of the Providence College backfield. All are likely to see plenty of duty the 
conflict.
They’ll Carry On for the P. C. Cause
Providence College Squad
for Western Maryland Team
 
in Rugged Drills Making Ready
ern%0Uts;tau4®& grid tilt of south J 
is on tap at 
?r°vidence ri1,?ld tomorrow when. 
l°r opDn„,t. Allege encounters ma- 
oolorfm at home against the
4011 ■ The tiit Maryland aggrega- 
real football a11 tbe marks of a 
°£ the l0n ~ struSgle, and in view 
S°utherr rec,01’d of wins of the 
courage bv’,v'nd tb® fine display of boss’s pgy. the briars against Holy 
end, locf] Ter£ul machine last week- 
action everv ^-ar? sure to be in for 
outcome at>L?lnU?e of the 'vr3-y- The 
J°e Jlcr< j?,etrs to be a toss-up.
Preparing has .s?ent a busy week 
M® Vaunted oteri.al defenCe against Ryland cdin head game of the 
,?rWarfl pasB®"lan®’. whose forte is 
C„e Southern g' With the best of fepMl to tos?3H,k “ 'Sunshine’ 
flfl stern Marv?^atheirJ0I'wards' the 
i£ will tnd oontmgent is con- 
S?bre.?nibie re than upset the Me defence, of the Smith
•S'1'1™™1 CoS" 10 ”na«,t out1”?, 
ience WifK penetrate the Friar a"" 
C1 CO^VS™ oPfa:uchg ma 




Coach McGee Has Squad 




The Friars Thursday rehearsed 
their own plays for an hour, anc 
then the freshmen squad came ovei 
to the main field and showed a smart 
passing attack, with the ’Varsity 
. on the defence throughout. The drill 
was most satisfactory and as a re- 
' suit his afternoon the Friars will 
concentrate mainly on the perfec­
tion . of signals and formations, Leo 
Davin will practice a few kickoffs. 
Action will then be suspended until 
2:30 tomorrow.
Western Maryland, with a squad 
of 30 players, arrived in town last 
night, almost 40 hours before the 
game, as Coach Charlie Havens con­
siders tomorrow’s battle the turning 
point in his long schedule. Boston 
. College, North Carolina. North Da­
kota, Georgetown and Maryland are’ 
other major foes ahead. A setback 
at the hands of the Friars would 
not aid the cause of the Green Ter­
riers in. their quest for national rec­
ognition, and hence the squad was 
moved here early to be rested and 
ready for the fray with the Domini- , cans.
This afternoon Coach Havens' 
.planned to take his squad to Hend­
ricken Field for a two hour’ private 
drill to which all spectators will be 
barred. The Southerners are a 
husky lot, and will outweigh the 
Friars, who themselves are claim­
ants of,a real heavy lineup. Last 
week Western Maryland scored a 28 
to 6 win over Upsala, holding back 
much of the aerial attack which will 
be. launched tomorrow. With every­
thing at stake in the game with the 
Friars, Havens stated today’ -he 
would hurl his strongest array into 
action. He is mindful of the work 
of the Friars against Holy 1 Cross 
as reported to him by scouts. He 
anticipates a close and even bat­tle..
lUAi unAJNGE LINEUP
Joe McGee, popular mentor of the 
Providence outfit, is still a bit puz­
zled about his starting array-, as big 
Paul Ryan has been nursing a cold 
the past two days and may have 
! to give way in the starting array 
' to Gus Hegsteom. Ed Gill is a 
fixture for the other flank, while the 
remainder of the line, with Davin 
i and Bouxan, tackles, Polak and Par- 
iseau, guards, and Eichner at cen­
tre. will be as faced Holy Cross. .
Backfield changes are imminent if 
Ploski and Moge fail to report in 
top shape by morning. Charlie : 
Gaffney, the former La Salle back, 
will be in line for the fullback as­
signment, as he is a good defensive 
player, while Tom Hammond. Fall 
River senior, who has apparently 
come into his own this fall, will be 
ready’ to team With the hard work­
ing Carl Angelica. Ray Belliveau, 
a 60 minute player in the Holy. Cross 
game, will continue to call signals, 
and aid materially in the secondary 
defense.
■Considered from every angle to­
morrow’s clash has the makings of 
one of the best of the local foot­
ball clashes of the current season. 
Western Maryland comes here as 
one of the ranking teams of the 
East, having scored wins over 
Georgetown, Boston College, and 
North Dakota as -.standout victories 
a year ago, and with two wins al­
ready charged up for this season..
Providence, on the other hand, is 
on the upswing in football under 
Joe McGee, and has made rapid 
strides the past two campaigns. 
Colby bowed before the Friars and 
Holy. Cross last week found the task 
of winning anything but an easy' one. 
A victory over Western Maryland 
will be a major triumph for the 
Smith Hillers.
Terrors Favored to Defeat
Providence College Eleven
Completing their final drills, yes­
terday the Providence College and 
Western Maryland football teams 
are ready for a hard-fought game 
when they meet for the first time at 
Hendrieken Field this afternoon at 
2:30 o’clock.
The colorful Western Maryland 
team, which is undefeated in two 
warm-up games, figures to be a slight 
favorite on this account. But the Fri- 
j ars’ record of one victory and one 
defeat, includes a commendable 
showing against the powerful Holy 
Cross-eleven and a Friar victory can- 
■■ not be counted as an upset.
Both coaches made last-minute 
changes in their starting lineups after 
watching their squads work out yes­
terday. The 28 Western Maryland 
players drilled on LaSalle Field for 
an hour and a half yesterday, while 
the Friars ran through a two-hour 
session on Hendrieken Field.
* * »
Coach Charles Havens of the Ter­
rors hopes to be able to start Lou 
Lassahn at right end today. _ Las- 
sahn is a Senior who has won his let- 
iter the past two seasons. Lassahn was 
out of the lineup last week and his 
(f post was played by Bob Dickson a 
j tackle who played end in high-school.
Mavens'also gave Al Lutkauskas. 
175-pound junior, the call over Fred 
Forthman. 235-pounder, at right 
tackle. Otherwise the Western May­
land lineup will be the same as faced 
Upsala. The visitors’ line with this 
change will average 184 pounds and 
the backfield 172.
The standout in. the Terrors!back- 
field is Leroy “Sunshine” Campbell a 1 
left-handed passer and punter. His • 
long! accurate aerials have scored , 
many points for the Maryland elev- > 
en Frank Sadowski, sophomore 
quarterback, has turned in two fine ; 
games and is looked on as a real find- .
Leo Davin. Friars’ 205-pound - 
tackle will lead the Providence Col- ■ 
lege team in today’s game. Davin . 
is a Senior who has been a fixture . 
at tackle since he joined the team 
as a Sophomore.# A ♦
Coach Joe McGee will start Charlie 
Gaffney, former LaSalle luminary, 
at fullback in place of Bill Moge, 
I regular fullback, who will see action 
■. as°a reserve. Moge was injured in 
the Holy Cross game and. is just get­
ting back into-shape. Tom Hammond, 
the"fastest runner on the Friar back- 
field squad, will start in place of 
Leo Ploski,' brilliant all-round half-
LINEUPS AT HENDRTCKEN FIELD 1 
FEOV. COLLEGE W. MARYLAND
j 10—Gill, le ............. le, Lassahn—
208—Bouzan. it .............. It, Hornei -
181)—Pariseau, Is ..............k- Ortenzi -
190—Eichner. c...................... c, Peters— n
185—Polak, rg......................rg. Fagan—‘o
205—Davin, rt............ l’t. Lutkauskas —
180— liaestrom, re........re. Beniamin-
<180—Belliveau. ql>..........qb, Sadowski—'
IOS—Hammond. Ihb ... Ihb. Campbell ■. 
IfiS—Angelica, rhb........rhb, Lathrop
181— Gaffney, fb .................fb,
Time of game—2:30 o’clock. Off101*',.
! Referee—G. T. White (Boston Colle, 
Umpire—H A. Swaffield (Brown); » 
Linesman—J. E. McGrath (ColnwM^ 
Field Judge—R. W. Wimples (Conn.
back, who is definitely out with an . 
injury- ,,. Gus Hagstrom, Friars’ capable P 
receiver, • will start at end in P1
■'of Paul Ryan, injured veteran.■. <■. 
Gill will be at the other end ;.;a 
the tackles will be Capt. Leo Dj 
and Leo Bouzan; at the guards. * ■_
Pariseau and Ben Polak, and at 
tre Norm Eichner.
Ray Belliveau, hard-playing 
terback, will call the signals 
Carl Angelica will be at right n . 
back. The Friar line will av® ° 
188, and the backfield 174 pound ■
Visiting Team Has Final Work­
out at La Salle Field; Davin 
to Lead P. C.
FRIARS’ GIANT TACKLE
Leo Davin is one 
of the Providence College lineman who will
see action this Saturday when the Friars play Western Mary- land at Hendricken Field.
TERRORS WHIP FRIARS;
Two Blocked Kicks Enable
Terrors to Defeat Friars
Score Is 13-6; Providence
Marches 80 Yards in Fourth 
Period for Touchdown.
Two blocked kicks enabled a 
rugged Western Maryland football 
team to turn back the hard-playing 
Providence College eleven by a 13 
to 6 score before 3000 spectators on 
Hendricken Field yesterday after­
noon.
Unable to got a sustained attack 
underway in the first period as both 
lines refused to yield much ground, 
each team resorted to punting while 
waiting for a scoring opportunity. In 
the dying moments of the period a 
blocked kick paved the way for 
Western Maryland’s first score. West­
ern Maryland also blocked Belli- 
veau’s try for point to keep the lead 
7-6 after Providence scored.
The Western Maryland tally was 
made on the first play of the second 
period as Frank Sadowski, Terrors’ 
'uar^erback, dived over the Friar 
goal line from the two-yard mark. 
The teams played on even terms 
during the rest of the second period 
and were unable to score in the third 
period although both made strong 
gestures. » « »
Providence marched 80 yards in 1 
three plays to score its lone touch- I 
down in the fourth period and then 
failed to make good on a determined I 
bid for another score with passes.; 
The visitors took advantage of the: 
Friars’s letdown after this vain ef­
fort and Frank Sadowski shook loose 
for a 35-yard rpn and another touch-i 
down.
The Friars penetrated to the Ter­
rors 30-yard line in the first period 
but were unable to score. Western 
Maryland did not make a serious 
threat until Benjamin blocked Ham­
mond's punt. This break gave the 
Terrors the ball on the Friar 12-yard 
line and Campbell bucked to a first 
down on the Friar two-yard stripe as 
the first period ended.
Sadowski hit hard through hS 
right guard to push the ball over the 
Friar goal line on the first play of g, 
the second period and Lathrop- y, 
kicked the point with a placement to, tl 
1 i give the visitors a 7-0 advantage.
(There was no score during the rest: 
of the second period and Western ‘ 
, Maryland was ahead 7-0 at half time.
' Campbell intercepted a Friar pass; j j 
to halt an advance in the second pe- 11 
riod a few plays after the Terrors ! j
I had scored. Gaffney regained pos- 
session for the Friars by intercept- 
: ing one of Campbell’s aerials soon ( 
afterwards. The teams exchanged the i , 
J ball on punts, as neither was able to 
gain headway. | ;
The Friars moved from their own . 
i j 35 to the visitors’ 40 as Charlie Gaff- ; 
1 ney who played an especially fine , 
gam for the Friars, tossed a 30-yard ; 
pass to Dom Minicucci, P. C. sub 
; halfback. But Providence’s air at- 
J tack was spiked by the hard-charg- , 
j ing visitors on the following plays 
1 and the Terrors took possession of : 
> the ball at their 25 as the half enfied. |
A spectacular 30-yard runback) by 
i' Ray Belliveau, Friar quarterback, of 
. the opening kickoff at the start of 
■ the second half was the signal for a 
' determined Friar assault on the 
1 Western Maryland goal. Jim Bobo- 
ras and Hal Demers, hard-playing 
4 P. C. linemen, broke through to 
31 block. Lathrop’s punt on the Terrors’: 
35, but a subsequent passing attack 
3: failed to register.
1 Western Maryland took command 
on its own 22 and with the aid of a 
30-yard pass from Campbell to Wes- 
1 ; terville went to the Friar 25 where 
i Hal Demers, Friars sophomore cen- 
tre, intercepted a Terror pus's ta end. 
the threat as the third quarter came 
to an end.a
The visitors uncorked short pass­
ing plays in the fourth and Lathrop 
ained 15 yards but there the ad­
vance stalled. Campbell punted to 
he Friars but the ball was back in 
Western Maryland possession a play 
later as Lathrop intercepted a Prov­
idence pass. On straight running 
plays the visitors went to the Provi- 
| dence. 25-yard stripe where Camp- p 
j- bell attempted a pass and Bill Moge . 
: intercepted.V._. ... . - -- -■ ■ -J;
This interception set a Friar touch­
down drive in motion, with Ham­
mond’s 33-yard pass to,Belliveau and 
the latter’s 30-yard dash, accomplish-, 
ing the score. Hammond made eight 
yards off tackle and Moge picked up 
’ the Friars’ only second-half first 
down to set the stage for the Ham- 
mond-to-Belliveau touchdown play.
Campbell carried Davin’s kickoff 
back 30 yards ' but the Friar line 
’ tossed the visitors back and Western 
Maryland was forced, to punt, Camp­
bell’s boot going out of bounds on 
the Friar 42. Three attempted passes 
and a line buck failed to make a first 
down and the Terrors t,ook posses­
sion on the Friars’48 . .
From this spot Ted Muj wit, Tei 
back plowed through the Friar line 
to a first down at the P. C. 35 and on 
the next play Sadowski found a hole 
at right guard and cutback to outrun 
the Friar secondary for a score. La - 
' “ps’ placekick failed to cross the 
bar and the game ended as the b 
dropped to the ground.
Both teams fought hard 
nut the game and at one point w
' a Western Maryland back' roug 
up a P. C. player in front of the 
providence bench trouble th eat 
ened. Several players on the Piovi 
1 dence bench jumped up but neaa 
Coach Joe McGee, took command m 
the situation and had the P • 
back in their seats before anyth g
Game played: October 10, 1936
9arl Angelica, Friar halfback, was
S?on w<thefifSt period ina^D 
3 \ultmg player and was 
field' Taken t0 the 
1 slat]d HosPital for examina- 
bfnVVT f°ilnd that the Friar half- 
Ts-. ^Aad -sufCered a concussion, X- 
ray pictures showed no fractures and 
: Java forbte t?' at?e hospitaI a 
days for further observation.
Ciiarlis ■GsSnsy, startiag-^iv firct 
game for Providence College this 
season, played a fine game, hitting 
the line for repeated gains and tum­
uli, m capable, defensive work. Tom 
Hammond was outstanding for all- 
round play, punting, passing and 
running the ball well all during the 
Capt. Leo Davin, Jim Boboras, Hal 
emers and Ed Gill were prominent 
among the Friar linesmen.
The visitors' outstanding plavers 
Hei:efi^mpbe11 and Lathrop in tte 
bwSta’d Benjamin in the line.
MARYLANn (in PROVIDENCEBem'lmirm <13) COLLEGE (6)
Horner, 1. t.. ............................e-> GillOrtehzi. 1. g.....................v. .1. t.. Bouzan
Peters, c. ....................... .. ?•’ Pariseau
Hansen, r. g..................... ........... c*. Eichner
Lutkauskas r t............................  Polak
Westerville,’ r ‘p............... i' ’' ’r’ 1- Davin
Sadowski, q b ...........“ « V ^tagstrom
Mujwit, Eh. /”*............?■’ Belliveau
Campbell, r n................... *• “*• Hammond
Lathrop f b ................... r> Angelica
■”2 v Ga»n«y 
KWfi-j » L., 
‘■£S‘F WSSS "wsfafe.
kauskas; Radatovieh fo? Ho?7r forc Lut' 
dence College—Lensvpi » V- Provi­ders for Eichneragwir,in 4nselica; De­
Lawler for Bouza’n;MRvan fni-°HLe^gyeI: 
Boboras for Polak • - fol HaSstrom;
Bouzan for Davin ■ for Gaffney
for Gill; Lengyel fot n^01' Gaffnev; Ryan 
for Miniccuci. Hammond; Hammond
Umpire—H.°a TsWaffieId (?j?S'On College): 
Judge—R. w Whaplelirn/^ SF?’; Field 
man—J. E McGrat ? (CrdnS'w : Lines- 
penods-Fifteen minutes la)’ Titoe of
P. C.-WESTERN BID. STATISTICS
First downs .............................W’ ?• C;
Yards gained rushing........>.L' 154 70
Forwards attempted ........ 8
Forwards completed ... ? -
Forwards intercepted by.............. 2 2
Jards gained passing.'............... 42 j,.
xTota^vrt SCri“mage)'... ST 34
klcks. returned.......... 40 70lards lost penalties.....................  og jq
xlncludes punts and kickoffs....1. ........... <_ ' __ . I
Upper photograph shows Tom Hammond, Providence College
halfback, off for gain in the first quarter of game with Western maryland 
at Hendricken Field yesterday. Lower 
photograph shows Joe Drugash, of invaders, being stopped after short 




Friars’ Next Foe Holds Oppo­
sition Scoreless in First j
Two Games. 
The Hawks of St, Ans^ • 
have scored 34 points in two games . 
while holding the opposition Sgt I 
fess will invade Hendricken Field 
on Saturday to battle the Pr°X that I 
College football team in a game tna 
ijnay have important bearing on - 
mythical New England small colleg 
tltT ast year Providence dominated I 
but could do no better than one 
touchdown, winning 7 to b.
Several first-stringers who have been limited to a few minutes action! 
in «ames because of injuries ar 
pected to be fully recovered 1or the . 
game Saturday. Carl Angell ,, Friars’ stellar right, halfbackg who | 
was injured early. in the j
Maryland contest, is mak g . ,
progress .toward recovery at St. Jo . 
seph’s Hospital- . !
The Friar backfield ace is the on y , 
ptol »«>»>> I™* to keep,
him out of action against St. Anselm. 
Jade Lengyel and Dorn Mmicucci ! Xtoye?Angelas. •
after he was removed from the gam , 
probably will alternate in this po-■ 
sition against St. Anselm.
Charlie Gaffney, whose play I agahS Western Maryland was one 
of the outstanding startin'*
game, is The former
rTsalle^athlete’s performance went 
a !ong way towardPwinning him reg­
ular duty in the Providence back- 
fieThe Providence College squad did 
nof pracUce yesterday as there were 
™ classes because of the holiday. 
Tfter its rugged battle with Western Maryland th! Friar squad merited a 
St in the opinion of the coaches. '
P.C. Success Today Depends 
Largely on New Backfield
An undefeated St. Anselm College 
football team, primed to win its third 
straight victory of the present sea- 
■ son, will invade Hendricken Field 
this afternoon to meet the Provi­
dence College eleven in what looms 
as a close struggle. The game will 
start at 2:30 o’clock.
Coach Joe McGee has named a re­
vamped eleven to face the Hawks 
who have 10 veterans of last year’s 
campaign in their starting lineup. 
Jim Boboras, former Central High 
school luminary and a football let- 
ernian at P. C. for two seasons, has 
for + appointed captain of the team for today’s game.
arrLdnSeI+?’S squad of 24 Payers 
in?- iwd thls Clty last night leav- 
hlir fin^eSter’, K H” direct]y after 
Aneir final workout on their home 
arsCwneSt^rday afterno°n. The Fri- 
the Up their PreParations for
and ®n°L’nter with an assignment 
t,n„slgnaJ cfriil and a dummy scrim­
mage against St. Anselm plays.
■ Paul Ryan, husky Friar end, will 
return to- the starting lineup today 
teaming with Ed Gill, speedy left 
winger. Bill Lawler will start in 
place of Leo Bouzan at left tackle 
with Leo Davin at right tackle. Capt’ 
Jim Boboras and Tony Pariseau will 
open at the guards with Hal Demers 
at centre in place of Norm Eichner 
who has been ill this week.
* * *
Much of the Friars’ success today 
. will depend upon the functioning of 
the new backfield combination that 
Coach McGee has named to face the 
Hawks. Ray Belliveau will start at 
quarterback where he has been a 
Friar “iron man” this year. Bill 
Moge, former St. Anselm prep star 
and teammate of some of the players 
he wi ] be opposing today, will open 
at fullback after a week’s rest.
Jack Lengyel will start at right 
halfback in place of Carl Angelica
LINEUPS AT HENDEICKEN field
e PROVIDENCE
190-Kenn t e ’ j1; V 0^1—173 
175—Furness 1 „.......... ’ *2, Lawler—Smi
182—Mai 0 Ji E.......... *’ Pariseau—18(»190_ Flint ’ c ••••••••■ .c., Demers—171
202—Burton ’ rg f>r’ g” Bobbras—185 ifio-c™„00”’s.r;. 1............. r;‘; DBBvin-?S?
140- Prinmi ” 1 ■•*•••.• r. e., Ryan—-19 £
fo- ........5.. Belliveau—180
1«3—.MnlS?' ‘ k- b-> Minicucci—173m-teVa r-f h-bb- -r- \ Lengyd-yl 
Referee—J o’clock. Offals?
liran tHoiy cross“ >: Jutlge-J- Sul-
Hendricken Field Visitors Un­
defeated to Date; O’Donnell 
to Start Ten Veterans.
Jim Boboras, right guard, who has been appointed captain of the 
Providence College eleven which meets St. Anselm College at 
Hendricken Field here this afternoon. Boboras is a former Cen­
tral High school player who has been a regular on the P.C. 





Hard-Charging Hawk Line 
Makes Scoring Opportunity
Breaks Through on to Ham­
mond About to Punt; Sulli­
van Drops on Rolling Ball.
Up to that point in the third period 
St. Anselm had been hammering at 
the Friar line without serious effect. 
Then Coach Cleo O'Donnell of the 
Hawks played an “ace" he had been 
content to hold in his hand during 
. the first half. The St. Anselm strate­
gist sent ‘Southpaw” Joe Kelley into 
the game to do his specialty—toss 
passes.
The visitors’ aerial game during 
the first half had been nothing to 
cause .much concern in the Friar 
camp. Two Hawk passes went beg­
ging from the Friars’ nine-yard line 
in the opening period and another j 
was intercepted. St. Anselm stayed 
out of the airlaries in the second 
quarter.
e s •
But when Kelley entered the bat­
tle the St. Anselm aerials went ■ 
where they would do the most good. 
There were only two completed in 
the entire game, but one of them 
travelled 30 yards and settled into 
the waiting arms of Tom Connors, 
Hawks’ fleet right end, as he stood 
unguarded in the Friar end zone.
Kelley’s • place kick travelled 
straight over the bar and the Hawks 
; had done their damage for the after­
noon. They concentrated on defend­
ing their lead during the rest of the 
game, and managed to stop a serious 
Friar threat in the closing minutes 
of the final chapter.
The Providence College attack 
' failed yesterday at the crucial points 
of the game. Brilliant runs were 
made by the Friar backs, but when 
scoring chances came along the Friar 
. attack lost its momentum. Both 
■ times that a sustained Providence 




In the closing minutes of the first 
half the Friars went 48 yards in 
se,VGn Plays> but the threat was end­
ed by the half-time signal on the: 
Saints’ eight-yard stripe. A des­
perate bid for a score in the dying 
rpinutes of the game ended at the 
Hawks’ 15.
♦ ♦ ♦
The Friars showed accuracy in 
passing. Providence’s aerial game 
, worked almost to perfection. Out of 
lo attempted passes the home club 
I completed 10; two were intercepted 
j 5xraT*a crrmmrlorl
Providence College covered 55 
yards in a march from the opening 
kickoff that was featured by Jack 
Lengyel’s 22-yard dash for a first 
down on the first play of the game. 
A holding penalty against St. An­
selm aided this advance. Providence 
gave up the attack on the Hawks’ 35 
and Moge punted out of bounds on 
the St. Anselm 12.
From this spot John Spirida, the ' 
Hawks’ triple-threat back, and Joe 
Butchka, hard-hitting fullback, com-,i 
bmed with a few,line smashes by 
Frank Murphy, capable right half-; 
back, to move the ball 75 yards and i 
throw the Friars back on defence ■ 
within the shadows of their goal I 
posts. “
Here the Hawk threat lost its fury : 
as the Friar line threw the St. An- ■ 
selm backs for a loss, and covered 
two passes in the end zone. Provi- 
dend® was unable to get going from : 
its 20-yard stripe upon taking pos-| 
‘iessI91 ^ere after the Hawks’ I 
fourth-down pass over the Friar goal I line.
» ♦ »
?eed 0”gt,th.rouSh the air with the 
^Portunif^611, namesake when the 
Hawk, tre^ented’ the st An-
Pe?jod seorh^l6’ good on a third' 
riobl°cked kinl chance provided by 
n nce CollpJ kJ° defeat the Provi- 
?ay afterno?6 Friars, 1 to 2, yester- 
4000 fang1' Hendricken Field 
pitied ifs nlcl°fy St. Anselm main- 
w°n thrpefeated record and has d®nes cQ br?e straight games. Prov. 
frhave°te ^Hied the first poinl 
S year wl ” scored on the Hawks 
in thZ sT- ?? Friars Mocked a 
period tS end zone in the
College safety 
it of thlS;a, w°-P0int lead atdSdP ^and looked !*e 
lie bsfore th , te contest. That 6 b<£euhard’Mla^ngHawk 




S /*?ds Fahn and Tom Connors 
h? blS?r i°ce Ju6 lr^blesome 
> o^l'g expedition fternoon-led 
Friarg^ “ ‘he shad- 
&n W 6 ^alio ,nkbut 11 was 
Wnd Lacked ’ thPbomore cen- 
I suilivit Came Of| J11 to the 
Cbai t 'n dropQ Hammond’s 
n on give the I? °n the r°H- 
|^^ he Friars- nHawks Posses- 
^^fcZ2/2ard Hne.
After Charlie Pelonzi, the Hawks’ 
quarterback, had taken Moge’s punt 
on the Hawks’ 37, the visitors again 
moved toward the Friar goal, but 
Dom Minicucci intercepted a pass to 
halt them. Belliveau streaked 
through tackle for a 27-yard gain as 
the Friars struck back at their op­
ponents,' but were halted at the 
Saints’ 33.
Just as a break in the form of a 
blocked kick set the stage for the 
Hawks’ tally against the Friars, an­
other break—a holding penalty 
against St. Anselm—opened the way 
for the Friars to make their two 
points. This 15-yard assessment set 
the Hawks back to their five-yard 
1 line and they were unable to pierce 
the P. C. line on two plays so Spirida 
dropped back to kick.
As the ball came back to him in- 
his own end zone the St. Anselm 
back was almost entirely surround­
ed by rushing Friars and Paul Ryan, 
husky end, jumped in the way ofi 
the ball. The deflected ball rolled 
beyond the end zone for a safety, 
i depriving the Fjiars of four and a 
possible five more points that would 
have been made if one of them had 
downed the ball in the Hawks’ end 
section.
♦ » ♦
Providence had difficulty in mak­
ing its running game function dur­
ing the rest of the second period 
and took to the air with better suc- 
' cess. Twice the Friars moved with­
in the Hawks 10-yard stripe on aerial - 
thrusts, but both times the finishing | 
drives fell short and the half ended 
with the Friars on the Saints eight­
yard stripe, “first down and 10 to 
go-”Butchka’s interception of a pass 
from Hammond early in the third 
period along with two well-placed 
punts by Spirida kept the Friars 
back in their own end of the field. 
The fast-charging Hawk forwards 
broke through to block Hammond’s 
kick in this quarter and Kelley’s 
pass to Connors provided the scorej 
■ that swung the game to the visitors. 
After losing valuable time when' 
its ground game failed to make head­
way early in the fourth period the 
Friars started a drive that reached 
'the St. Anselm 15 as the game; 
ended. Passes played an important! 
part in this drive along with line, 
smashes by Minicucci and Moge.
With about two minutes of. the 
game left to play, Leo Ploski rifled 
a long, pass to Ray Bedard and the 
Friar. back fought his way to the 
Hawks 10-yard stripe. Friar fans 
rose in their seats, for it seemed 
that one of those last-minute drives 
that have turned many a gridiron 
battle the other way, was imminent.
But the officials ruled that the 
. Friars were offside on the play and 
:,the- ball was brought back to the 
Friar 4Q, whence the spectacular 
pass and run had originated. Al­
though a repetition of the play 
worked successfully, the Hawks in­
tercepted a play later on their 15 and 
the contest ended there.
ST. ANSELM- (7) PROV. COLLEGE (2)
•< lawier
viint t e ........ ............r. g„ Boboras’’
Burton;**. t.......... : . .r. t., Davin ,
Connors, r. e.......... ........... e.,wan
splrida: 
»-f\,7/.7.7.7:.7.7^^«-
Score by periods: 1 2 3 4
St. Anselm .. . .................. 0 0 '
Providence College .... 0 & u _yT~7
■ Touchdown—St. Anselm. Connors. Point 
after touchdown—St. Anselm, Ke ley (place­
ment). Safety—Providence College, auto- 
111 Substffutio'ns: Si. Anselm—Mallo for 
Hartung, Franggos for Burton Richardson 
for Furness,- Sperandio for Flint. Nadeau for 
Mallo Kelley for Pelonzi. Cullen-for Murphy.
Providence College-Bedard for Lengyel. 
Polak for Parlseau. Bouzan for Lawler. 
Hagstrom for Gill, Eicbner for Demers. 
Ploski for Minicucci, Lyons for Hagstrom. 
Hammond for Ploski, Minicucci for Bedard. 
DReferee—J.'^Rooney (Springfield. Mass.) I 
■umpire—J. E. Barry iBowdoin). Field judge 
—J Sullivan (Holy Cross). Linesman—-J.i 
E. Winters (Duke). -Time of periods 15 
minutes.
FRIARS TRAIL
ST. ANSELM, 7-2 Boston HERALD
Kelley to Connors Touch­
down Pass Keeps Hawks 
Record Intact
lopeeiai viunra lu xue
PROVIDENCE, Oct; 18—The sur­
prising St. Anselm College football 
team, which has developed into a 
real power among the small college 
teams in New England this season, 
forced its own breaks to defeat 
Providence College, 7-2, here this 
afternoon in. the game that was put 
over from Saturday.
Trailing by the margin of a safety 
in the third period and threatened 
with its first defeat of the season, 
the Hawks blocked a Providence 
punt and three plays later scored 
the winning touchdown. Mike Malio, 
substituting for Hartung at center 
for St. Anselm, blocked Tom Ham­
mond’s punt and John Sullivan re­
covered for the Hawks on the Friars’ 
15-yard stripe.
KELLEY PASSES •
TO CONNORS FOR SCORE
Three plays later, Joe Kelley, 
sharp shooting southpaw passer 
from Malden, faded back and threw 
a 30-yard pass to Tom Connors, with 
the Hawk end pulling down the ball 
in the end zone for the touchdown. 
Kelley also converted the extra point 
by placement.
I Providence had scored its two 
I points on an automatic safety in 
i the second period. Ryan and Eich- 
ner blocked Johnny Spiridas punt 
and the ball rolled beyond the end 
zone.
Connors, who' scored the winning 
touchdown for St. Anselm, also 
saved the day for the Hawks when 
he intercepted a Friar pass late in 
the fourth period, after the home 
team had marched 65 yards in their 
quest for the winning points.
Kelley, Connors. Spirida, Butchka 
and Pelonzi featured the third 
straight win for St. Anselm, while 
Moge, Belliveau, Ploski and Bedard 
starred for the Friars.
ST. ANSELM’S PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE COLLEGE
Sullivan, l.e.................................... r.e.. Ryan
Kenney, l.t................... r.-t, Davin (Lawler)
Furness • (Snirandeo), l.g. ... .r.g., Boboras 
Hartung' (Malio). c. .c., Demers (Richner) 
Flint (Richardson), r.g. .
l.g., Panseau (Polak) 
Burton (Frangeos). r.t.
l.t.. Lawler (Bouzan, Davin) 
Connors, r.e...l.e.. Gill (Hagstrom. Lyons) 
Pelonzi (Kelley). Q.b.
q. b., Belliveau (Hammond) 
Spirida (Dubicz). l.h.b.
r. h.b.. Minnicueci (Ploski) 
Murphy (Cullen), r.h.b.
l.h.b., Lengyel (Bedard) 
Butchka. (Hahn), Lb............ . .f.b., Moge
Periods: ■ ;
1 St. Anselm’s............ 0. 0 7 0—TProvidence............... '. 0 2 0 0—2
Touchdown—Connor. Points after touch­
down—Kelle.v (placement). Safety touch­
down—Automatic. Referee—J. P. Rooney, 
Linesman—J. E. Winters. Umpire—J. E. 
Barry. Field judge—J. Sullivan.
HAWK MAKES A GAIN THROUGH FRIAR LINE
Joe Butclika, fullback for the St. Anselm Hawks, shown as he got 
away for a 10-yard gain through tackle in the first period of yes­
terday’s game with the Providence College Friars at Hendricken 






Although beset by injuries t,< 
their backfield, Providence College 
which gave Holy Cross a terrific 
battle, is primed to duplicate 
against 33. C. at University Heights 
tomorrow with an upset win as 
their season’s objective.
Holy Cross won that game by a 21- 
to-6 score but only after the potent 
Crusaders had had 60 minutes of 
sizzling action.
Strategically, most of the Friar 
strength is at the tackles, flanked 
by a really great pair of ends, 
which _ augurs plenty of difficulty 
for Gil Dobie’s off tackle power 
smashes, the backbone of B. C.’s of­fense.
Leo Bouzan, 212-pound, six foot 
one senior from Sacred Heart 
nigh in Newton, at right tackle; 
Leo Davin, 205-pound, six foot 
*°"r’ J?enior from New Haven, 
and Bill Lawler, 210-pound, six 
root two, senior from Springfield 
as a reserve gives the Briars as 
? werful a tackle squad as could be desired.
a,A:1^a"!roa’' 183’ and Ry- 
accoJdin/7 Pair of ends
Ho,rv M U K ?’S scout’ Coach Hairy Downes, who says both are 
ends C well606"6 defens-e
Jim Boboras, 188-pound, six foot­
er, and Ben Polak, another six foot 
185 pounder, are the starting 
guards. They will flank, Normie 
Eichner, 192, six foot two inch cen­
ter from Torrington, Connecticut.
Bill Moge, 185 pound, triple threat 
fullback is the outstanding back- 
field ace of the Briars although 
Leo Ploski, their best ball carrying 
flash is an dangerous a back as 
any club would care to meet.
Bay Bedard at quarterback and 
Tom Hammond at right half are the 
other starting backs in the Friar 
backfield.
To repel such a formidable ar­
ray Coach Gil Dobie of the Eagles 
has decided to start a new back- 
field and open up with an offense 
w hich has been under wraps for 
one reason or another all season,
Ira Jivelekian, sophomore back, 
will start at left half instead of 
, Fella Gintoff.
wU1 be at right half
Al A®, £the lnJured Al Toftolini. 
ter Bryant at fullback and Wal- 




| WATCH OUT EAGLES—The B. C. defense will have to  
 be constantly on the alert for Leo Polski, Friars’ great  
 halfback, who does the lion share of the running and  
 passing. If the Dobie gang stop Polski they stop Provi-  
dence.
Captain Leo Bouzan, a Newton Center 
boy, would like nothing better than to lead his mates to 
an upset victory over the heavily favored Boston Col- 
lege eleven at the Heights Saturday. Bouzan is a husky 210-pound tackle.
FRIARS LOSE
TO EAGLES 26-0;
Gintoff Leads B. C. Attack 
as McGee Crew is Blanked
BY MICHAEL J. THOMAS
Newton, Mass., Oct. 24—Gil Dobie Si 
pet offensive weapon, the off-tackle 
play, was efficiently worked by his: 
Boston College Eagles here today as 
they made the Providence College 
eleven their third victim of the sea­
son, 26 to 0. Six thousand watched 
•’ the battle.
Levelling their attack at the Friar 
tackles for considerable yardage, and 
at times turning to aerials that 
clicked, the Eagles proved far supe­
rior to the Dominicans.
They scored touchdowns in all but 
the first period, making two in the 
third, and were successful on two of 
four attempts for extra points.
■ Fella Gintoff, hard-running half- 
' back, led the Eagles to victory, scor­
ing touchdowns on two of the game’s 
most colorful plays.♦ * ♦
He galloped 59 yards to his first 
score in the second period, and raced 
72 yards on an intercepted pass dur­
ing the dying moments of the game 
for his second score.
The two other Eagle touchdowns 
came on sustained marches in the 
third period. Tom Guinea climaxed 
a 60-yard advance with an 18-yard 
dash through tackle for the second 
B. C. tally, and Ira Jivilikian threw 
a 21-yard aerial to Dan McFadden, 
ending a 57-yard advance, for the 
other B. C. touchdown.
* ♦ ♦
Providence’s two hefty tackles, Leo 
Bouzan, who weighs 212 pounds, and 
Leo Davin, 205 pounds, saw plenty 
of Eagles. Two and three Boston, 
players charged at the Friar tackles 
and they blocked with abandon. 
Bouzan and Davin thwarted the. ear­
ly attempts of the B. C. backs to ad-
vaneje through their positions, but 
.finally gave way under the terrific 
pressure to which they were sub­
jected.
As soon as the Friar tackles proved 
vulnerable, the Eagles’ march was 
on. Without capable substitute tac­
kles upon which to rely, the Friars- 
could do nothing to stem the tide, 
although they put up a plucky fight 
in the face of great odds.
Providence’s starting team played 
good football until the players weak­
ened from the continual battering 
they received. The regulars could 
not look to the bench for support, as 
the squad was crippled through in-1 
juries, and hence B. C.’s superior man j 
power began to tell as the game pro- | 
gressed. » ♦ ♦
The Eagles adhered to straight 
football, whereas the Friars put on 
an aerial circus. The Dominicans, 
unable to make any progress through 
the powerful B. C. linemen, relied 
mostly on forwards, attempting 30 
and completing seven. Most of the 
successful P. C. aerials netted little 
yardage.
Though gaining only 47 yards by 
rushing, Providence . was unlucky 
when faced with scoring chances. It 
had a decided edge in the first pe­
riod, when the Eagles offensive was 
sluggish, once reaching the B. C. 30- 
yard line and again the 33-yard 
mark, but bad breaks prevented the 
Friar eleven from scoring.
After advancing to the B. C. 33- 
yard line. soon after the start Leo 
Gil Dobie’s Pet Off-Tackle Play
Much in Evidence in
Eagles’ Victory.
friar-eagle statistics i
Friars Eagles I 
Yards gained rushing.............. «S I
Yards lost rushing....................................... Jo I
Yards gained passing ............ « ’"I
First downs, rushing........ .  - ? [
First downs, passing................ 3 M
Punt ave. from scrimmage... 3b •'»
Passes attempted........................30 10 <
Passes completed ........................10 J j
Passes intercepted................    - ’
Yards lost by penalties........ .  <0 40 ;
Fumbles ................... ................ » " |
Fumbles recovered ...................  ~
iPloski hurled a pass to Davii, 
was in the clear. The ball, ho j. 
bounced off the latter’s chest, 
ing P. C. a touchdown.
* » * bajf ori
Soon afterward with the D tjjer 
the Eagles’ 30, Ploski threw an wb0 
accurate aerial to John Lyob11. ^as 
also was in the clear, but the 0
i just inches beyond his finge* . .sat' 
In the second period, the t aJ-iy 
tempted a bit of strategy th® gagles 
brought them a score. Th tpe 
had rushed the Friars bac pped 
two-yard line. Bill Moge punt 
back behind his goal line ^or a 
formation. Conditions cal pipped 
kick, but instead, Moge sec- 
through tackle, past the • ap' 
ondary and into the cleAr'vard rUj 
peared on his way to a 9»-y taclde“ 
and a touchdown, but beJI?atale °n 
from behind by Tony Th 
the Friar 42. , ' erfu'
Boston uncorked its 
offensive of the season, s yaf 
yards by rushing arl" gies ^ce. 
through the air. Th® EyfOvid® ted 
six first downs to five by -epefa $
The Boston machl?®aressed, pe- 
power as ftie game Pb°b-ecolld W 
hit its true stride in the vtra? r; 
riod. Al Horsfal pavedjpt 
the first B. C. score when c 26 ® 
cepted an aerial on the • 
ran to the 41. From ® chdd|® to 
Eagles marched to a t fa’1®
Two-thrusts at the o® bje
net them any yardage, yghT ra» 
next play Gintoff slid e a^gged 
behind strong interfer justih 
59 yards to a score. Pms c 30. fbe 
: tackling him on the r- erjod> ,bgir 
I Late in the second F f®® ball 
■Eagles uncorked a m1 lost sl^ 
l35 to the Friar 20 but faC0 e ,al 
on downs.. A 20-yard - yard pig 
by Jivilikian and a ^ye 
Horsfall to McFadden, oJJd .
factors in this drive. bejr ’ erip4Ji 
, The Eagles made 
score soon after
Game played: October 24, 1936
I started. .Jivilikian ran back one of 
from h PUntn 16 yards t0 his 40 an« 
£uchdnre ^StOn marched to a 
touchdown. On the first p]ay from 
scrimmage Guinea .sliced through toCCahinr 28 TTis and a Jivilikial- 
theCp O 3irlal r°Ught the Eagles to 
b-J“rt?er ga,inE by Guinea and Jivi- 
hkian brought the Eagles to the 18- 
rapdJlne’ and from this point Guinea 
raced over the goal line. 
frMn2hS.rUS.back by Ji«likian
I from his 20 to the 46 started Boston 
towards its third tally, a 10-yard 
aenal, Jivilikian, to Jim Cahill, and a 
15-yard penalty, called on Provi- 
broughtoth U™eaessal'y roughness, bi ought the Eagles to the Provi-
w 3ri Affer Hne thrusts failed to 
net yardage Jivilikian threw an 
f°r a touchdown. o d! e’ toymg desperately for 
a scoie, tossed many aerials in the 
final period and while some clicked
II GitonffaWe t0 make real headway. 
Gintoff proved the final bit of ac-
! °nJhen be intercepted one of these 
downS Md lan 72 yards t0 a touch-
COLLEGE CPfil PROVIDENCE
McFadden, le • COLLEGE_(0)
Dominick. It ..............................,Ie. Lyons
Gilman la ........................... JL Bouzan
Worth, c ................................. ’8, Boboras
Kissell. re ’ "............................. c- Bickner
Janusus. rt................................... to’ P^lak
Cahill, re ........................... »• “■ Davin
Bryan, qb '"•■■■■■■■■■■ re, Hagstrom 
Gintoff, lhb'l" ........................... ,. . Ob, Ploski
Guinea, rhb ............................. lhbvPariseau
Horsfal. fb ......................... rhb" .Gaffney
Score by periods:....................... fb’ Moge
Boston College n 7 „ „„
Touchdowns: Boston Cniie^o 13r-- * 67T2C 
Guinea, McFadden ’ Col!ege—Gintoff 2,»•
for Gllma “ BryaTfor Di W1 i?ween.ey 
for Janusus. Keough fo? v^rthIe’aS’I?n<iIly 
Horsfal Pprrawu « ,r Worth, Aldric for Cahill Cummin’J? /or ,McFadden. Cash for Guinea.0 ss for Jevellkian, Gintoff for 
Bcdardifor<Ga?fnIv6'eT~Diemers for Eickner, 
for Ryan° Parises foJ I2avin- Lyon
Pariseau, Davin for T a^lrrd’r ?ed?rd ior 
Borboras HamkJ°a ri,awler" Johnston for 
for Moge. mm°hd for Ploski, Spinnler 
Murray^Fiefd Judgf6?3^’ 1JIm?ire~Tp' J- 
man—F. w. Lew£ ?eatln.S- Lines-minutes. Lewis. Time of Periods—15-
COWL’S CANDID CAMERA AT NEWTON
1. Noise-makers and their pet. (Friar Boy has new o’coat.)
2. ... and the fans cheered on . . .
3. “To the bench”—
4. A pass that was complete.
 —Associated Press Photo
Pushed back to their two-yard line in the second period, the
Friars tried a dangers play that nearly resulted in a touchdown.
With the Eagles expecting a punt, Bill Moge dropped back behind
his goal line in punt formation, but insteaf of kicking, Moge slid
through tackle and advanced past the B.C. secondary into the
clear. He appeared headed towards a 98-yard run and a touch-
down, but Tony Di Natale uncorked a burst of speed and tackled him 
from behind on the P.C. 48. On the left, Gus Hagstrom, P.C. end, is 
shown taking Ira Jivilkian, B.C. safety man, out of the play. Boston 
College won the game, played at Newton, 26 to 0.
GINTOFF STARTING 59-YARD RUN FOR FI
——•—■ his.' oHtf t|
RST OF BOSTON COLLEGE TOUCHDOWNS
-J. WnShe flay, ae-
•S to protect Gintoff. eet 1Im’ ^•'le safety man was quickly
Leo Ploski wore  nose guard to hide himself, but the Eagles recognized him when he tried to run through tackle in the first period 
at the Heights yesterday. Tackle Andy Dominick (21) is doing the unmasking, with secondary Tony DiNatali right beside him The B C 
 line refused to give ground, as this picture shows.
PARTICIPATING IN UNMASKING CEREMONY AT THE HEIGHTS
Friar Defensive Stalwart
Norman Eichner, who has been playing: a strong game at centre for Providence College. He will be 
at his regular post against Springfield College Saturday.
BILL MOGE, Fullback
Providence College
 (Republican Staff Photos)Upper: Capt Warren Huston, Springfield left halfback, cutting back on his touchdown jaunt of 22
yards in first period of the game with providence. Notice how Walmsley, No 25, and Hall, No 29, 
of Spring- field are waiting to protect their galloping leader, who already has been given real assistance 
by Frey and Adrian. Middle: Leo Plosky of the Friars bounding through the left side of the Springfield 
line for a good gain. Lower; Ralph Plumb of Sprigfield about to launch a lateral to Huston. 
Gaffney and Moge of the Friars ruined this maneuver near the line of scrimmage. 
Capt. Warren. »ar()„)15 'slf.B 
racing to the as'1 
through tackle ’ J9(lO , 
Huston, when C^X 
shown sweep1’18, v f' j|> 
afterwards,
down on an ■ 
home, won 13 0
Springfield College Backs
The Run Against Dominicans
“ in S,ifkus '-yard dash 









' First downs ....................  7 7
Yards gained rushing ...... 110 380
Yards lost rushing ............. 29 28
Passes attempted ............  11 6
Passes completed........................ 0 3
Passes intercepted ................. 1 3
Yards gained passing.................0 46
Yards lost penalties ...........  50 58
Opp. fumbles recovered ...... 1 2
Punt. avg. from scrim............. 34 31
By MICHAEL J. THOMAS,
Springfield, Mass., Oct. ,31.— 
Springfield College’s football legions 
spent this Hallowe’en Day afterrioon 
playing tricks on the Friars of Pjovi-j 
dence College. When the curtain was 
drawn upon their hocus-pocus acts’ 
the scoreboard read: Springfield 19 
Providence 0.
Four thousand spectators watchec 
the Maroons bewilder the Friars 
with single reverses and laterals that 
were tossed at the tail end of sweeps 
around the flanks. The Dominicans 
unable to solve the tricky Springfielc 
, plays, conceded one touchdown in al 
but the second period.
I Although he was forced out of the 
i game midway in the third period by 
an injury, Warren Huston played the 
leading role in the Springfield vic-, 
tory. He was the key man in all of 
the Maroon laterals and he gained 
considerable yardage on off-tackle 
slants and end sweeps.
Huston scored Springfield’s first 
touchdown midway in the first pe­
riod. The Maroons made this tally on 
two plays. Ralph Plumb ran back a 
Friar punt from midfield to the 
Friar 22, and on the next play Hus­
ton slashed off tackle for a juch- 
1 down.
Springfield Bewilders Friars 
with Reverses and Laterals 
to Triumph.
opringneia rained its second touch­
down in the third period, Plumb cli- 
maxing a 49-yard drive with an 11-1 
yard drive through guard over the 
goal line. This was one of the best 
plays of the game. Henry Walmsley, 
an end, brought the Maroons their 
third score on the final period, when 
he intercepted a pass on the Friar 
two-yard line and crossed the goal 
line.
Providence, unable to make con­
sistent headway by air or land, was 
I outplayed in all departments by a 
group of lighter opponents, who 
played high calibre football for a 
small college eleven. The Friars had 
scoring chances, but their attack was 
woefully weak in the pinches.
Springfield’s light but hard charg­
ing linemen were instrumental in 
their team’s victory. They made wide 
holes in the Frair line and often 
stopped Providence ball carriers in 
their tracks. Springfield’s pony back- 
field also excelled, the Maroons ex­
hibiting some highly effective block­
ing. * « •
Coach Jack Rothacker equipped 
his players with a number of fancy 
plays and they worked them ef­
ficiently. They had the Friars look­
ing in vain for the ball carrier. Their 
most efficient weapon was an end 
sweep-lateral play that clicked every 
time they tried it.
Unable to advance and to stop the 
Springfield’s progress the Friars 
were somewhat disorganized during 
the final part of the game. Desper­
ately trying for a score they even at­
tempted a pass from behind their 
goal line, which resulted in an inter­
ception and a Springfield touchdown. 
c-eeaed to manifest their superiority. 
They got their first scoring chance 
when Charles Folsom picked up a 
loose ball on the Friar 26, but they 
could not advance beyond the 15- 
yard mark and lost the ball on 
downp.
Plumb then set the stage for a 
Springfield tally by his fine runback 
of Bill Moge’s punt. He was nearly 
downed by Gus Hagstrom at mid­
field, but slipped by the Friar end 
and raced 28 yards to the 22. Huston 
then knifed through tackle for a 
’touchdown. , ,
Bob Atkinson placed the Maroons 
in scoring position near the end o 
the period when he recovered a fum­
ble on the Friar 42. The Maroons 
advanced to the four-yard line, »'J. 
an off-side penalty sent them ba®* 
to the nine. Unable to make fur 
progress, Huston attempted a n . 
goal from the 15 but his effort w j 
wide of.the uprights. d !
Another P. C. fumble, recover® , 
by Curtis Cheney on the Friar • 
as the period ended gave the • 
roons another scoring chance. La y | 
ing on in the second quarter, i 
advanced to within inches of 
ing. On fourth down, Plumb t { 
a pass to Huston but the latter 
the ball outside the field of P;^gOal 
the score was not allowed. m a of 




Game played: October 31, 1936
t0 “saacond .
aerial, Frev tn w,L.+ A tS-yard• - . first down on th/ 30°w, g+ VS them a:
, x Jured on th^pTav a/?t°nWaSin-’ 
... I Placed by be was re"
■' .to be as neariv a„ ?ho pro^d
• ' as Huston. HeLA-311 carrier
quickly feit C.ad® hls Presence 
yards and a first ? ®ping end for 18 
■ • - 21. He made four ! on the priar
.attempts, and then^pf °n,hls three
- through’ right guard™5 crashed 
screened revwcO g,lar<* on well- 
down. ’ p ay ^or a touch-
> wide openIplay1Odq^gS^narked by 
■d many passesinZan Friars tried 
ri One of these • Tpt to sc°re.
i Walmsley on the Friart Cepted by 
. He scored easily The F?’^lipe' 
tallied near th* J1 ® Friars nearly 
e when Tom Hammond rl th® game 
fumble on the 4??nd recovered a 
> fheir aerial attack/ailld!d 3+ but 
age. railed to net yard-
springfield 
COLLEGE (19) PROVIDENCE
Walmsley, le COLLEGE fO)
Raymond. It.'.;;...................... le., Ryan I
nail, c................. lg., Boboras
Fascitelli, rg.......... ..................... c„ Demers
Roscngren, rt..............................■ rg.. Po)ak
■Folsom, re......... , ••••... rt., Lawler (c)
nb. ..........:::.......................Hagstrom
Ph-n?11' lh.............. ................ qb,-L GaffneyPhillips, rli.................................. . lh„ Ploski




fo^Z°elS.: SpAr»f ?oI1^-Coons 
eBralS°r Kng“fo “a^s^1^
Cheney iorA^n dS'*? Wpl 
f°p^l^ & &n Wln' Mattoon 
Davin for Bouzang8w.nlcSner „for Demers, 
mond for Pariseau-' £!? Byan' Ham- 
swaeSBW* 
Time of periods—15 ml°u°te£cfl <Amherst).
Niagara Bids for Grid
Comeback Against
Providence
NIAGARA and St. Bonaventure close their home football sea­
sons tomorrow afternoon, again cast 
in their favorite role of the under­
dog. Both elevens have always 
played at their best when the odds 
are against them, and rival partisans 
are hoping this will hold true again.
In a desperate drive to rescue a 
disappointing season and to come 
up for the Canisius game a week 
hence at their peak, Niagara meets 
the strong Providence college eleven 
at 2:15 o’clock in Varsity stadium, 
Monteagle ridge. St. Bona engages 
another old rival, St. Vincent cob 
lege of Latrobe, Pa., at 2 o’clock 
in Bradner stadium.
It will be Niagara’s first start 
under Taps Gallagher as head 
coach, and the switch in mentors 
is expected to spark the Eagles’ 
sluggish attack to the point it at-- 
tained in running up victories over 
Notre Dame B and Clarkson Tech.
With Bob Loeven, end, and Joe 
Yuhas, center, laid up from in­
juries suffered in the Canisius 
game, Coach Mike Reilly will have 
only 19 men ready to throw at the 
powerful Bearcat team, which is 
three deep in every position. Al 
Robillard will be at the snapper- 
back post and Johnny Ertle will 
start at Loeven’s flank.
Ted Stewart is ready to start for 
the second time this season, and 
his presence, especially on defense, 
may offset these casualties. Stewart 
regarded as Bona’s most dangerous 
running back, did not get into the 
Canisius battle.
Eleven Seniors to Play.
Eleven seniors will be making their 
final appearance on the home turf, 
including Capt. Will Petit who is 
starting his first game of the year, 
having been on the shelf due to an 
operation in September.
John Popadak, Bona’s great 
tackle, and Mike Shimko, veteran 
fullback, will also appear for the 





Purple Views Game 
Tomorrow as Primer 
for Canisius; St. Bona 
Faces St. Vincent in 
 Home Finale.
Vincent Line sJ i,t s
The powerful St. * .J )a- 
held Canisius to three efPe t 
here last month, and D )0 Kj 
tion is that Bona will ° 
■and depend on their Pa“" to s y. 
nation of Johnny Lat> V^Tvi' 
Gilbert to carry dhemriUted
Coach Gallagher s-c 
dence last week and * lVaJl’ 
with the Friars’ forWaJ x jj ' 
Purple mentor claim5 ^{<3”'a(C; 
tionally strong on t*}® g fiP® aIjd
Flanking the start” ;
Al Hagstrom, 5 feet h0 W®'5 .nei*1 [ 
Paul Ryan, 6 feet, t m |Z9li! 
and 190 respectively’ rf?
at the tackles are ,4
and Davin, who, resP jS 6 
212 and 205 po””df W;
inch and 6 foot 1 5”c aJ1d ’’ ;e^--
Ben Polak, 6 feet tSsfe^ ^ 
boras, 6 feet 1 inTu”ds-c im­
plant 185 and 19° £jChPef' 
the center, Norm 
2 inches—195 pound-'..
NIAGARA 19-6 VICTORY
Home Eleven Scores Twice
During First Five Minutes
Backs Race 68 and 57 
Yards to Touchdowns - 
Friars Tally on Aerial
7 . . • ^ ' >----- ---- ---:
• 'he J’rov:<jcncc.J.-urnal 
to—'- "’’.'a Falls, N. y„ Nov.. S _rv 
’T15’1 Vi'■■«"Fays tn v,c fi- 
r?VC Xiaear»'s Purpl
.sxsfcix dX^s 
witS a 19 to 6 tri.ini,), "
n.?rhS3r! ■ honier°minc fiabie. I 
Oa the second play, oS the cooled 
6fl Davie.s. sophontore ace. r.-J
_ These twi runs upset the Friars
' ,i,odj^ia re'.uIt Xia«ara dominated 
X o'' ' l’r"‘\!be middle of the sec'-
р. 'd ,p. !,°f -A! ,h,s Print, with l.co 
T‘ SM playmg a leading role Provi 
aenee marched to a touchdown.'The
с. .,e was culminated with a
yard aenay Ploski to Anthony Par- 
' ■l'1' Pariscait m.-xfc the catch on
Sv *’A'"'d lifie aid stepped over 
‘core110 * T°r h° °"ly i?War
I o -• J
I The Friars.had lie.edge in the 
j thud period, but thru- attack wcak- 
.! ened in the final qualtef. Their hones 
i 'Atory vanished, when Davies 
inced 18 yards to Niagara's third 
•ouendown near the finish. This' 
touchdown, was.pwcto possible when 
; Bcnmgo recovered Friar fumble 
oeep m Providence territory. - 
- . ‘ -agara played a rood all-arounci 
game m its first st;Trt. for its new 
coach. Jack •'Taps" bullagher.,
I Magara won the toss and elected 
to receive.Davies tiok the kick-off 
toe\'t,Snh’v,nnra” lhc'32' °" ,hc 
Cs ,-i. m ?TS ;l;irled Awards ’ 
ninr^ ' d d a f°w-man
. mt ci ierer.ee.
F •' 'an' *1 :ar wingrian, was swept 
side°t '"a,V n? favios shotout- 
beto-e too pH<? r?'c,'5cd his field
','.c . ' Provide;;,.,, second,rv
r,' i" av< :'!,b ..k< is. and Was I 
away at top Sliced.
L "mu'-’- ■■
; a la i.m. attempt to five Davies ,.;i 
' bounds on the Providence 40; i .
' Fri°»r*f iaf:?ra blockch; toppled th< 
[F ur tackle, and lhe Niagara runne. 
<"7''od Ihc rcmainilg distance .J 
pv.'nit <C' A,ha'14’ Ppcc-kicked tlx
Hanunond 'took iil(, kickoff and 
a' to1".d "r l,is 37-.vnrd l,tl(,. Alto! three line tin- cis had failed 
to net yardage, M ,fie punted to 
on the N "aS dr"PPcd Wan 
°b,? Xla«ara «• The locals rc-
..pealed then- scoring pl.-jv of a few 
brfo,re'Bob
, lullbartk, making the scire Illis time. 
haeiiC<>ma" -Slld tbl< ugh his right 
, ai -le ran by 'Pari; eau when the 
towr1" ba,fback riippM. .on the wet' 
I h f ?,J:d ran 'ra'W down ’he mfrl- 
i dlr of the held. Ploski. in the safetv 
. P™-' ion.'.tot himsplf (or; Ihe .tackle, 
clear ?'?la” 'rhif!ed >^ Pace. swung 
to ,a' a ,d Picked up speed again to 
Ise’?, ’ri ' hls pf-yat-j dash for the 
ili,,p'Ci\'!er !,c;ricd a surging Friar 
I ; broke through and'
I > '■cd Al.ianns ;j| rmpted place-I 
moot. - Following a t exchange of
A ito shortly • aMcr . these/scoring I 
P' -'Uigara almos came 'through
■i a another score vhen Freeman 
bro.-te gway for a 50-yard run which 
S Was baited by Leo Dafin. who haukd 
f , -?d, d'rV'i! fl'”” Mri h be abpenreri 
adcci.for a tou< hd.,| ■>. Tire l’rovt- 
denee Into stiffened; wbh Us goal 
H—o-'i and F; ;„r..
' ' L I. J ' '
/.Fr"!.ri' lll I ' I' s'w to'../
,.r li;e| 
to b-ih iNrx ' ‘!’>hJ forward
v.-.-i, ' Vf > 7 cialwa,d winch
■. .j;,’.
■ ’ f’^pir<L u>
,.. ,Z. down and O‘- P , w,,b
; ■'£7<r. fe;;-
■ d
I , tb ' scare. , . high, but
5.v.>kl-s place ?. ■■ pas b-M
ithe bars. | t pntakj si’4!y j'"CNingai‘rfonv’ard and1, 
itPCKcptcd a •[ which was
W y;n C? We was, ruled off-i
oulliCmd when Mogciwi < 
Mdc i.n the ph'y. « ! 4 i
' ,■ . Howns to o lcforlhelbcal.'.
■ £■; d
11 J-., .. ., ,■„• t vhs on running ph A
I ^0^.^ stalled who Tosi. Purple 
) fX uaercepted a flat pass; over | 
Itbo niiddle ot the l*n < • bop. .
! . ,rn , Iwd to the Providence |
Idv .to Io4e the ball < n downs.
-lrv,PR desperately io.shake a man 
it,do tie 4-n to coll.et.what nncN 
),as <• brill a lyillR foe-, cost 111 
1 Pil a rs..it he game. who 1 a lateral pass 
I format ion went aiko w with McMn- 
1 lion ..{'Niagara reti.ie ring a ’free ball 
or' the I Providence 18 yard line. On I 
the nevi plav the bus; DaVics picked 
ij holo in theright s de ‘of the line.
with Uli- Provid ■lice secondary;
;p.Hyijs ' deep for an expe ted for-I 
•■■I!'! ia*<. had r.n 1 ni.ible -in sylr-J
cmppipn'his vtty tn liir «<>al Vine'for j 
<• th' rd Niagara l<>lu hdi-v. Hnj»- 
.tr.iin blocked Albalufs placement
it ry.
I Th? .summary: 
Nb'rjAPA HP)* rnoVlDENCF?
(McArdlcf > ...................... > Bvnn
, J) ' *hn-i. 1’.............................. : . . H Fouznn t
A b •! <■ |r ........................................ U’ Bohom j, I
!•. < • ........................................... r E.fb.'nfA i
Br:.'!.;•.> m...................... ’.'. ..'.... re P'ili'V I
, pr i’ - ............................I"? Dfh tn
f- - yr.................. '.................. ir. «"5’: otr I
‘;r?>n<:«! qn........................... v'.CQb yh»;nnin:;d
■ ■<■ ;lb ........................................ Pi. Gjflr.r. ■ I h. . p.irl- rn., ■ i .r. rb.......................... {|L
:i< ■ i i • -i*.•!.•;• • • » . , . ,w . i:i () 0 »i J'> ;
!• •■•>•’;, <• ’ (» ’ I n 0 .
T -. jn ?:■- ,
■I ' I). • ,r -J. ! : ■ • ,::n. P' ■ n!'« r ’
' Bu-n N.hiCl . /VI >l:o f Vir LUG' J 
• 1 : Pr- IMP Pln-k! for :
/ ' ' " ' ‘ ' J ' ' ' ’ ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ‘ " •
• f'.p I s.-Ai,., Conic-. ' for H.-Ui'tiom I 
i N I> ;.,,i r 'K i • IC.I-m ;■ io I
l>. ■ P»’-.' B.J- fiiAi.i <’.i v.i-i.i i;:h fori, f ■ ■ I • >J I lli.iy !■ : I It:: 5 M> M.' Ion foi I
' '; ’ t—
Powerful Friar Backs Invade Monteagle Ridge Tomorrow
 
ind the strongest foward wall in recent Providence College 
history, these four ball-carriers will bear the brunt of the 
Niagara tomorrow on Monteagle Ridge, 
Niagara Falls Left to right are: Leo Plaski, halfback; Bill Mag 
 fullback; Carl Anglica, halfback, and Ray Rellivean, quarterback 
The Providence eleven is favored to triumph.





Davies Runs Back First Kick­
off 68 Yards—Freeman .
Goes 50 to Score
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y., NoV. 8 
(AP)—Niagara’s Purple Eagles pre­
sented their new coach, Jack Galla­
gher, a smashing 19-6 triumph over 
the Providence College Friars here 
today in the final home game of the 
season.
Morgan Davies sent 2500 fans into 
a frenzy in the opening play when 
he took the kick-off and raced 68 
yards for a touchdown. Bob Free­
man ran 50 yards for another tally 
on the second Niagara play of the 
game. Late in the final quarter Da­
vies scored the third touchdown. 
Albano kicked from placement.
Providence averted a whitewash 
in the second period when Leo Plaski 
threw a 17-yard scoring pass to Tony 
Pariseau.
NIAGARA PROVIDENCE
McArdle,, 1.e..'............................. r.e., Hastrom
Digiovanna. Lt.............................r.t., Davin
Albano, l.g....................r.g., .Polak 
Tosi. c...........................................c., Eichner
Beningo, r.g-.................l.g., Boboras
Petit, r.t.......... . ..........................Lt., Bpuzan
Ingrasci, r.e........ ................. . ......... l-e.» Ryan
Leonard, q.b. ....................Q.b., Hammond
Davis, l.h.b...........................r.h.b., Pariseau
-Korach. r.h.b.....--------l.h.b.. Gaffney
Freeman, f.b................................... f-b., Moge
Periods .......... 1 2 3 4
Niagara ...................  13 0 0 6—19
Providence ............... 0 0 0— $
Touchdowns—Davies 2, Freeman, Pan- 
seau. Points after touchdowns—Albano 
i (placement). Substitution—Niagara—Pet- 
i tit, Pietrowski: ends. Madigan, Niscora, 
.Reef; tackle, Laurenzi; guard. McMahon; 
center, Dun, Rubak, Cavanaugh, Lipinski,
1 Nolan, Tih?#y, J. Brady, backs.
Providence—Gill, Lyons, ends: Lawler, 
tackle: Avedisiaiv guard: Demers, center; 
PIoski. Bedard, backs.
Referee—A. Powell (Syracuse). Umpire 
—R. Burt (Cariisius). Head linesman-** 
L. Slohrri (Columbia).
" T~" ■ r ...............................................................................................................................
Teams Evenly Matched 
for Final Game of Year
Dominicans Must Stop Mudge. 
Friars Have Edge in Weight, 
Rams in Speed.
Payers of Rhode Island 
t?'sw®U tn ^°vidence College bade 
t6 Practin ’ie tackling dummies of 
f?n°on 7? ®eld late yesterday af- 
they wiu meet in 
6as°n fn,.C dash, which ends the 
With thboth of them-
L .teams more evenly I 
is a< “Mint* in any °f their Previ- 
c at tached +„ considerable interest 
is exo? ,he game and a large 
'riGs at CrPaected to watch the hos- !JSaS are°^Stfiad^m- 
Atn'Rcatim. 1P fitting moods iS1® that -ornu point t0 a spirited 
see consid- vjbd,tricks -r°aI' Both teams have ;lieterniiner s conte5t- which 
lonshir> « r?le small college g Rhode Island.
aH Wo^te In their previous 
%hte!)ce wnibn the Dominicans, 
and Stat?lve the edge m 
‘tavi ? ate *he advantage in 
‘Oft versugSG 01d controversy of 
4pit SPeed is UP for deci- 
‘fts^l three^ these foes have 
to V™65’. there is an in- 
H ?‘hat ot?lr+nvalry that ap- 
r%“n.s of their3 traditi°nal series. XI?>e ofTr contests has been
; ttVn + * * *
I'iekn® first met in 1931 
n a Charity game j
LINEUPS AT CRANSTON STADIUM 
rar,“c°“««>„ 5-
«&vr~>W» 
is=sa.» ,'.■'■’■■■■ :'f «~P" 
J65—Ploski nb .......... r. - ,Se? ck—151
181—Gaffney; Ihb lhh,b’41^,right~151 
ISO—Pariseau, rhb "" h ' )^bS?vS!~] 76 
181—Mosre. fb ............rhb, Elliot—155
Referee—WMartin (Oberlin) i^eU Ju’flg^G^M r’ 
can (Mass State)- H^a rF 0' D- Me'"- 
Goodrich (Amherst) d D.
won by the Friars, 6 to 0. That was 
e year the Dominicans completely 
stopped Ken Goff, one of the ablest 
.backs m Rhode Island football £
didn’t meet again until 1934 
■ after athletic relations were resumort 
■between the two college
Mudge, who also has achieved n Wri Place in State football hX/ln 
older to triumph. They face7’the 
is on uSk tWs year’ for Mud/e Stu! 
is on the warpath for State. S 1 
...Stete bas other capable backs hut 
Mudge will be the player the Friars 
will closeiy watch. He will be play 
mg his final football game for State 
and it s certain that he will be deter-’ 
h“ <— » A
Mudge aiso wi]J h added in­
centive m that he will be out to 
thf r®verses at the hands of
?rs- A dangerous runner, 
Mudoe is apt to break through at any 
time for a scoring run, a feat which 
he often has accomplished.
Without doubt State’s chances de- 
1 Pend on Mudge. He can swing the 
| battle their way. if he.is stopped 
its chances of victory will become' 
doubly difficult.
Both teams will be out to avenge 
past defeats. The Rams lost their ob­
jective game to Connecticut State 
last Satuiday,. but they can yet save 
the season by defeating the Friars. 
Providence which often has stepped 
out of its class this season, also can 
make up lost ground by winning to- night.
* » ♦ 
p,2viX,baSi,S °f past Performances, 
fhJ b t+3S ?uperi°r line and State the better backfield. The Frair 
iTfaVG3',ages J,®6 in weight against 
167 for State. The Providence back-
1,7 pound!
. teams have played bettei
football than their records might in­
dicate. Providence gave both Holy 
Cross and Boston College stern bat- 
rn£b+el°re accepting defeat, and it 
might have beaten Western Mary­
land and St. Anselm with a better 
share of the breaks.
FRIARS AND RAMS—








downs in Second Period,
One in Fourth
BY JOE NUTTER
Striking with a withering aerial 
barrage, the Rhode Island State Col­
lege ’Varsity eleven won its first 
triumph over Providence College by 
a 19 to 0 verdict on the Cranston 
Recreation Field last night. The 
game closed the seasons for both] 
teams.
After a scoreless first period dur­
ing which the fast-driving Ram 
reached the Providence two-yard 
line, then fumbled and lost the ball, 
Rhode Island threw down the gaunt­
let in reckless fashion and in a turbu­
lent second period tallied two touch­
downs. Alternating between a. spread 
and double wingback formation, the 
Ram dazzled the Friar defence in 
two master strokes that carried 
across the last white line.
On the first march, which started 
with the first play of the second 
period, Rhode Island travelled 68 
yards, 51 of which was through the 
air lanes. A spread formation, with 
Fred McCarthy dropping back to 
take a passer’s role, set Providence
—-———-—________———
D'IORIO, MUDGE, MCCARTHY 
PLAY BRILLIANTLY FOR STATE
College back on her heels, and the 
touchdown pass, McCarthy to D Io- 
rio carried 38 yards. Albanese added.
i the point by placement. :
Coming back mid-way through the 
period, Rhode Island, picked up the 
spread formation again and drove 60 
yards for a second touchdown. The i 
entering wedge into vulnerable tqr- ■ 
ritory came when it was ruled that | 
Angelica had interfered with an El-. 
liott to D’lorio aerial, and Rhode Is­
land got the ball on the Friar two- 
yard line. Coming into the close 
double wingback set-up, it took 
Rhode Island two plays to drive over 
for the touchdown, with the fleet and 
capable Bobby Mudge scoring. .
Rhode Island closed the scoring a 
moment before time ran out on this 
old season, when it recovered a Friar 
fumble on the Providence nine-yard 
line, and three plays later, Mudge 
outran the defenders on a wide 
sweep around the Friar left flank to 
score.
' iuou D’lorio was the
man on the field, and-•Bob^rcartl’y 
! was right with him. FtedM^ al.
did a fine job throwing Pa®sbisre- 
though he overthrew some or 
ceivers when a catch wo rnid' 
been a certain touchdown, J- t job 
die of the Ram line did a oWer- 
in the face of the Friar 
thrusts. Rhode Island was {lised 
under the aerial game, ano oligb 
to let Providence gain a ya reCor 
the air-lanes. As a matter ° u o 
Rhode Island intercepted ® to
Friar passes and converte j/[oge
her own ends. Angelica a friars- 
were the best gainers for aU th !
The game was hard reSound j 
way and the tackles fa1"7 ■
ed across, the greensward- e ho d-.
Statistics showed WX. downs a', ing a 15-10 edge in. firstdo* ed 
a 215 to 84 .-edge m F®cOmplet®d 
by rushing. Rhode Isla® yards, ® r 
four of 15 passes for njne F> 
intercepted four of ■ ^pie.tedI ■ J 
passes. Providence c provid 
passes for eight yard ■- Jin| on 
reached the Ram 27-F® der beS 
final play of the game 1 gve
vance. nde Tsl£s leftThe verdict gave Rhoa an® ry 
triumphs in nine star vj 
Providence College witn ,
in eight games.
ONE OF STATE’S HIGH-FLYING RAMS
Strange as it may seem the R, I. State Rams sprouted wings last night as they flew to a 19-0 victory 
over Providence College at Cranston Field. Jimmy Wright, one of the flying Rams, is shown on a 55- 
yard gallop in the third period after intercepting a Friar pass.
Scenes When Rhode Island State
Scored 19-0 Victory Over Friars
The Rams of Rhode Island State met and conquered the Friars of
Providence College at Cranston Field. Upper right, Bobby Mudge
is under the pile after having scored his first of two touchdowns.
Upper left is Mudge again, off for a jaunt that also led to a touch-down. Bobby was pretty much of the State backfield. Below on
right, Louis D'Iorio catching a pass while Carl Angelica, No. 
47 of the Friars, just misses the ball. The game was played under
floodlights.
Camera Study of R. I. State Coaches
tiifc j 
°n the ^4
. Keaney, Bill » I'
way” for'Mu S sjjo^ 
right, Mudge £ 40) * «
i Leo Bouzan 1?
hey (No. 45) top ’ 
!' played at Ct
19 to 0.
Mudge Smashes Way to Five-Yard Gain
\ (’eft /' ' '
.Vre sh™ rigIlt), Frank 
Co]I^e ?’earing the
,!?»• 32) , j5-yard line byi ‘*>e mnd Cllarles Gaff- 
y' The same, 




McCarthy Leading Figure in 
Victory; Aids in Two Scores 
Before 7000.
By MICHAEL J. THOMAS
Rhode Island State College scored 
its first football victory over Provi­
dence College at Cranston Stadium 
last night. With nearly 7000 specta­
tors looking on, the Rams put on an 
aerial circus and toppled the Friars 
19 to 0.
Relying on long distance passing 
nearly each time they were in scor­
ing position, the Rams staged a fine 
display of passing pyrotechnics that 
bewildered the Dominicans. Two of 
their scores were the result of aerials, 
and they paved the way for the third 
touchdown by intercepting a Friar 
pass in the final two minutes.
The victory, their fifth of the 
campaign, won for the Rams the 
State small college championship 
The defeat was the seventh straight 
for the Friars.
» » ♦
Fred McCarthy, a guard, who 
dropped out of the line to hurl aerials 
for the Rams, was the leading figure 
in State’s victory. His last game for 
the Rams probably was his best. He 
tossed the two passes that accounted 
for two of State’s scores, and along 
with the other State linemen, he 
played a fine defensive game.
Rifling long passes with deadly ac­
curacy in a manner that brought 
Brick Miller of California All-Amer­
ican fame, McCarthy provided the 
Rams with their scoring punch. Each 
time he stepped into the backfield, 
the Friars knew that a pass was com­
ing but he invariably hit his target.
Bobby Mudge and Lou D’lorio, 
also playing their final game for the j 
Rams,..played prominent roles in the 
State triumph. Mudge scored two 
of Ram touchdowns and was a hard 
man for the Friars to stop. D’lorio 
continually was in the Providence 
backfield making tackles.
All———--------~ •
Two of the State touchdowns were 
made in the second period, the first 
on a drive extended from the first. 
On the last play of the initial quar­
ter, Albanese intercepted a Friar 
aerial on the Providence 33, and the 
Rams marched from this point to a; 
score in the second quarter.
They , made their first five yards 
on a Providence off-side penalty., 
Mudge then threw a pass to Albanese : 
for a first down on the Friar 48. On 
a tricky play from spread formation, 
Albanese shot .through guard .to the 
40. Mudge carried to the 38, and on 
the next play McCarthy threw a pass 
to D’lorio, who caught the ball on 
the three-yard line and raced over 
for a touchdown.
D’lorio outwitted two Friar backs, 
who apparently had him well cov­
ered, on this play. D’lorio, however, 
raced behind two enemy backs to 
the spot he was supposed to reach, 
and made a brilliant catch.
Elliot paved the way to State’s sec­
ond score by intercepting a Friar pass 
on his 46 and running to the Provi­
dence 37. The Rams advanced to a 
score on three plays. Mudge knifed 
through tackle for a first down on 
the 20. McCarthy then hurled a pass 
intended for D’lorio. But just as the 
latter was to make the catch on the 
one-yard line, he was knocked down 
by Carl Angelica, and the officials 
ruled interference on the play.* • » .
State was given the ball on the 
®ne-yard line, and on the second, 
play, Mudge scored.
There was no further scoring until 
near the finish when the Rams capi­
talized another break. Robertshaw, 
who was a ball hawk throughout the 
game, recovered a Providence fum­
ble on the Friar 10, and on third 
down Mudge, racing behind a screen 
of blockers, swept his right end for 
six yards and a touchdown.
Providence had a number of_scor-
,R. I. state-providence statistics^ 
). State college
First downs ....•••••........... 1® 015
'.-arils gained rushing....... »». 7
Forward passes attempted.., 1? nForward passes completed. ... -J o
Forward passes intercepted by * o
Yards by passing...............- •Punting average (from scrim- 21
mage) ......... 55Yards lost penalties...............
ing opportunities, and on ™01'e 
one occasion appeared headed or^ 
touchdown, but either their .
petered out or the breaks 
against them.
Displaying a strong running 
tack the Friars were still in the 
game until mid-way m the .
riod. The turning point ,
Friars came in the third perio ’ in.'
With Angelica and Moge, blest 
cidentally, were Providences a g, 
backs, making consistent sh 2Q t0 
the Friars marched fr'°m the s
State’s 40. Angelica made 4 J 
on an off-tackle slant in this a 0 t0
At this point PIoski threw Hjjjant 
Sus Hagstrom, who made a but 
catch and raced to the Sta thjs . 
a Friar was detected holdi g ds piay, and instead of gaining^ up
the Friars lost 15. mis 
their march. . friars
Only for this; penalty u* ,would 
might have scored and tl J down 
have been only one touchdow 
instead of two.
WHO W ce Z 
successfully by refusing 0 w»e 
a yard to go on f°?rth4o were ® 
Outside the opposition • 30,at a 
able to get inside the St 
time.
Game played: November 13, 1936
The Rams completely stopped I 
Providence’s aerial attack, as the 
Friars failed to click on any of their 
seven attempts, four of which were 
intercepted. The Dominicans, how­
ever, had a wide edge in rushing 
™akmg 215 yards by land to 84 for 
fetate. First downs also were in■ 
Providence’s favor'15 to 10. State’ 
made 99 yards by passing.
STATE3 (19)'AND PROVIDENCE
D’foK119 ' COLLEGE (0)
puiiano.it. ............ „ Gi”
McCarthy, lg..........  ’ ........ ?uzan
Robertshaw, c......... ... .............. Boboras
Medici, rg. ........ c;l E1S,h“e,r
. Magee, rt. ...................... .............. {.g., Polak
.Gesick, re.................................. ‘r'‘ W' D.avln
Wright, qb................. ........ riu %gslromAlbanese, Ih.............  ,Sb-’Ga?ney
Elliot, rh. ............ ................ h';wPaBEe^.1
Mudge, fb......................*&’ x,1
Score by periods . -...........i ”2 ’ J10®6
Rhode Island State.......... n 13 o 2_,n
^Touchdowns—Rhode Isjand-Mudge 2®
Points after touchdown—Rhode IslandAlbanese (placement). island—
Substitutions: Rhode Island—MessinaElliot, Elliot for Wright. Wright lor wSf 
sma, Elliot for M’tdge. Fitch for Pullano ' Providence College-Ryan for Gill law- I 
moJrtrr?0U5an’ ^nselica for Pariseau.' Ham 
mond for Angelica. Johnston for Boboras 
w£e'°wW nemers *or Eichner. ” 
j T Halloran (Prov.). UmnireMartin (Oberlin). Field Judge-f-R 
Oosting (Springfield). Linesman—-G n
Mehcan (Mass. State). Time of periods_ '■I 15-nnnute quarters. periods—
■Boh rJ ?n^SJake Rob"Uhaw 
X2E,!l?‘ a^m Wright were 
str;d "ut'for ! 
.As a matter of. fact. every Ram' wlm 
pepped on the did
for State. The Rams Put nn 
.Per^rrnsnce but McCarthy 
d05Crve
... -8 • ♦
»>■
Game played: October 2, 1936
FRIAR FRESHMAN
DEFEATED 7 TO 0
Temporary Weakness of Line 
in First Period Enables St.
John’s Prep to Win.
;
Danvers, Mass., Oct. 2.—A tem­
porary weakness of the providence 
Freshmen line in the first period, en­
abled St. John’s Prep to score a 
touchdown and defeat the Friar 
yearlings, 7-0 on the local field this 
afternoon.
Except for that temporary let­
down, the Providence team played 
the locals, made up of New Eng­
land scholastic stars, to a standstill 
and threatened several times, only 
to lose the ball on downs or be com­
pelled to kick.
The touchdown came after three 
successive first downs through the 
Friar Cub’s line with Henry Toscy- 
lowski finally tallying from the 
eight. Kelley’s placement made the 
extra point.
Alexander, Grady and Sweeney 
picked up several fine gains for the 
visitors and Griffin and Barnini.did 
some fine work in the line. Babe 
Michaud led the St. John, attack on 
several occasions.
ST. JOHN'S 17) PROVIDENCE (0)'
Luchachuck, le ............................... le, Leo
Rosenthal, It ............................... It. Haran
South wood, lg............................ lg, Esielonis
Dorrington, c........................  c. Burdge
Bannon, rg............................... rg. Beaubian
Yauckoes, rt ............................. rt, Griffin
Trout, re ...............   re, Barnini
Michaud, qb ........ qb, Gendron 1
O’Leary, lhb ........................... lhb. Sweeney
Morrissey, rhb..........................rhb, Alexander
Kelley, fb ...............  fb, Grady
Score by periods:
St. John’s ....................... 7 0 0 0—7
Touchdowns—Toscylowski. Point after 
touchdown—Kelley (placement).
Substitutions—St. John’s —• Quinn for ; 
Luchachuck, Grudal for Rosenthal, Sul-. 
livan for Bannon, White for Trout,.: 
Hackett for O’Leary,r Toscylowski for Mor- ' 
rissey, Stoylionion for Toscylowski. Provi-f 
dence—Smith for Leo, Shea for Haran, 
Dorr for Esielonis, Galnert for Burdge, 
McHugh for Beaubian, Macial for Griffin, 
Pomfret for Gendron, Corrigan for Sweeney, 
Balessio for Alexander, Shattuck for Grady.
H. C. CUBS FACE
YOUNG FRIARS
Crusader Freshmen Open  




Jim Barnini Snatches Fumble 
and Runs 45 Yards 
for Score.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Con^W’ °?t ^.—Providence 
7nn+KgnS 5lg 3nd rangy Freshman 
football forces turned a fourth 
hol'd0/ ibr?k in|° a touchdown to 
hdd Holy Cross Freshmen to a 6 to 6 
deadlock m a stubbornly-fought bat-! 
tie here this morning.
Right End Jim Barnini saved the 
day for the Providence yearlings 
when he snatched a Holy Crofs 
for68??3" !?Umble and ran 45 yards 
f t°“chdWvn- Paul Sweeney’s 
try for the extra point, which would 
have given the visitors a victory was 
unsuccessful. :
Cubs swept out front 
ln the third period with a series of ’ 
Passes and line smashes with Ronnie 
ahill and Andy Giardi featuring the 
march. Giardi finally went over for 
a touchdown from the one-foot mark, 
i-ahill s try for the point struck the 
uprights.
• T?e Friars threatened to score late ! 
,ln.. . flrst Period, hammering the 
left side of the Purple line for con­
sistent gains which carried them to 
the 23 as the quarter ended. They 
continued their advance with Nick 
Alexander and “Red” Gendron doing 
outstanding work until they reached 
tne three-yard line. Here the locals 
dug in and held for three downs after 
which Alexander was thrown 5y 
Cimino for a 14-yard loss and the 
Crusader Cubs took the ball on their 
own 17.
The summary:
holy cross L"o °ALEGE frosh frosh
Griffin. L't.............................. r- V (Wal,®ski
Esielonis, l.V........................ r’’ JrBurdge. c.. .g" S” cBogda" 
Bsaubian, r. g ‘i oB.aH
Baran, r t 8.................................  ?- ®elch
Barnini. r e.........................t
Gendron, q j,............................. n k
Sweeney, i. h. b ..................rY
Alexander r h h............ 'th h r- "Shattuck, f b “................ h' f“ hCeAA?mos
Pro?°r ny Periods—''' I '' 2 ‘ b3 G‘4ardl 
S,n,' r?01 ege Frosh........ 0 0 0 6 k
Holy Cross Frosh............ 0 0 6 n «
r-r!2f’i!cence Frosh scoring—Barnini'SoL?,0s.h scoring—Giardi. ’ Holy
McH$rhtUftl0D^: P1°vldence College Frosh— 
drok rV f,?r ,Beaubl!ln. Pomfret for Gen and r.^^Sjeeney carter for fi“Z
»a ft <®t 
Srerisky fonTrcst^’0^11 for Cim-o. 
Marble^wpS5^ .K-en^rlck: Umpire—Wiley 
Head Linesman-Doc Fleming. y
Worcester TELEGRAM
^ame played: October 12,1936
I baXXXXurtXT fo°t- 1 
helm of. Coach AlbertXkX- the 
[will open its wl H P Riopel, this mknin. at in Schedule
ton TPioia aL 10 0 clo°k Oil- Fit- tion in ’th°ePPprng',Stiff “Wetli 
Cubs. Pi evidence College,
of -sbhool, dSeptd 23nCCoahh °£?ning 
who boasts a b,mb C?ach Ri0?<T only one defXlfc* rS°rd of 
has moulded Uethe, a season«,. 
combination nt »ethei a strong 
high school staVOrmer Prep and
Cahill to Call Signals
i ster High
: man of the Pumi 1 h® !'"e piv°t 
signals for a hicS® cal]ing
S XX
Hartford y Gfradi falIbaek . fr°m i 
I his ability in * demo.nstrated [ 
[scrimmage/ecentlv h varsity‘frosh 
way 30 Vard« m / y weaving his i highly-touted fll f ?? against the I 
Coach Rinnf St-Stnng defense: I 
with Cimino NeXTitlin^c013™ ''
S5X& jR3Britain Con? i Rog?n' both New 
Ball riin+n11'’ lads’ at Suards, and ^Clinton product, at center
| experience. °Thel wnT h°ne-game 
!Htan and GrXa?dme°’ end^ 
present k'Tldf'ce ^eshmen will;
“I





Harvard Jayvees March Nine 
Times to Shadows of P. C.
Goal but Are Stopped. PROVIDENCE FRESHMEN
HOLD HARVARD J. V., 0-0]
Stopping opposition drives nine 
times within their own 20-yard line, 
the Providence College freshman, 
football team fought the Harvard 
junior varsity eleven to a scoreless 
tie on Soldiers field, yesterday, in 
the Crimson’s first game of the sea­
son.
Harvard, coached by Art Lane, 
former Princeton captain and tackle, 
carried the attack all the way, Provi­
dence never being able to launch a 
sustained march. However, when 
the Crimson got within the Provi- . 
dence 20-yard line, the freshman 
bucked up and stopped their of- 
fsHse
HARVARD J. V. PROVIDENCE ’40 
Jameson (Colwell); l.e. • . .
r.e., Barnini (Smith) 
Barkin (Gardner), l.t. .r.t., Morell (Lemoine) 
Tufts (Mellen), l.g.,r.g., McHugh (Beaubian) 
R. Hedblom. c....... .c.. Burdge (Galbert)
Baum (Emerson), r.g. .l.g., Esilonis (Dorr) 
Schmidt (Radway), r.t.l.t., Griffin (Haran) 
Knapp, r.e................. ...................... l.e., Leo
Burnett (Houghton), q.b.q.b.. Jendron (Pomfret) 
Houghton (Alexander), l.h.b. .
r.h.b., Alexander (Carter) 
Cohen (Hicks), r.h.b. i <l.h.b., Sweeney (Grady) 
Jerome, f.b....... ....................... f.b., Shattuck
Periods............... 12 3 4
Harvard J. V............. 0 0 0 0—0
Providence ’40.......... 0 0 0 0—0
Referee—Bill Fraser (Colby). Umpire 
J. McAullife (Georgetown). Linesman—S. 
Patten (Boston College). Periods—Four 
12m.. . .
Cambridge, ‘Mass., ocr. 10. a 
powerful Harvard Junior Varsity: 
football team drove nine times into 
the shadows of the Providence Fresh­
man goal but on each occasion the 
Crimson was repulsed and the con­
test between the elevens ended ma 
scoreless tie today on Soldiers B leld.
The one ofiensive drive by the vis­
itors was in the last five minutes of 
the game, when they reached the 
Harvard six-yard line. .
Otherwise, the home team, in its 
opener, had a distinct advantage 
throughout the game, almost always 
holding possession of the ball m; 
Friar territory. But the visitors, with 
dogged determination, constantly re­
covered the ball o,i downs between 
its 25-yard stripe and the goal line.
Jimmy Leo of Fitchburg, Provi­
dence Freshman left end, was the 
defensive star of the game. ;
“Traff” Hicks, son of the former 
Harvard football star, and Bob Bur­
nett led the Harvard offensive.
Within the first 12 minutes of the 
contest the Crimson had twice 
crossed the visitors’ 20-yard line and 
each time their advance was stopped. 
The brilliant defence was repeated 
in the second session.
Early in the’third quarter, a 15-. 
yard holding penalty was set against 
the Friars as they were on their own 
20 and the ball was put back on the 
five. Pomfret hit the centre of the 
Harvard line for 15 yards, but a few 
minutes later he-had to kick and the 
Crimson had the ball oil jts 40. Later 
Sweeney got away for one of the 
largest gains in the game He ran 
45 yards from his own 14, but on the : 
Jayvee 36 his attempted lateral was I 
recovered by a Crimson player.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE fniFRESHMEN <0) JUNIOR VARS1TYJ0» 
onhik i; ............\ ®
Esielonis, 1. . ............................„ ’Burdge, c./.f.......................... e-rH?abloom I
McHugh, r.g............................ ■ ■ -J- Schmidt ;Morrell, r. . ............................ r1 e Krmmri
Barnini, r. <5...........................;r'h®-’Rnrnet? :Jendron, q. b.................... • • • • b., Burnett .
Sweeney. 1. h. b.............. 1- b. b., jAlexander, r. h. b.. • • .......... r. h. b„ Cohen ,f b ....................f. fo.. Jeiome
Providence substitutes—Lemoine tor Mor­
rell Haran for Griftin, Beaulian lor Mc­
Hugh Dorr for Esielonis. Pomfret for Jen­
dron Carter for Alexander, Grady for 
Sweeney, Smith for Barnini. Galbert lor 
^Harvard substitutes-Radway for Schmidt. 
Colwell for Jameson. Alexandre for Hough- , 
ton Hicks for Cohen, Colwell for Knapp, ■ 
Gardner for Barkin, Mellon for Tufts, Ellis j
Referee—Bill Eraser, Colby. Umpire—J. I 
McAuliffe. Georgetown. Head linesman— 
Stephen Patten, Boston College.■
FRIAR FRESHMEN
10 FACE EAGLETS
Providence College First-Year 
Team in First Home Game 
This Afternoon.
LINEUPS AT HENDRICKEN FIELD 
Providence College Boston College
Freshmen , „ Freshmen
175—Leo, le.....................K Harrison—178
200—Haran, It................. H, Reardon 193
175—Esielonis, lg ..........Iff. Swortzer 190
185—Burdge, c ............. . c. G. Ryan—I/O i
180—Beaubian. rg..........rg, Swenson 183 .
175—Morrell, rt.................. rt, Zaleski—190 I
175—Barnini, re........... re, Woronicz —190'
170—Gendron, qb ........ . qb, Battles—I/O
180—Sweeney, Ihb.............Ihb, Ananis—185
175—Alexander, rhb .. rhb, McCarthy-1 /5 
180—Shattuck, fb............fb, Cignetti—18/
Time of game—2:30 o’clock. Officials: 
Referee—W. Halloran; Umpire—J.
Mooney; Head Linesman—A. R. Shevlin.
The Providence College Freshman ' 
football team will make its first 
home appearance this afternoon 
when it faces the Boston College 
Freshman eleven at Hendricken 
Field at 2:30 o’clock. Both teams are 
well-fortified with former schoolboy 
stalwarts and the keen rivalry that 
exists between the colleges should 
result in a highly interesting and 
colorful encounter.
The Friar Freshmen have turned 
in creditable games against some of 
the strong elevens in their class. Tie 
games have been played with the 
Holy Cross Freshmen, 6-6, and the 
Harvard Jayvees, 0-0. The visiting 
Freshmen from Boston turned back 
the Dartmouth first-year eleven. 9-0, 
earlier in the season and played a 
scoreless tie with the Brown Fresh­
men two weeks ago.
Coach Dave Couhig will keep in­
tact the team that has started most 
of the Freshman games. Capt. ‘Red 
Gendron, former Attleboro high and.’. 
Mt. St. Charles dependable, will be 
at quarterback; Nick Alexander of 
Amsterdam, N. Y., the Freshmen s 
southpaw passer, at right halfback; 
Paul Sweeney, outstanding perform­
er from Pittsfield, Mass., at left half­
back, and Larry Shattuck, former 
Fitchburg luminary, at fullback.
The line will compriseLeo andBar­
nini at ends; Haran and Morrell at 
tackles; Beaubian and Esielonis at 
guards, and Burdge at centre. Burdge 
is the brother of Charlie Burdge for­
mer P. C. football and baseball star 
and later-Friar Freshman coach, who 
is now in charge of football at War­
ren high. Beaubian is a former East 
Providence high player.
The Boston College Freshman 
backfield will have Vito Ananis, for­
mer Rindge Tech and Worcester 
Academy star, at left halfback Roger 
Battles, fleet-footed back, who 
learned his football at Boston. Eng­
lish and Andover, will call signals’ 
for the visitors. Charlie McCarthy, 
of Brighton, an outstanding punter, , 
will play the right halfback assign-; 
ment, and Peter Cignetti, all-scho­
lastic performer from Malden high, 
will be at fullback.____ ______
Game played: October 29, 1936
!
Unbeaten Eaglets Score
in All Periods But Second
leSerFff®v’ ^ard-hitting Boston Col- 
?>hg?bl?an f00tbaI1 team, dis- 
tke air as on a scorinS Punch in 
Provw the ground, defeated
W?en, 20 o + C°1Iege freshman
^ddriet yesterday afternoon at1V6fiS edSeld' The Visit°rs Vd 
' e9ch n Power and scored
fi Str®lgPdPf d e.xcept the second. 
th?bles kenf ?SluexPlay and seyeral 
oft® Second P„ bo? teams scoreless in 
^®er>sivPnd Quarter, but the Eaglets’ 
fSmed Kdnves couId not be 
2 °ther Friar Freshmen in 
VagI®tS’ o„r,Periods- Two of the 
Ba^s each rijg Plays covered 50 
third was a short* 
C SpedhvBHC' ground attack
Be'd^d lineby the !Friars at their 
feaSmvAnanIs’ former Wor- 
■ ex-Msid J Srar’ and Pefe Cig. hm^er f de” all-scholastic 
in f0, e Eaglets marched 77 
in the opening 
0 sm s brought iT'1' frst touchdown.1 the stalo ?he bal1 t0 midfield 
'•h'
^5/Pot aMaSbed off tackle from 
l\MSecondary S, deaP int° the 
brAphe Side^nes16 His t CUt back 
$ L? °ronicz riX H1E teammate, 
r® and rm s ?t end, was wait- JCat dbou gPatti tossed him a 
SC2 steppL f ?’yard line- 
^3ft gstridIftndcU With> hi®h 
6reludlnSaPdcr°ssed the goal 
g two Friar tacklers.
a P 'c punt PteriOd-lnanis burned 
a F. C. punt to midfield and then 
tossed a 30-yard pass to Woronicz 
who almost broke loose for a score 
“Red” r "T1 from behind by 
capt. Red Gendron on the Provi­
dence 12-yard line. A five-yard pen- 
,a®alnst the Friars for offside put 
heere ?he0E^%eight-yard ^ipe but 
defence S “t6 a Eubborn
The Providence line gave onlv a 
yard or two at a time and the Eaglets 
p al® £Lflrst d°wn by inches on the 
P r ’ ,mark' Finding theP. C. Freshman line too formidable 
to pierce the visitors went into the 
2nd A?aiS Passed to Harrison 
Lei5- break thr°ugh the Provi- 
aence defence. Lester Burdge ae- 
Mow Friar Freshman centre, 
blocked Reardon’s placement for the extra point.
Early in the fourth quarter George 
Ryan, Eaglet centre, intercepted a 
Providence pass on the Friar's 45- 
yard hne to pave the way for the 
visitors’ third score. An offside pen! 
alty set the Eaglets back to midfield 
but Ananis whipped a 25-yard pass • 
t° W?,ronicz on the following p]av 
and VI oronicz taking the ball in the 
clear, ran unmolested across the 
Providence goal line. Ananis place- 
kicked the extra point.
The P. C. Freshmen failed to make 
a serious threat wi th their ground at! 
tack but almost scored with their air 
attack in the dying moments of the 
first quarter. Larry Shattuck’s 40- 
yard runback on the B. C. kickoff fol­
lowing their first score and a 14-yard 
i Alexander, Friar quar­
terback, placed the ball on the B. C.




P. C.-B. C. FRESH, STA-HSTICS I
First downs..................... B' c- Prov.
Yards gained rushing ........................... ®
■Yards lost rushing.......... .... ^44 9
Passes attempted ’ ..........
Passes completed . . ........... * 17
Passes intercepted bv............... ~ 4
Yards gained passing ........ *2Fumbles............... h ................. 69
Opponents fumbles rec................ t
xYards kicks returned ak
Yards lost penalties .................*2 2?Laterals .............   'J 55!
Yards gained laterals ..........o? I
Punt average (from scrimmage) 34 88
x-Ineludes punts and kickoffs.
ed three passes and two of them fell 
lX m^'PTIVer’S hands' Either of 
these muffed passes might have been 
a touchdown, for the receivers were 
m the clear. A Friar drive that ctr 
ried over into the opening minutes' 
thethB SCC°U P6rf°r Was stoPPed at
.. p- 14-yard line, where Cig- 
netti intercepted a pass. 8
The Friar Freshmen did not threat- 
“ until the fourth ™
when three . successful passes
,brouSht-the ball to the B. C. 17-yard 
hne, but thls drive was spiked when 
.Powers intercepted a P. C. pass AH
The victory was the second of the 
season for the Boston College Fresh­
men, who are undefeated. They 
played a scoreless tie with the Brown 
Freshmen and beat the Dartmouth 
Freshmen, 9-0. in their other games 
this season. It was the first loss for 
the Friar Freshmen in three games.
While the visiting team was strong 
as a whole, the work of Ananis, Cig­
netti, Woronicz, Harrison, who 
prepped at Moses Brown; Swenson, 
a former La Salle player, and Mc­
Carthy was most notable during the 
game. Capable work on the P. C. 
Freshmen eleven was turned in by 
McHugh, Smith, Beaubian, Sweeney, 
Shattuck, Capt. Gendron, Alexander 
and Barnini.
The summary:
BOSTON COL. PROV. COL.
FRESHMEN (20) FRESHMEN (0)
Harrison, 1. e................................. 1. e.. Leo
Reordan, 1. t........................... . .1. t., Morrell
Swortzer, 1. g....................I. g.. Esielonis
Ryan, ................... .........................
Swenson, r. g............... r. g.. McHugh
Zaleski, r. t................................. r. t., Haran
•Woronicz, r. . ............................ r. e-. Barnini
Powers, a. b. ..................... q. b., Gendron
Ananis. l.h........................... 1. h.. Sweeney
McCarthy, r. h................. r. h.. Alexander
Cignetti, f b.................  f. b. Shattuck,
Score bv periods: 1 2 3 4
Boston College Freshmen 7 0 6 7—2C
Touchdowns—Boston College Freshmen, 
Woronicz 2, Harrison. Points after touch­
down—Boston College Freshmen, Reardon 
(placement), Ananis (placement).
Substitutions: Boston college Freshmen— 
Fitzgerald for Ananis. Kithart for Reardon. 
Doe for Swortzer. Logue for Rvan. Byrne 
for Woronicz. Martin for McCarthy. Ticha- 
nv.ck for Zaleski. Flahertv for Powers, 
Wright for Swenson. Nolan for Harrison , 
Providence College Freshmen—Foley for 
'.Morrell. Beaubian for Esielonis. Smith for 
Barnini. Gradv for Gendron. Dalessio for 
■ Shattuck, Carter for Alexander, Grady for 
’Sweeney. „ • _
. Referee—W. Halloran. Umpire—J. W. 
'.Mooney. Linesman—A. R. Shevlin. Time 
'of periods—12 minutes.
The starting 
Providence College Freshman team which meets the Boston College Freshmen at Hendricken Field. 
Line, left to right, James Barnini, r.e., of Pittsfield, Mass.; James Haran, r.t., of hartford; John Beaubian, 
r.g., of East Providence; lester Burdge, c., of Warren, R.I.; Stanley Esielonis, l.g., of Shirley, Mass.; Thomas 
Griffin, r.t., of New Britain, Conn.; James Leo, r.h.b., of Amsterdam, N.Y.; Lawrence Shattuck, f.b., of 
Fitch- burg, Mass.; Paul Sweeney, l.h.b., of Pittsfield, Mass.; Robert Gendron, q.b., of Attleboro, Mass.
Face Eaglets Today in First Home Game
A Fumble Followed This Nine-Yard Gain
Vito Ananis, Boston College Freshman left halfback shown on a 
sweep around his right end in the second period of yesterday s 
game with the Providence College Freshmen at Hendricken 
Field. Ananis travelled nine yar ds but fumbled as he was tackled 
with Charles Beaubian, Providence guard, recovering. The 
break did the home team little g ood for it lost the ball on a fum­
ble a few moments later. Ananis is No. 18, Pete Cignetti, full­
back, is leading the interference. The Eaglets won the game 20-0.
Game Played: November 6, l936
FRIAR FRESHMANTEAM PLAYS TODAY
Meets Strong Marianapolis
Seminary Eleven; Seeks 
Second Victory.I
LINEUPS AT HENDRICKEN FIELD 
P. C. FRESHMEN. MARIANAPOLIS.
Hi° a», V .j*
Burdgen,c *’ S•. £. Dranginis C..................... .................c,» Akstinas
Bai nmi. r, e..................... r e PHrulic
t °* same-—2:30 o’rlock. Re'eree—,T
r:^urke- Umpire — .). E. Sullivan. Head Linesman—A. Shevlin.
The Providence College Freshman 
lootball team will meet the Marian­
apolis Seminary eleven this afternoon 
at Hendricken Field at 2:30 o’clock. 
The Freshmen will be seeking their 
second victory of the season, but will 
meet stiff opposition from a heavy 
.. Marianapolis team that is considered 
the best outfit ever to represent the 
Thompson, Conn., school on the 
gridiron.
Coach Dave Couhig of the Provi- 
. dence Freshmen squad will start the 
. same, team that has worked together 
so far. this season with few changes. 
In their last game the Friar yearlings 
turned in capable work against a 
heavier Boston College Freshman 
team. The starting backfield of Capt. 
Gendron, Sweeney, Alexander and . 
Shattuck is one of the best units to 




Victors Score Almost at Will
Over Marianapolis Sem­
inary Eleven.
. T '" T1:- ;.y ;mc College Fresh-
• tram showed ton much ■
’-’.p Ma. .anapoljs Semi-
. ' i ’ ' .'-est'-rd.i v at Hendricken |
.' ' •’ ' a victory over
. . r s fi' mi I :• tjip- < m, ('<,i m.
-O'O gb- r'iichch.'Wn m the
: : '■ :’ • -Freshm<')i c'mmh-tcl v |
' visitors -during the
■ ’-K
l- ' i lo 'i Gendron scored the 
" ’ ■ - i' vn the 1.:..t pci iod,
I :.g t-vtr c'ntre to climax a
: a "fl r Cater m the. first rpiar-
’f F r ars started another drive 
car:mm ver *o the first plav in 
Period when Shattuck 
f from tre two-yard Imo.
,-fl'rr .£:uF.rci recovered a fumble
7; ' : '■ .oil *-'.e Marianapolis
i .".e.less than a minute later .
'■ x Gem-ion threw a 25-yard pass . I 
— — for amntner touchdown. Shat- '
’ -ck rushed the point. From this I
T or. touchdowns came thick and I 
t?-:‘ t' t.-.c c.-.d c.f the game.
1 ,C FRSSHMEN -of. ■
. r marianapolis m.
x . .........................................   .. ’c. Nc\ nils ■
V / ' ............................... • • 'I a inuli> ]
c..........................-c Dracnuj -C>
• ..................... c Aksunas -I
2., 2-2- ........................ rc P^tra<■ a
’ r ■ r: t' • • r: R.i’As I
c.---31.. rP re Prtr”W>O
r r-r- ........ qb Baran.a-j.ska5 i
". . . ............ ih. PrtraitI|1
i- - ; /■' it rJ.. Zaii'.nas ■ ■
. - fh (.»! F kr• c1>]? .’ 
r ? ‘ ? 3 4 -1? } f.(i
p .. . \ P <' I-’ 1 '.III (■»<■!. Iro.-;
,. ' • A/'.anf>r 2 I’sii’s :
' ’ p c h ; ■ -;. n-.' n b h a f
4 J ’ - • ' Po.-ri.-ft -r .sb-.
; PC F:?<i ir.rn Bra i-
b Dorr :r>: ?.b P
c.r:. ■-
/ HATHn. Grady for Sha:tuck :
- ’ */ . r Bs:r.:ni, I?n>'s!o for B irds*'. 1
r Bvr-n for Morref 
\ L-oo Fabry; 'or Brorhu e
* 2 •r-’ ”tt:ar. Scc abo h r Smith.
T '■ < for P *M
■ ’ ' ■ -T T- ■ ' f' r Tam / ■
’■ e •- > ' .h-v..‘ f-r N-- i ” 
‘ : P " 5- ' . ■ , J : ;
Game played: October 23, 1936
FRIAR FRESHMAN ON WINNING END
Paced by Pomfret and Gen­
dron They Blank Naval 
Training Station 39-0.
Paced by the brilliant individual 
efforts of Charlie Pomfret and Rob­
ert “Red” Gendron, the Providence 
College Freshmen romped to a 39-0 
victory over the Naval Training Sta­
tion team at Freebody Park, New­
port, yesterday afternoon. Pomfret, 
sent in as a substitute, tallied three 
of his team’s touchdowns and was re­
sponsible'for a fourth, while Gendron: 
scored one and set the stage for an­
other.
The Friarlets left little doubt as to 
their superiority as they took com­
mand shortly after the opening kick­
off and raced through the weak, but 
willing Navy team. The first inkling 
of what was to follow came on the: 
fourth play of the game when Gen-; 
dron returned a Training. Station 
punt 15 yards to his own 45-yard line. 
On their first play from scrimmage 
the Friarlets clicked beautifully and 
Gendron, running behind perfect in­
terference, swept out around his own 
right end to sprint 55 yards for a 
score. Paul Sweeney place kicked 
the point after touchdown.
» » * ,
The P. C. Frosh, came right ba.'ck' 
to hang up their second score a mo-; 
ment later, when Don Morrel recov­
ered a Navy fumble on the home 
team’s 18-yard line. Gendron swept 
the end for 15 yards and Nick Alex­
ander sliced through tackle for the 
score. Again Sweeney’s kick was 
good for the extra point.
The entire first team was replaced 
at this point and the Middies held 
their own against the scrubs for a 
while, but late in the period, Pom­
fret made the first of four spectacu­
lar dashes, when he intercepted a 
pass on his own 36-yard line and 
dashed 64 yards for a touchdown. 
The try for the extra point failed.
Through the remainder of the sec­
ond period and throughout the third 
’period, the Naval Training Station 
team showed its best football of the 
afternoon, and with Capt. John “Tar-, 
zan” Penzik, carrying the brunt of 
the attack made considerable yard­
age through the P. C. line, but was 
unable at any time to get within 
scoring distance.
■ With the start of the final period, 
Pomfret took up the burden again 
as he ran through the Navy sec­
ondary with demoralizirig effect.
Shortly after the start of the P 
riod, he took a punt on the Navy 
yard line, sidestepped two tacki > 
broke for the sidelines and ou tr® 
the secondary to cross the goal 1 ;
Providence kicked off, and a 
one running play had lost six ya ’ 
the Newporters elected to P ' 
Straight down the field, the P • 
went, right into the waiting arm 
Pomfret. The Friarlet flash streak 
to the right with the players oi. g
teams rapidly being left far 1 ,
rear. Until he reached the eight"" 
line, Pomfret seemed unconcern 
to what was going on around “irn,, n 
at that point, he let up and 
flipped a lateral to Alexander and 
latter galloped unmolested ove 
final line for the touchdown. 
a nice gesture on the part of 
fret as he could have easily m® 
■.remaining distance himself. A P. 
j’omfret to John Barnini, was & 
f6r the point after touchdown. g
'After Alexander had interc P 
I forward on the P. C. Freshm w_ 
yard line and returned it to tl_ .
port team's 45-yard stripe, r 
added the finishing touches to j 
day’s work when he took _ tackle 
from centre and slid throug 
for his team’s sixth score.
The summary: .gainingNAVAL TRAIN (0)
p C FRESHMEN (39) STATIC gawk 
Leo, le...........................................it.'Brooks
Lemoine, It.................................................IK- Yf'TS’
Esielonis, Ig.................................... ,. c,
Burdge. c................................. J2251McHugh rg................................. rt, gusai
Barnini. re................................. A LilM1
Gendron (C), qb................. ‘perizik
Sweeney, lb............................ jn Neu”
Alexander, . ................................ fb, Br
Shattuck, fb............. 3 ,,
Score'by periods.. 1 ■i oP. C. Freshmen ....20 0 _ 1; - Touchdowns: P. C. Freshmen to“C”_ 
(Alexander 2. Gendron. P“ntesney 2 (PIac down: P. C. Freshmen—sweemfret) |
jments), Barnini (Pass LomJI1[nen-°g£e.
Substitutions: P. O- port fm Mc- Tor Leo. Haran for Lemoine. nlan nioi, 
lonis. Galpert. for Burt|?%Eun f°r Btency Hugh, Shea for Morrell, Sm 1 for sweg”^ 
Pomfret for Gendron, Carter fc foi 
Dalessio for Alexander, for'Jffiboy.tuck. Foley for Beaunian. .Boo, (or Con^J. 
Corrigan for Dalessio, Fajjeiceel for
Naval Training t NeU,n mooks,muth. Bundy for for X?ghi
Mekeel, Prior for Ht>zJi, «cullem „ r » 10 
Cullen for Keim. Bilims5 fo camp 
for Bundy. Ca ldwell t Brooks. . T Bull: 
for Pfzychoda, Shay fol & jre__ W. cur.
Referee—F. A. Foley, umP g^an—“- 5^2-fleld judge—J. J. Cronin. and tw 1
tin. Time of periods—Tu b 
minute .quarters.
 Game played: November 11, 1936
FRIAR FRESHMEN SUBDUE 
RAMLETS 38 TO 0 
IN ROUGH GAME 
Hendricken Field Contest
Nearly Turns Into Brawl
h Tldence ColleSe Fishman 
Island !?®all crushed- the Rhode 
island State Freshman eleven, 38 to 
Plylterday afternoon at Hendricken 
son. ^b0th outfits closed their sea­
that ..P^y^S a varied offensive 
the Fr = rareIy able t0 stoP,
a co>J r flrs?'year team outclassed 
courageous band of Ramlets.
a no the game developed into ! 
aged ;brawl ’hut the Officials mam 
J°, avert an outbreak. The 
ling§ by bhnafhgi“f and “neck'tie” tack- 
s oy both sides caused hard feel-
, oame close to flaring into|- The nSeverai times. S Ht°
a PoAVe;S°Yldenc® Freshmen staged 
>erj !/ve “ the first period and 
G®ndrn„51 yards with CaPt. “Red” 
lcorinr°n completing the march by 
F1’attifni,froiJ1 the one-yard lin^ 
the poi pas8ed to Gendron to add 
; The Ramlets struck back
I Med by ShttaC« and running game, 
, t>at r„„y two five-yard penalties 
tHer^Esield thS P' C' 12"yard line- 
to halt h lonis recovered a fumble the march.
Rugged Charging and “Neck­
tie” Tackling Mark Game 
as Teams End Season.
In five plays that carried over into i 
woXTa the P’ C 
worked a deceptive running game 
for a march of 88 yards with Shit downC°deTg 38 ya'ds on the touch, 
nomt X,’ P°“fret rushed the 
point. F ollowing this score Duran - 
hTrt P+Unted Sweeney’s kickoff right 
back to avert Providence from re- 
the bal1 in the Camlet end 
Durfl°ni an°ther touchdown.th?Ramie ts’S3aPUnt Was downed on! 
the FriS and from this spot■
five plays uC°red again inASX ffSHWUR >2 
dence 20-yard line following this 
downs tatS 10St the bal] there or .
Pace intercepted a Friar na« 
m.t half Sd haes Hale mP diOd*I 
first down on the Uo^iden ce“2 a?’ 
haf tw 4 He Friars held a 20-0 lead •' 
A 50-yard march in the third no' 
riod, featured by a 30-yard runback 
on the opening kickoff by Gendron 
and Shattuck’s hard7 
through the State line gave the Fri! 
ars another score. Gendron inter­
cepted Duranleau’s pass on the Rsm 
let 40-yard line late in the third n^’ 
iXh^VvX another touchdown 
,Wh a 32-yard romp on the third 
mad® tethe^teurfh"^ IT Was) 
Grady and Carter featuring!
yard march that was turnfd into J 
!ethtafe g°«? line un™lited Late 
in the fourth quarter Don Morrell 
went into the Providence backfield 
and personally carried the ball 57 
yards m six plays, reaching the state 
nine-yard line as the gamZ ended 
Among the outstanding plaver, 
the Providence Freshman viteterv 
£ere Gendr°«- Shattuck, Alexander 
Morrell, Grady and Galnert’ 
but the whole squad turned in an' 
able performance. On the State 
eleven, Duranleau. Hale, Pace and 
Whaley were the standouts
The summary: 
&oC-leRES™.,38) ^-FRESHMEN (0) 
Sweenev. It... ..............•••le, Glynn
Esielonis, Ig...   Duzs
Qalpert, c.........  . 90ff
McHugh, rg.....................    Silvia
Haran, rt.............................5^’ White
Barnum, re..........,rt, Bryant
Gendron, qb.. ’................. ■ -re.' Smith
■ Alexander. Ih..... .................. „ Reinhalter
i Burdge rh.... ..................... . Robinson
1 Shattuck, fb................. rh, Gammino
| Score by periods:’ ’ ”,............. fb> Whaley
. P. C. Freshmen . .. 71?,? 4
Touchdowns: P c 012 „ 6—38 2, Shattuck, Alexander <r^Sdlen-_Ger>dron 
der. Brochu (Carter) <Gendron), Alexan- ; 
Points after touchdown1 FewGendron .Shattuck) pomf„?',Pashmen— 
Substitutions- p c (rush).
.for Gendron, Grady for qh?«en,—Pomfret 
for Sweeney Beanhtao ®plattucte, Morrell 
i Foley for McHugh Carter' Esiti°nis' ?■ 
Griffin for Haran nn£. Jor Genciron, 
rell for Alexander 3 Po)eyi Mor-
Dalessio for Border. JorFreshmen—Pace'forten1r>°C^r,-for Le0' R1 11 
Foley for Smith n,?!’?' U>;on Ior White, 
ranleau for Whaler R Pn Re,nhalter. Dpi 
Bloom for Bryant t = n- Pob!Uon for Goff,1 flb Ro"!nfs°o1nGIyi,n’ Ke™‘" 
J. E^SuwPan rBowtJoin. Umpire-
Feldman, Boston V °T?m' Einesman—G. 
minutes. con U' Tlme of periods—15
Friar Yearling Off for 12
........  agiV /
Nick Alexander, Providence College Freshman halfback, shown making U X ^rg _ 
Freshman team in yesterday’s game at Hendricken Field which
Yard Gain Against Ramlets
PROVIDENCECOL
Schedule Opens on Dec. 4.
10 Contests Are Listed 
at Home.
The curtain will be rung down on 
the Providence College football sea­
son tomorrow night when the mem­
ber',. of the ’Varsity and Freshman i 
squ'-'s,together with the coaching 
and oanagerial staffs, will gather in 
the i.arragansett Hotel at a dinner 1 
given, by the Providence College 
Athletic Association.
Much commendation can be heaped 
upon the Senior members of the 
F.riar squad, for they have aided in 
producing two successful seasons out 
of their three years of competition. 
The Seniors are Carl Angelica, Ray 
Belliveau, Jim Borboras, Leo Bouzan, 
Leo Davin, Ed Gill, Gus Hagstrom, 
Tom Hammond and Bill Lawler.
With this fine nucleus for the 1936 
team the Friars faced a bright future 
■when they departed for their train­
ing camp at the Pier early in Septem­
ber. But a series of injuries that 
Started at the camp continued 
throughout the season and resulted 
in a complete reversal of pre-season 
expectations.
* * <•
..Thg.Friars opened their season at 
home for’ifhe first time in many years 
fend easily turned back a lighter ' 
Colby College eleven 27 to 0. It was j 
the second victory for the Friars [ 
in the two games that have been ■ 
played by the teams.
Providence bowed to Holy Cross 
21 to 6 although the Friars battled I 
the Crusaders on even terms most I 
of the game. The Friars made 11 
first downs, the same number com­
piled by Holy Cross, and gained 175 
yards with their running and aerial 
attack.
Following this game the Friars 
took on the rugged Western Mary­
land team and lost a 13 to 6 decision.’ 
One of the severest mishaps of the 
season came in this game when Carl 
Angelica, sterling halfback, suffered 
injuries which kept him out of com­
petition for more than a month.
Cleo O'Donnell's St. Anselm eleven 
bowled over the Friars, 7-2, the fol­
lowing week and the “injury jinx” 
struck another hard blow at the 
Friars, putting Ray Belliveau, first-i 
string quarterback, out of action for 
the rest of the season. With a make­
shift backfield the Friars bowed to- 
Boston College, Springfield, Niagara 
and Rhode Island State in ensuing 
games.




6—Holy Cross ................................ 21
j 6—Western Maryland ................... L3
' 2—St. Anselm.................................. *
i 0—Boston College ............................. 26
■ o—Springfield..................................
1 6—Niagara University ...................
0—Rhode Island ........................... 1 ■’
' 12+ ,
The Friar ’Varsity scoring record 
follows:
Td. TAT. Tot. 
Bill More, lb .......................« » «
Bay Belliveau, pb................ 2 <> <•
Berners, c ........................ 1 ■ " 3
Bariseau. lib ..................... I- ‘ 3
Ploski, lib ........................ 0 ,
Safety (St. Anselm) .......  I> 11 __
£ o 47
The Providence College Freshm 
team enjoyed a successful s^^. ’ 
winning three and tying two of tn 
seven games. Sweeping victories wer 
scored over the Rhode Island 0 
Freshmen, Marianapolis and . 
Newport Naval Station. The • 
Cross Freshmen and the Har 
Junior Varsity were held t0 
while the Boston College Free 
and St. John’s prep of Danveis, 
Mass., scored victories over 
Friars. , ,„]i0
Among the Freshman backs 
turned in outstanding work ‘. J 
the season are Capt.. “Red" Ge ’ 
Lawrencfe Shattuck, Nick A „
der, Charles Pomfret, Don M01 
find Tom Grady. The leading _ 
men included Jimmy Leo, •'onn„ aU. 
■mini, Lester Burdge, Charles 
bian, Jim Haram Paul Sweeney, 
Herb Galpert, Leo Smith, s‘®“jfugh. 
lonis, Tom Griffin and Jim ft g 
The results of the Freshman S 
follow: 7
0—St. John’s Prep ......................., 6
G—Holy Cross Freshmen 0
,0—Harvard J. V. . < ............... ... 0
3!)—Newport Naval • • • • 200—Boston College Freshmen • ■ o
50;—Marianapolis.........  038—11. I. Stale Freshmen ■■■ ;
I®3 , coring recordThe Friar Freshman scon s
follows: fat. T^j
Alexander, hb .........  £ 1 j#
Gendron, qb ....................  3 1 is
Pomfret, qb .. . ................ '•? ;
Leo, e ................................ z I 3 -Shattuck, fb ...................... « ; 7
Morrell, hb .................  j 1 6
JRarnini, e ............................. J, 2





Will Lead Friar Eleven Next Fall
Ben Polak of Warren, who was elected captain of the 1937 Providence College football team last
night. Polak, who is 18 years old, is one of the youngest, college football captain in the country.
POLAK OF WARREN 
IS ELECTED P. C.
FOOTBALL LEADER
18-Year-Old Youth Believed 
Youngest College Cap­
tain in Nation.
Ben Polak, 18-year-old Warren 
Junior, was elected captain o£ the 
1937 Providence College football 
team at a meeting of the lettermen 
held yesterday at the college. The 
announcement of Polak’s election to 
the Friar football captaincy was 
made last night at a football din­
ner given in honor of the ’Varsity 
and Freshman squads at the Narra- 
gansett Hotel.
Polalc-has not yet reached his 19th 
birthday and is probably the young­
est captain-elect in the country. He 
will be 19 in January and will be one 
of the youngest captains in the na­
tion when he assumes leadership of 
the Friar eleven next September.
The new Friar captain has been 
an unsung standout in the Provi­
dence College line for two years, and 
last night when the ’Varsity letters. 
and Freshman numerals were award­
ed, stepped up and received his sec­
ond ’Varsity football letter. He 
started football at. Warren high 
where he played during his Senior I 
year.
Entering Providence College in 
September, 1934, Polak joined the 
Freshman football squad with plans 
to become either an end or a half­
back and saw action in both posi­
tions. But the next year, when he 
moved up to the ’Varsity, line mate­
rial was needed and Polak was con­
verted to a guard—a post he has I 
filled £apably ever since
’Varsity letters were awarded to 
21 Friars and numerals were pre- ; 
seated to 31 Freshmen by Rev. Ed­
ward H. Schmidt, director of ath­
letics. Graduate Manager John E. 
Farrell, toastmaster for the occasion, 
introduced Harry Sandager of Crans­
ton, Coach Joe McGee and Father 
Schmidt, each of whom spoke briefly 
to the players and guests.
The ’Varsity lettermen are: Carl Angelica. 
Enfield, Conn.; Ray Bedard, Central Falls; 
Ray Belliveau, Fitchburg, Mass.; Jim Bo- 
bora^s, Providence; Leo Bouzan, .New.ton 
Centre, Mass.; Leo Davin, New Haven, 
Conn.; Harold Demers, Woonsocket; Norm 
Eichner, Torrington. Conn.; Charles Gaff­
ney, Providence; Ed Gill, Providence; Al 
Hagstrom, Gloucester, Mass.
Tom Hammond, Fall River, Mass.; Bob 
Johnston, Providence; William Lawler, 
Springfield, Mass.; John Lyons, Haverhill. 
Mass.; William Moge. Springfield, Mass.; 
Anthony Pariseau, Attleboro, Mass.; Leo 
' Ploski, Albany, N. Y,; Ben Polak, Warren; 
'Paul Ryan. Haverhill, Mass.; and Ray 
O’Mara. Staten Island, N. Y., manager.
Freshman numerals were awarded to: 
Nick Alexander. Amsterdam, N. Y_; John 
Barnini, Pittsfield, Mass.; Charles Beau- 
bian, East Providence: Donat Brochu, War­
ren: Lester Burdge, Warren; Joseph Byron, 
providence; William Carter. New Bedford. 
Mass.; Raymond Conboy, Providence; James 
Corrigan. Providence.
Frank Dalessio. Barrington: Philip Dorr, 
Providence; Stanley Esielonis, Shirley, 
Mass.; Peter Foley. Edward Foley and Nino 
.Fabbri all of Providence; Herbert Galpert. 
Revere. Mass.; Capt. Robert Gendron,. Attle- 
'boro. Mass.: Thomas Grady, North Provi­
dence- Thomas Griffin, New Britain, Conn. 
J Francis Hanrahan, Providence; James 
Haran, Hartford. Conn.; James Leo. Fitch­
burg, Mass.; James McHugh, Norwich, 
Conn.; Donald Marrell, Warehouse Point, 
Conn.; Charles H. Pomfret, Fall River; 
Lawrence Shattuck, Fitchburg, Mass.; 
James Shea, Rumford; Anthony Scavatto, 
Enfield, Conn.; Leo Smith. Fall River; Paul 
Sweeney, Pittsfield, Mass., and Vincent 




Xavier Returns to Slate
After Absence of 10 Years
Night Game Listed Here with
Musketeers.—Four Contests
to Be Played at Home.
ate Manager John E. Farrell at tho 
f°Otba11 ^nner W night a? 
the Nairagansett Hotel
t£Tn °‘ Cin£’
nail that will in all probability be 
at the Cranston Stadium.
to thl Par 6r ±V’M’ which returns
> C' schedule after a 10-year ' 
interval, will be the first of fbur I 
Filar opponents who will be met at f 
asSa rrlth Sprin§field College, Ni-' 
;agara University! and Bhode Island 
State completing the quartet HWv 
W° in °WS the °Penin" date on g 
list m a game which is carded for 
.Worcester on Oct. 2. Efforts will be 
made to schedule an opponent t 
the preceding Saturday which* U 
been left open. nich ha$
*
The Friars will meet the Crusad­
ers, St. Anselm College, City College 
, of New York, which is back on the; 
j schedule after a season’s absence, 
and Western Maryland, in their away: 
from home clashes. Western Mary­
land has been moved to a late No- 
- vember date from the spot that will: 
be held by Xavier next year. The 
game with the Terrors is listed for 
Thanksgiving Day at Baltimore.
Boston College and Colby are not 
on the 1937 list. A conflict in sched­
ules prevented the Friars and Eagles 
I from being signed for a game next 
year but efforts will be made to re- 
i sume relations in 1938.
I The night game with Xavier will 
' open the Friars’ home season if a 
j game is not arranged for Sept. 25, the 
| Saturday before the Holy Cross 
clash. Xavier University is a capa- 
; ble Midwest eleven that uses the 
Notre Dame system of play as taught 
by Clem Crowe, Notre Dame gradu­
ate.
The university has a student body- 
of 1500 and will be major opposition 
for the Friar eleven. Last year 
Xavier shut out Centenary, Centre 
and St. Louis University and lost by 
a single touchdown to Mississippi 
State, which went to the Orange 
Bowl that season. Clem Crowe took 
charge of the Musketeers, as the 
Xavier sport teams are known, for 
the last six games of the 1935 slate 
and the only loss under his regime 
was to Mississippi State.
During the present campaign, 
which will not come to a close for , 
■ Xavier until it meets South Caro- . 
i lina on Thanksgiving Day, the Mus­
keteers have defeated Transylvania 
Adrian, West Kentucky State. Ohio 
Wesleyan and Wittenberg and have 
dropped games to Kentucky, Davis- I 
Elkins, Centre and Detroit.
Providence met Xavier in 1927 at' 
Cincinnati when Joe Myer, another 
Notre Dame graduate, was in charge 
of the Musketeers. The Xavier eleven 
defeated the Friars 27 to 6 that year. 
According to present plans the Friars 
will go to Cincinnati in 1938 for a 
return game with the Xavier team.
Rhode Island State will be met in 
a night game which is listed for the , 
Cranston Stadium. Other New Eng­
land opponents include Springfield 
and St. Anselm, two of the leading 
small college elevens in this section 
of the nation. Benny Friedman’s 
City College team will renew rela­
tions with the Friars in what de­
veloped into a keen rivalry during 
the ’34 and ’35 campaigns.
The 1937 schedule follows:
Sept. 25—Open.
Oct. 2—Holy Cross at Worcester: 8— 
Xavier Universitv of -Cincinnati IFrlday 
night); 16-St. Anselm st. Manchester. 
N. H.: 23- Springfield College; 30—C. C. 
N. Y. at New York City.
Nov. 6- Niagara. University; 12—Rhode 
Island State. iFridav rilcht): 20- Open; 25— 
Western Maryland at Baltimore, Md.
'HANK' 
SOAR TO PLAY FOOTBALL WITH N.Y. GIANTS
Former Schoolboy and Friar 
Star Signs for Figure 
Said to Be $3000.
“Hank” Soar, who was called the 
leading schoolboy football player de­
veloped m Rhode Island in a decade
learned last night. S 1 sl 
-ramTmSt °f tf?e contract caI1 for 15 | 
?ames at a salary of $200 per game 
YoxkaXT^ So-'-sVnC 
officials of thPar° confer with the
warded ‘th NeW Yorkers and he for- 
to the 
^Xn^ulTc&ve^d^0 teamS_ 
the American Pro T l d eleven of 
terested in Soar. L ague was m‘ 
Pla^for^roridln^cTnege^b6 
BjSB-B 
toe.star ln severaJ in3portante°.anod
™ pka?.,b"TLw‘'n”«' “SS
ed^th^Xts^ comPet- 
and all-state awardk^h le?ers 
; football and basketball “HpbasebaIf 
ed m Freshman football^; c°mpet’ 
a-nd baseball at Prov£ce Con “ 
but confined his snort =1- ColleSe- 
football and baseba?j to
varsity years. curing his two?
Hank Soar’s Untutored Toe
Is Marvel of Pro Football
HANK SOAR 
Shamrocks’ triple threat
1 lege, but- the superior blotting! 
of makes it much easier for a back. A, 
a fellow has to do most of the world 
ie- himself in college, but these pro 
is Mayers clean out like the P. W. D.” 
ir- Boston fans will have only three 
more opportunities to see Hank and 
er, his pace-setting pals this Fall. They’ll 
at 2}Syracuse Sunday, in an 
attempt to grab' their sixth straight 
th 7Ct°7‘ Cleveland will be here 
7 wH? 11 and the New York Yankees 
us will return at some later date still 
y. unsettled. Tomorrow’s game’ will 
or wind up the first half-season, since 
; XXS a g 
i »“s wl,h K”
r” ?hamr°cks and Redskins are
;t at top strength, as they prepare for 
d mIS w?ek"end’s competition Tony d Morandos’ shoulder is as good a« “ toW7n‘Lhe’11 in there at center 
’ fiTtad fmhksfl HiS teammates are 3 Pl ease. eraweekofcom- 
3 hardly likely that Cliff Bat-
’ /vifcibu1-11 Se® much action in the 
- exhibition affair with the l’ri-n-; 1 dence Steamrollers, but themed' 
, skins ace ball toter has fully rp_ 
s MuseiceAfrkneeiS-ank16 in-iury. Jim 
«trnn« k ls apparently as 
as and Flavio.,mosps.
i Will .be in. perfect chqr>A
&C-fke 
lmdaxCT Cardlnals’ a week fr-r,
By PAUL V. CRAIGUE
Every so -often, the greatest of 
phrasemakers is silenced by  
person whose talents defy d ' 
scription or a situation which ' 
greater than words. You’ll par- 
I don this humble key clouter, 1 
| therefore, if he simply says that ' 
s Hank Soar is a “natural.” !j
> i-h?ci,PlaCek,ickihg success with I 
the Shamrocks is a token of this - 
lad’S inborn ability, r 
Although he never even tried for 
£ point after touchdown at Provi- 
dence College, Hank has already £ 
foS Sint6" thfee fl61d gOals and * 
ican T r ! conversions in Amer- 
a SUe C07-Detlti°n. He set ata league record, with a 42-ygrd «- 
J™ “ lh' gme 3s “
s s is
s 
rtws X" I b«
Place-kickers in football. the
Friar Got Him Tryout
SXF" •“'"»"?««.'“!! 
his real worth +r, x 1 x show a footballXer when^T* kn€w 
as this PnU’* ^wnen he saw one. proved! 5 11 devel°pments have 
Ni?knMorris It SthCP°n/erri“g with
™ gainst usS^X^ 
samXaorvO1sngVIayet!S toId the 
xouve seen the result
X’X'd 
tsSfe “S‘s°b ir.,e™s 
b<Sy.w"™t°ru5“ g’?«, ■>■= 
inspired leader in the ra!!??011 s 
dividual honors in the new league!" j 
Pi’o Game Soft t0 Him
X game is easy” sav<? pro^i- I won’t say they don’t pla^hlrder 




Selected By Friar Gridsters 
W. Maryland, B. C. Place 
Three Men; Holy 
Cross Two
It is customary at this time of the 
year for THE COWL to publish an 
All-Opponent eleven. This team is 
based on the consensus of opinion of 
the Providence College Varsity.
It must be remembered that these 
selections were made on the basis of 
what these particular men did while 
playing against the Friars, and not on 
how they played for the entire season.
Western Maryland and Boston Col­
lege shared the honors by each plac­
ing three men on the team. Holy Cross 
won two positions while State, Niag- 
Maryland; Keaney and Gilman, B. C.; 
Carr, H. C.; Beninigo, Niagara; Cen­
tres—Worth, B. C.; Mautner, H. C.; 
Backs—Sandowski, W. Maryland; 
Kidd, Brucato, Bartolomeo, and Os- 
manski, H. C.; Spirida and Butcka, St. 




In response to the request of the 
Sports Department that members of 
the Freshmen football squad select 
ingan All-Opponent team. THE COWL 
publishes for the first time an eleven
ara, and Springfield each gained one composed of men whose collegiate
berth. Benjamin, Western Maryland; 
Dominick, Boston College; Tosi, Niag­
ara, and Campbell, Western Maryland, 
were almost unanimous choices. The 
remaining positions were closely con­
tested with a narrow margin deter­
mining the winner.
The All-Opponent team is as fol­
lows:
Player College Pos.
Benjamin. .W. Maryland............... End
Dominick.. Boston College....... Tackle
Kissell.. .. Boston College....... Guard
Tosi...........Niagara...................  Centre
Luciano... Holy Cross......... ...Guard
Forthman..W. Maryland.........Tackle
O’Donnell. .Holy Cross...................End
Mudge....... R. I. State... .Quarterback
Gintoff.......Boston College.. Halfback
Huston.... Springfield....... Halfback
Campbell.. W. Maryland.... Fullback
Honorable mention: Ends—D’lorio, 
State; Sullivan, St. Anselm; Cahill, 
B. C.; Tackles—Horner, W. Maryland;
Depetrillo, State; DiGiovanna, Niag­
ara; Janusas, B. C.; Monee wicz, H. C.; 
Guards—McCarthy, State; Ortenzi, W. 
football career is yet to be fully 
realized.
Holy Cross led the list with four 
men while Boston College was run­
ner-up with three. The Harvard Jay- 
vees gained two positions, and Na­
val Training and St. John’s rounded 
out the eleven. The Providence year­
lings voted Ananis and Woronicz of 
Boston College as the two outstand­
ing players whom they faced dur-
ing the entire season.
Pos. Player College
Encl Woronicz Boston College
Tackle Sarno Holy Cross
Guard Bannon St. John’s Prep
Centre Ball Holy Cross
Guard Tufts Harvard Jayvees
Tackle Brooks Newport Naval
End Jameson Harvard Jayvees
Quarterback Cahill Holy Cross
Halfback Ananis Boston College
Halfback Giardi Holy Cross
Fullback Cignetti Boston College
Honorable mention : Ends—Cimimo
H.C.; Harrison, B.C.; Trout, St. John’s; 
Knapp, Harvard. Tackles—Tamulis,
Marianapolis; Rosenthal, St. John's; 
Schmidt and Barkin, Harvard. Guards— 
Bogden, H.C.; Swenson, B.C.; Baum, 
Harvard. Centres—Pace, .State; Dor-
rington, St. John’s. Backs—Duranleau, 
Lovett, and Hale, State; Griskevicius, 
Marianapolis; Penzik, Newport; McCar­
thy, B.C.; Hicks and Burnett, Harvard; 
Kelley, Michaud, and Toscylowski.
La Salle’s Strategy Board
Coach Jack Cronin, left, and Bill Kutneski, his chief assistant, talk things over as La Salle’s baseball 
nine struggles for schoolboy victories. Cronin, in addition to being the diamond mentor is head foot­
ball coach. Kutneski is top man in basketball, a game in which he excelled as a Providence College 
student.
COLLEGE, PROVIDENCE, R. I., DECEMBER 4, 1936
Students and Friends Mourn 
Death of Frank Moriarty
MASS OF REQUIEM SUNG AT COLLEGE
The Thanksgiving holiday was saddened for Providence Col­
lege students by the news of the death of Francis Moriarty, 23, 
popular and talented Sophomore from Brooklyn, New York. Mori­
arty died Friday, November 27, at 12:20 p.m. in St. Joseph’s Hos­
pital, victim of myelogenous leukemia, a rare blood disease which 
causes an overabundance of white corpusles.
Moriarty first complained, about®---------------------------------------------—
three weeks ago, of a sore throat. 
Dr. John H. Brothers, college physi­
cian ordered him to the hospital,
FRANCIS MORIARTY
where he was found to be suffering 
from a blood disease. Whether or not, 
the leukemia was caused by the 
throat condition could not be deter­
mined, but attending physicians, who 
included, besides Dr. Brothers, Dr. 
William T. Streker, chief-of-staff at 
St. Joseph’s Hospital, Dr. Michael 
O’Connor, and Dr. James Fagan, in­
clined to the belief that it had been 
present previously, and was brought 
to a crisis by the acute throat in­
fection.
Students Give Transfusions
After he had been at the hospital 
more than a week, physicians resort­
ed to blood transfusions. When the 
need for blood became known at the 
College, students flocked to officials 
to volunteer their services. On Sat­
urday, November 21, Nicholas DeFeo, 
New Haven, Conn. Junior, gave a 
pint of blood in an indirect transfu­
sion. The next Monday, Leo Bouzan, 
of Newton Centre, Mass., a tackle on 
the football team, was called upon to 
donate another pint, on Wednesday 
of the same week, a third transfusion 
was given, this by a Junior, who pre­
ferred to be unnamed.
Hope of saving Moriarty’s life was 
slight as early as the first transfu­
sion. He was given the last rites of 
the Church, Monday, November 23, by 
Rev. J. B. Reese, O.P., College Chap­
lain. His condition became slowly 
weaker throughout the week. As weak 
as he was, however, he managed to 
murmur his thanks to the students, 
unknown to him, who had donated 
their blood. At 10 o’clock Thursday 
night, he lost consciousness. Friday 
he was so bad that a fourth transfu­
sion was impossible, although an- 
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 2)
b't'her fellow student, Silvio A. Batas- 
tini, was ready if needed. Death came 
quietly at 12:20 p. m. Friday, just one 
week ago.
Family at Bedside
Present at his bedside were his 
mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. Jo­
seph Moriarty, who had scarcely left 
his side since his admittance to the 
hospital, the Rev. Wm. R. Clark, O.P. 
his sister, Elizabeth; his brother, Jo­
seph, an aunt, Mrs. Nellie Donovan 
of the Bronx; an uncle, Mr. Michael 
Ford, of Brooklyn; Miss Elizabeth 
Whalen, R. N.; and Silvio A. Bat- 
astini.
A low mass of requiem was cele­
brated last Saturday morning at 8 
a.m. in the college chapel for the ; 
repose of the soul of the deceased. 
Before the mass, the casket was 
opened for those who wished to pay 
their final respects to the body. The 
Mass was attended by members of: 
Moriarty family, students and friends. | 
The Mass was read by the Rev. Nicli- 
olus H. Serror, O.P. Moriarty was a 
member of the Third Order of St. ■ 
Dominic, and thus was laid to rest i 
in the white habit of the third order, i
This Monday, in Harkin’s Hall, at i 
nine o’clock, Providence College stu-1 
dents attended a solemn high mass of 
requiem, for the repose of the soul 
of their departed fellow student. The 
Mass was celebrated by the Rev. 
Paul D. Redmond, O.P., with the 
Revs. William R. Clark, O.P.. and 
Urban E. Nagle, O.P., acting as dea-j 
con and sub-deacon respectively.
Chaplain Sings Funeral Mass
f On the same day, at ten o’clock, 
funeral services attended by the 
youth’s relatives were held in St 
Mary, Queen of Heaven Church, in 
BroOkiyn. At the mass, the Rev 
John B. ReeSe, O.P., chaplain of Prov­
idence College, was celebrant and 
was assisted by the Rev. Joseph A 
Manning. O.P.. deacon, and the Rev' 
Th n D-r,ReilIy’ Op- sub-deacon.
ie Rev. Fathers Reilly and Master- 
son were acolytes. Father Moriarty 
pastor of St. Patrick’s Church of Fall 
River, a cousin of the deceased, 
blessed the casket at the grave and 
i recited the final prayers. Also pres­
ent were Father Crawford, pastor of 
Moriarty’s parish church, two Jesuit 
fathers from Brooklyn Prep School, 
who were Moriarty’s former teachers, 
and four members of the Brooklyn 
clergy. The following residents of 
Metropolitan New York acted as stu­
dent delegates: Edward M. Burke. ■ 
Walter F. Doolan, Paul A. Kearney, 
John V. Lynch, George F. McGuire. I 
and Raymond J. O’Mara.
Moriarty’s death was regarded as 
a personal loss by virtually the entire 
student body. His good nature, wit, 
and readiness to serve, endeared him 
to all those who came in direct con­
tact with him. while his sterling per­
formances in such events as the 
Soph-Frosh Mixer and “The Student 
Wuints,” musical comedy given last 
year at the college, made him a fig. 
Ure familiar to and popular with all 
Moriarty came to Providence Col­
lege with the intention of joining the 
Dominican Order, and stories of the 
entertainments he staged last year at 
Guzman Hall have already become 
Part of the Hall’s tradition. He 
changed his plans, however, and this J 
^ear enrolled simply as a student. j
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